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Possibility Histories

Almost everything in our history is buried beneath the sands of time. 
But sometimes what has been hidden is revealed again. 
Some stories were branded apocrypha and officially condemned.  
Some apocrypha were preserved by a wealthy families. 
Some donations from wealthy families were copied in monasteries by monks.  
Some manuscripts became schoolboy copy book lessons in Greek. 
Some copy book exercises were stored in attics.
Some school exercises might have found their way to a translator today.
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L e t t e r  I :  I n t r o d u c t i o n

From Festus Hippou, a witness to Jesus Anointed by the will of the 
Father, 

To Domus Patricini and the Assemblies of the Way, a short letter of 
introduction: 

You have all heard or read the words that the Nazarene spoke at what 
has come to be called the Sermon on the Mount. You may have also heard 
may have heard something about what happened there. Not all these stories 
are true. Over the years in our travels, we have heard some fantastic tales:  
that the Master controlled the sun, that he conjured snakes and birds, that 
he was in a fight, and that he raised up a storm to beat back his opponents. 
While these rumors all have their basis in truth, they are also very different 
from the truth. 

And while some aspects of the story are easily exaggerated as it moves 
from person to person, much of what is truly important is lost because it is 
hard to describe.  This is why I am writing these letters. 

My wife and I were both witnesses to the Sermon, from very different 
perspectives. For many years, we toured with four others who also wit-
nessed that gathering.   Our group travelled through much of the known 
world giving our testimony about the event.  We are sending these letters 
to the assemblies that we visited. We request that you copy them and pass 
them on any other assemblies with whom you are in contact. 

In our days of witnessing, our group not only testified to what we heard 
and saw, but we tried to re-create the event for those who came to see us. 
We wanted to give people a feeling for what it was like to hear the Master 
speak, not only his words, but his actions, how people reacted, the ques-
tions people asked, and so on. 

Since we have grown too old to travel now, I am writing these letters at 
the urging of my wife. She believes that the true story of the Sermon should 
be known more broadly. Her friends in Jerusalem among the One Sent 
have told her that it is common today for witnesses to send out letters that 
can be read at assemblies of Followers. Through this recorded testimony, 
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the teaching of the Nazarene are not only preserved but have multiplied 
throughout the world. 

The words of the Master in these letters are the words you have heard, 
but our letters provide the context for those words.   Our goal has always 
been to increase your trust and understanding of the words of the Master.  
My wife’s and my hope is that we can reach many more people through 
these letters than we did giving our testimony in person.

First, you should know that the so-called “sermon” itself wasn’t a 
sermon at all. It was not a prepared  speech. It was a discussion. The Naza-
rene taught mostly by answering questions from those of us there.  It was 
also a performance.  The Master did not just speak his words, he often acted 
them out. 

Our group of witnesses consisted originally of six people. All of us were 
at the Sermon. Five of us had direct interactions with the Nazarene. One of 
us played what I would describe as a central role in the drama as it unfolded.  
Three of our group also saw the Master speak at other times. 

Let me explain how our family of witnesses came to exist. 
Our group was started by one woman, a lady from Tiberias named 

Tamar. Tiberias is the largest city on the sea of Galilee. This is the region in 
which the Master began teaching. Tiberias is the court seat of the Roman 
provincial government. Tamar heard the Nazarene speak several times, but 
the first time was at Seven Springs. Seven Springs is the name of  a hillside 
gathering place known as “the mount”.  Strangely enough, Tamar was the 
only one of the witnesses that didn’t interact directly with the Master at the 
event.  However, her father, who was with her, played a major role. 

Since they were well-known in Tiberias, many people asked them to 
describe what the Master was like. As the Teacher grew more famous, they 
were invited to speak outside Tiberias.  This started even before there were 
any organized assemblies of Followers. After the Nazarene’s resurrection, 
she and her father were asked more and more frequently to bear witness to 
what they saw at Silver Springs and later events. They were invited to speak 
at many of the towns and villages in Galilee. As they traveled, Tamar met 
others who were also at the Sermon. Some decided to join her. 

The first she met was Ezra. When he first met Tamar and her father, 
Ezra was the leader of a small religious community of a sect called the Serv-
ers. Tamar spoke at an assembly of Followers near their community. Since 
her father was ill at the time, she asked for someone to read the lines of the 
sermon while she described what had happened. Ezra volunteered to read, 
but, since he too had witnessed the Sermon, he added his testimony to hers. 
Since Tamar’s father, Enoch, had grown too weak to travel with her, he asked 
if Ezra would accompany her so she could continue traveling and testify-
ing. Enoch offered Ezra a generous donation for his community if he did. 
Tamar’s father was a wealthy and well-known man trading cloth throughout 
the region. Ezra agreed to accompany Tamar. Soon after, they met Demas.

Demas  was sent out as a member of a group that we called “the Dis-
tinguished”. In the Judean language, the word for “distinguished” is “phari-
see”. He was sent out to investigate the growing movement of the Followers 
of the Nazarene. Though the Nazarene had been executed, the number of 
his Followers kept growing.  Since the Distinguished did not believe that 
the Nazarene has been raised, they could not understand why the move-
ment didn’t die. They wanted to know more. Demas volunteered to collect 
information for them. 

Demas met Tamar and Ezra at a Follower assembly. Since he was also at 
the sermon, he saw that he could serve his mission more easily by traveling 
with them as they toured among Follower groups. Though they knew that 
he was a lawyer of the Distinguished, they thought he could add a valuable 
perspective as part of a group that opposed the Master’s teaching. 

Then, these first three withnesses met Ulla. 
Ulla described herself as an old fishwife, a widow, and a grandma. She 

heard Tamar’s group testify to what happened at Seven Springs. It brought 
back her own memories of the Teacher speaking. While listening to their 
testimony, she called out her own comments,  adding many things that 
had happened that they had missed. Tamar was a rich, city girl. Demas and 
Ezra were both scholars of different sorts: Demas in law, Ezra in history. 
The crowd at the sermon was mostly working people, more like Ulla. After 
the meeting, Tamar asked if Ulla could join them to provide her perspec-
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tive. Since Tamar was rich, she offered to pay for Ulla’s travel and support. 
Since Ulla’s family was poor and she felt that she was a burden to them, she 
agreed. 

Eventually, these four met me. When we met, I was traveling with a 
troupe of actors. If you are in any major cities in the Empire are familiar 
with Greek drama and traveling bands of performers like ours. Provincial 
Judeans, however, especially Galileans,  know little about acting for reasons 
I will explain in a later letter. Though I grew up in Galilee, I am Greek. There 
are a number of Greek cities in Galilee on the side opposite of Tiberias. As 
a Greek, I had none of the Judean aversion to the idea of playing roles in a 
performance.

After seeing Tamar and her associates give their testimony, I introduced 
myself as a fellow witness at the event.  They remembered me from my 
interactions with the Master. This memory did not endear me to them. They 
questioned me and I admitted that I was not truly a Follower at the time.  
However, their recognition allowed me to explain why they were giving their 
testimony all wrong. It wasn’t that the story they told wasn’t true, but the 
way they told that story just didn’t do justice to the event. 

Let me explain. 
When I saw the Master, the experience was thrilling, the most excit-

ing experience of my life, before or since. But the way that Ulla, Tamar, and 
the rest gave their testimony? Just boring. They had all the Teacher’s words, 
but they supplemented them with endless description and no action.  They 
admitted that their testimony did not do justice to the event. They were 
growing bored with it themselves. 

I asked if I could work with them. 
They did not readily accept me. They also did not like the idea of taking 

advice from an actor. 
I pointed out that I could offer the unique perspective of a foreigner at a 

time when non-Judeans were a fast-growing part of the movement.  Though 
I was not part of any Follower assembly, I considered my encounter with 
the Master the most important event of my life. I didn’t know much about 

the Master, other than what I had heard at Seven Springs, but I was inter-
ested in learning more. 

They took me on as a additional witness on a trial basis.  At first, I 
expected to stay with them only for a few months, but we were all together 
for well over a decade.  I, of course, became a Follower, as all who saw the 
Master personally tend to do. 

It took them longer to warm up to my idea for changing their presenta-
tion that I expected. My basic idea was that we should re-create the event, 
playing it instead of describing it. We would involve the  assemblies in front 
of which we spoke in the same way the Master and his students involved 
the crowd as Seven Springs. How to do this took some time for us to work 
out.  As we worked on making this change, we met the last of our group, 
Pisca. 

Pisca was just a child when she saw the Master. She was still a maiden 
when she met our group. She had grown up in a shepherding tribe. She 
heard us speak in her area and immediately wanted to join.  There were 
problems with her becoming a witness, mostly because of her age and the 
opposition of her parents. When those problems were worked out, she 
became our final witness.  We were willing to work through the problems 
with her parents because her unique perspective was very valuable. She had 
been one of the fortunate ones.  

With our final member in place, we were able to agree on how to pres-
ent our testimony. Our presentation combined our various memories with 
the Nazarene’s words. We constructed a re-creation of what happened at 
Seven Springs that day.  As we traveled over the years, we met a other people 
who were there that helped us complete that picture. 

In presenting it, we wouldn’t just describe it, as this book does. We 
would  act it out.  In between our scenes, we also tried to answer the ques-
tions that people have about the experience. Since one of the first things 
people always asked was, “What did the Teacher looked like?” we usu-
ally described him before we started our presentation. This allowed us to 
explain why we all took turns, even the women, in portraying him.  
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We all saw the Nazarene s an everyman. Neither old nor young. Aver-
age height and weight. Neither dark nor light. Simple local clothes, neither 
rich nor poor, worn, not new, but not worn to rags. Hair and beard midway 
between the longer hair of the country and the trimmed styles of the city. 
No distinctive features except for how expressive his face was and how 
nimble he was.  Ezra and Demas, who also saw him speak more than once, 
felt his everyman quality was intentional. His clothing changed as he trav-
elled through Judea. It always matching the local dress. 

But what impressed us all was his personality. Especially his cheerful-
ness and confidence. And how much he enjoyed people. Every time some-
one asked him a question, he was so happy to hear from them. Even from 
the Distinguished who were his enemies.  

But speaking as an actor myself, the Nazarene knew how to  adopt 
whatever character his message required. One moment, he was as authori-
tative as a ruler. The next, he was as playful as a child. And he was always 
surprising. Always entertaining. Pisca describe his way of speaking as 
someone taking out a gift to show it off. He never just said a word when he 
could illustrate it or act it out.  

The Master’s later teaching sessions, as witnessed by Tamer, Ezra, and 
Demas,  were like Seven Spring, shaped by what people asked and random 
events such as birds flying by. However, he did reuse his sayings and other 
material. And some of it was prepared beforehand, especially the stories he 
told. But Seven Springs was very early in his teaching career. He only told 
one story there, at the very end. And it was clearly inspired by events.  As 
Demas said, the man  was so quick! He paid attention to everything and 
everyone around him.  

When we were trying to re-create the event, none of us could really 
capture the Nazarene’s tone and manner of speaking, so we took turns recit-
ing his words. None of us were as entertaining as he was, but we tried to 
recreate his humor. 

During these re-creations, we didn’t only recite the words of the 
Teacher. We also played the many different roles of people in the crowd who 
interacted with him. For me, that was always more fun because there was 

such a variety of people in the crowd. During our presentations, we also 
recalled our own feelings at the time, seeing him speak.   

My biggest concern about writing these letters is capturing that emo-
tion. I was trained as an actor, not a writer. I am particularly worried about 
capturing the humor of the Nazarene. Spoken humor doesn’t usually trans-
late to writing. We see that problem with the Master’s words as they circu-
late. Many people have trouble seeing how entertaining they were. Spoken 
humor is all about the pauses, the voice pitch, and the tone. Of course, 
when a group can see you, all your motions and actions are also part of your 
expression.  

As my wife always points out, we laughed a lot that day, hearing the 
man speak the words that have been recorded. She believes that people will 
understand why we laughed if I give a complete picture of the event. I have 
my doubts, but we hope that everyone reading and hearing these letters 
will laugh as well, if just a little.  The next letter will describe how that day 
started at  Seven Springs.  

With you all on the way, 
Festus Hippou
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L e t t e r  I I :  T h e  F o r t u n a t e

From Festus, a witness to Jesus Anointed by the will of the Father, 
To the Assemblies, a letter describing the start of the Sermon of the 

Mount: 
Seven Springs is a lush rolling area on a hillside. It is watered by seven 

streams that flow from the hills into the sea.  Grasses, rocks, wildflowers, 
and scrubby bushes dot the landscape.  The area is well-known as a gather-
ing site.  For many days, the Teacher’s heralds had been spreading the word 
that the Teacher would be speaking there. The posted notices said: “Jesus 
the Nazarene would be speaking at Seven Springs after midday, around the 
seventh hour.” 

People showed up by boat and foot, mule and wagon. Hundreds of 
people of all types converged there. 

I came by boat, arriving mid-morning around the fourth hour.  My 
friends and I had sailed across the sea of Galilee. One of my wealthier 
friends had the use of his father’s small boat. We had been ferrying passen-
gers to earn money during the good weather. Some locals from Hippo hired 
us to take them to Seven Springs to hear the Teacher speak. We decided to 
join them for the gathering. 

We pulled our boat onto the sandy beach below the speaking area. We 
walked up the hillside where people were gathering.  On the way up the 
hillside, we were pestered by beggars and peddlers. We bought a few skin 
of wine. We thought we were coming early, but there were already a large 
number of people there. 

Demas, the member of the Distinguished who later became a witness in 
our little group, also arrived early. His job was to save some good seats for 
a group of the Distinguished. In Judea, the Distinguished always expect to 
get the best seats at meetings. He was accompanied by a big guard named 
Boaz.  So Demas had paid some beggars, widows, and orphans to hold an 
area right up front for them. 

My friends and I noticed the beggars sitting in such fortunate places. 
This was unusual. Beggars are more common in the back of crowds, where 

they can get the attention of the people who are coming and going. We also 
noticed the big guard, Boaz, standing watching over them.  

The beggars in places of honor were not the only odd thing. 
We also noticed the large number of women and children. We had heard 

the Nazarene was a philosopher, a religious teacher. Among the Greeks and 
Romans, such people were usually attended only by men, mostly those who 
are younger and older, with time on their hands and no families to support. 
This seemed more like a festival than a group gathering to hear a speaker. 

The day was warm but overcast.  The clouds overhead drifted by quickly. 
Occasionally, the sun peeked out only to soon be hidden again.  Many 
clouds hung very low in the sky. 

 People arrived steadily, sitting down, filling up the hillsides around 
the speaking area.  People sat in their groups. Galileans, sitting with others 
from their towns and clans. Judeans from nearer Jerusalem, and a number 
of other ethnic groups such as ours.  My friends and I settled down among 
some other Greeks from the cities of the Decapolis.   

Many wealthy sat up front. They had sent out their servants early to 
save them places. Tamar, the woman who started our group of witnesses, 
her father, and their party were among them. But people of all types arrived 
early and saved places for others.  The  bustle of the crowd became quite 
heavy about midday. The area was large, but, as it filled up, it became  
crowded. Ulla, the old woman of our witness group, was somewhere further 
from the speaking area with her family and others from her fishing village. 
Ezra, the old man of our group, was there as well with a few others from his 
religious community. 

One person who wasn’t in the crowd was Pisca. One of the Master’s 
heralds saw her mother, her, and her younger brother standing off at a 
distance from everyone else. Instead of chasing them away, as the girl had 
expected, the man brought them to an place behind the speaking area, sepa-
rated from the crowd.  Though behind the speaker, they had one of the best 
positions on the hillside. 

An excited murmur moved through the crowd as the Nazarene arrived. 
He was mingling among us. Everyone felt enthusiastic as he appeared.  My 
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friends and I had been drinking since the morning. By the time the Teacher 
arrived, our enthusiasm was well-lubricated. The Teacher moved out of the 
crowd to the edge of the open speaking area. We all strained to get a look at 
him. 

Then, the chanting began.
One group of the Nazarene’s followers called out together, “Change 

your minds!“
[1]

A second group of followers added the second line, “Its being near is 
the reason. ”

There was a pause, giving us time to wonder what was near. Usually, 
before an event, you expect people to announce what was coming, not what 
had already arrived. 

“This realm of the skies!” both groups shouted together, providing an 
answer to our questions that explained nothing. 

For some reason, I noticed that the clouds above the gathering did look 
much lower than usual.  

The Nazarene, smiling,  walked out into the center of the speaking 
area. The crowd cheered his appearance. He raised his arm and twirled his 
hand over his head. This was a signal. Seeing it, his followers repeated their 
chant, but this time, all together. 

 “Change your minds!
“Because it has neared:
“This realm of the skies!” 
Smiling more broadly, he twirled his arm and hand over his head again. 
His students repeated the chant. Others in the crowd began to join in. 
 “Change your minds!
“Because it has neared:
“This realm of the skies!” 
Laughing, the Nazarene twirled his arm a third time. 
 “Change your minds!
“Because it has neared:
“This realm of the skies!” 

[1]  Matthew 4:17  “Repent: for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” (Note: If you are curious about the 
differences in translation, see Appendix.)

More of us in the crowd happily joined in. 
This chant was familiar to many in the crowd. It was first used by 

another teacher, John, the Master’s cousin, and his ascetic followers.  They 
had used it for years, and then the Nazarene and his students had adopted 
it. The heralds that the Master sent out to tell people where and when he 
was speaking used this chant to gather crowds for their announcements.  
Once they had gathered a crowd by chanting in the towns and villages they 
visited, these heralds would make their announcement and  post their writ-
ten notices. These heralds became known as the Ones Sent. As you know, 
today they are the ones who lead the Master’s Followers . 

However, my friends and I had never heard the chant before. Being from 
the Greek side of the sea, we didn’t know about this cousin John. And we 
had never heard the Nazarene’s heralds. The people who we had ferried to 
the gathering had heard about it in Tiberias.  We Greeks assumed that the 
“realm of the skies” was some part of Judean religious tradition. We could 
only relate it to our own sky god, Uranus. Only later did I discover out 
that this idea and the related concept of “the Father in the skies” was not a 
Judean tradition. 

After the crowd had repeated this chant several times, we were laughing 
and applauding. 

The Master raised his arms for quiet. 
Then he pointed a single finger into the air and twirled it. 
His followers recognized the signal and responded with a single line, 

“This realm of the skies!”
He pointed up with a twirling finger again. 
Recognizing it as a new signal, more of us joined in, “This realm of the 

skies!”
He then pointed up for a third time. 
“This realm of the skies!” most of the crowd responded. 
Again, we found ourselves laughing. 
Then he twirled his whole arm over his head again,  signalling for the 

entire chant.  We responded. 
 “Change your minds!
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“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!” 
Then he twirled a single finger again. 
“This realm of the skies!”
We were being trained and enjoying it.  This was a new thing for a us all. 

It was exciting and fun. 
The Master was laughing. Many of us were laughing as well. 
Then the Master held up his hands for quiet. 
We quieted down. 
As we did, one of the beggars who were holding spaces for Demas’s 

Distinguished called out, “Charity for the poor!” 
The Nazarene laughed, and we laughed as well. 
“Fortunate!”

[2]
 the Master observed wryly, smiling.  “These beggars!”

We were surprised. Was he referring to their good seats?  The idea of 
beggars, the blind, lame, and crippled, being lucky had to be a joke. But he 
said it cheerfully, not cynically.  Many of us laughed.  

“How can beggars be lucky?” one person asked. 
“Because they are seated among the wealthy?” asked another. 
The Nazarene shook his head no, and, to answer, the Master took a 

deep breath and blew it slowly out into the air.
“With the breath of life!” he explained. 
Some of us laughed. It made a kind of sense. 
“Aren’t they being punished?” Another person asked. 
“The fact is that theirs is...” the Master continued.
He took in another deep breath and blew it out. Then he gestured to 

indicate his breath in the air.
“This realm of the skies!” he explained with a smile and wink. 
Most of us understood, laughing and applauding the play on words. 

The breath of life is our animating spirit. The realm of the skies is the 
sphere of air and spirit. It was witty. 

The Nazarene then raised and twirled his hand over his head.
We joined in. 

[2] Matthew 5:3 Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven..

“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!” 
The chant drew more laughter and some applause. 
Pisca remembers applauding the idea of the beggars having the realm 

of the skies, but, as a child, she didn’t understand the wordplay. Instead, 
she connected what he was saying to the idea that there was a special place 
in the universe for the suffering. Her mother, brother, and she had such dif-
ficult lives at the time. 

“Fortunate!”
[3]

 the Master said, as he moved toward a group of widows 
and their children. They were also among those saving places for Demas’s 
Distinguished. The Nazarene indicated them to the crowd.  

“These weeping in mourning!” he said seriously. 
There was more surprise and more laughter. 
“Is he joking?” I asked my friends. 
They shrugged, not knowing any more than I did. 
Some were offended.  One of them called out, “How is losing a loved 

one lucky?”
“Did they inherit money?” a young woman in a green veil asked inno-

cently.
We laughed. 
Others called out similar questions. 
Then the Master explained in a matter of fact tone, “Because, they 

themselves shall be called near.”
And again, as if to explain his answer,  he pointed his twirling finger 

skyward. 
“This realm of the skies!” the crowd responded.
We applauded ourselves. The chanting was fun and united us. 
The Nazarene was saying surprising things, but he had gotten our 

attention and was making a kind of sense, even to non-Judeans.   
Suddenly, a little girl about three-years old rushed out of the crowd 

toward the Teacher. The Nazarene was delighted. Many of us laughed as her 

[3] Matthew 5:4 Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted. 
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widowed mother tried to catch her. The Nazarene picked the little girl up 
lightly and showed her to the crowd.  

“Fortunate!”
[4]

 he said, “These soft ones!”
He pinched her cheek and the child giggled. More laughter came from 

the crowd. It was easier to think of a cute child as lucky than the beggars or 
widows, but describing them as “the soft ones” was clever. Children were 
adaptable, malleable. Compared to beggars and widows, children weren’t 
hardened at all to the difficulties of life. 

“Are her family rich?” ask the woman in the green veil, perhaps not so 
innocently. 

This drew another laugh. 
“Because they themselves shall inherit...” the Master said, starting to 

explain. 
Someone shouted out, “This realm of the skies!“
Many of us laughed and applauded the man’s guess. 
But the Master chuckled and shook his head “no,” ‘
“The mother earth!” he explained, as he handed the child back to her 

widowed mother. 
We laughed again. There were as many different reasons for that laugh 

as there were different witnesses in our group. 
Some, such as our Ulla laughed because to her, it was obvious: chil-

dren get the earth, the land, when their parents go to the skies.  Others, 
such as Tamar, laughed at the comparison of the widowed mother to the 
mother earth. Others, such as old Ezra, laughed because they didn’t think 
that inheriting the earth, in its current state, seemed very lucky at all.  And 
some, like my Greek friends and I, laughed because we heard it as a refer-
ence to the ancient battle between the earth mother, Gea,  and the sky father, 
Uranus, over their problem children, the Titans. 

However, we all laughed because the way he said things was enter-
taining. His words were cheerful and completely confident.  They seemed 
rehearsed though obviously prompted by events. He couldn’t plan for a 

[4] Matthew 5:5 Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth.

young child to run up to him. Yet, he didn’t need to think for a moment 
about his response. 

Notice the coincidences in what had happened so far. If Demas hadn’t 
been saving places for the Distinguished and the Distinguished hadn’t been 
late, the beggars, widows, and orphans wouldn’t have been near the front of 
the crowd. Everything that prompted his statements seemed happenstance. 
We were surprised by everything, but he was surprised by nothing. 

The Nazarene then moved towards some rich Romans, also near the 
speaking area, who had brought baskets of bread and bags of wine for their 
outing. A Roman woman offered him a small round loaf. He held it up to 
show the crowd.

“Fortunate, these hungering!”
[5]

 he announced, smiling. 
We laughed again. Part of the reason was his exaggerated style: not just 

“hungry” but “hungering.” Another reason was that these  Romans were 
clearly well-fed. Few Romans among us were ever hungry and calling them 
hungry was comical. But is was also funny because he saying that those 
who were truly hungry were fortunate. That was just as counter intuitive as 
saying beggars and mourners were fortunate. This was a funny type of good 
fortune he was describing.  

Then one of the Romans handed the Nazarene a wineskin. The Naza-
rene toasted the audience.

“And thirsting!” the Master added cheerfully. 
He squirted some wine in his mouth. 
We again laughed. 
Someone, however, who wasn’t pleased, probably one of the local 

Judean political militants, called out the loudest.  
“What do those rich Romans hunger and thirst for?” he cried. “Our 

blood?”
The young man’s angry question won both laughter and some cheers of 

agreement, but the Nazarene smiled, and  again shook his head “no.”
“For this justice!” he said happily as he indicated his heart. 
That answer triggered even more questions. 

[5] Matthew 5:6 Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be filled.
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“Why would they hunger for justice?” 
“What do Romans care about justice?” 
“Because they themselves?” the Master responded,  “shall get their fill.” 
This drew the biggest laugh from the crowd yet. Here, the double 

meaning was very clear and very satisfying to most of the crowd. Even the 
Romans laughed. 

Then the Teacher twirled his finger in the air. 
“This realm of the skies!” we responded happily. 
Then we all applauded.  Partly, we were applauding our chanting. Partly 

we were applauding the idea of the Roman’s getting their fill of justice. 
Partly, we were applauding this new realm being so close. Many hoped it 
this new reign would mean the end of Roman rule.   

In response to the Teacher’s words, the Roman women and their chil-
dren started breaking up some of their bread loaves and passing pieces to 
the beggars,  widows, and children near them.  

The Nazarene pointed to her. 
“Fortunate, these merciful!”

[6]
 he exclaimed more loudly and even more 

cheerfully, indicating the women. 
And again, some asked, “Why?”
“Because they themselves?” he said. “Shall receive mercy.”
The Teacher twirled his whole arm over his head. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
Our chanting was becoming louder and more unified. We were also 

unified in our agreement that those who are merciful should receive mercy. 
This is when the Teacher moved toward our own Pisca, her mother, 

and brother.  Their situation was different.  They had been placed quite 
intentionally by one of the Master’s heralds behind where the Nazarene was 
speaking. They hidden from the crowd on purpose.  We learned later that 
the Nazarene had planned on involving them in his teaching and had told 
on of his student’s to fetch them. 

[6] Matthew 5:7 Blessed the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.

As the Nazarene approached them, the crowd noticed the woman 
and children sitting there for the first time. Pisca’s brother had removed 
his hood and his legs were sticking out of his robe. As the Nazarene 
approached, Pisca and her mother noticed that his skin was showing and 
tried to cover him up. They were frightened at the crowd’s reaction. They 
had reason.  Those up front could see the boy’s skin sores, even as they tried 
to hide them. Word spread back  through the crowd.

“Unclean!”
“The boy is unclean!”
Then they noticed Pisca and her mother’s hands and arms. 
“So is his mother!”
“And the daughter!”
The crowd began to buzz as the news passed. 
The Teacher approach them. The boy jumped to his feet and hugged 

him.  Then the Teacher held out his hands to help Pisca and her mother to 
their feet.  

The crowd gasped. We saw that the unclean woman was pregnant!  
The word that they were unclean was still spreading, and now the 

crowd was murmuring about the woman’s pregnancy. The Nazarene had 
touched them, breaking Judean law.  The unclean are forbidden to get close 
to people, much less join a large gathering like this one. 

The family was far enough from the crowd that there wasn’t any panic. 
The shock was that the Nazarene had not only hugged the boy but had 
continued to hold Pisca and her mother’s hands as they stood next to him. 
Their skin sores stood out as bright red circles on their faces.  

Pisca says she would have been terrified by the crowd’s reaction if the 
Master had not been with them. His warm smile and the light in his eyes 
never wavered. 

The Nazarene raised his voice, so that it carried over the crowd’s mur-
murs.

“Fortunate! These spotless!”
[7]

 he shouted out happily, smiling broadly, 
apparently oblivious to the hostile reactions in the crowd. 

[7] Matthew 5:8 Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God.
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Some of us laughed from surprise. Others booed in derision. Still 
others shushed those booing. Many had heard that the Master was a healer. 
Some had come in hopes of seeing a healing. Was this it?  

People called out to him. 
One voice was heard above the others, “How are they spotless?” 
“By this heart!” the Master exclaimed, touching his own heart. 
But the answer was confusing.  People called out more questions.
“Are you going to heal them with your heart?”
“What do you mean? Does your heart see them as spotless?”
“Aren’t you breaking the law?” 
“Are we going to see a healing!”
There were too many questions and comments for the Master to 

address at once. The Teacher held up his hands for quiet.  The crowd grew 
more silent. 

The teacher pointed to one man, inviting his question. 
“Why does your heart see them as spotless?” the man asked. 
“Because, they themselves?” the Nazarene said, touching Pisca’s moth-

er’s pregnant belly. “The Divine: they shall see with their own eyes”  
We all heard the tenderness in his voice. Pisca also saw the light in his 

eyes and felt the gentle squeeze of his hand. The emotion reached the crowd 
in some way we could never explain. 

Pisca and her mother began crying with happiness. Others in the crowd 
saw them smiling through their tears. Many were moved. Moved in many 
different directions, Demas liked to point out.  Not everyone was sympa-
thetic. But many were, especially the women. People understood a baby’s 
birth as a vision of the Divine. But it was so sad: an unclean child born to an 
unclean mother with unclean children. 

Some still hoped to see a healing. But there was no healing. At least not 
one that could be seen. Their sores stood out more vividly than ever.  The 
crowd could see them clearly.  

But the Nazarene hugged them and seem so happy for them. They 
seemed happy in return. It was surprising and strange. We didn’t know 
what to think. 

Remember, very few of the people there were true followers of the Naza-
rene. Even Tamar, Ezra, and Ulla had come as skeptics. Demas was there 
as a critic. But most were like me, neither skeptics or critics, just curious. I 
knew nothing about the Nazarene. 

And others came to the gathering because they were troublemakers, 
looking for an opportunity to cause a stir. In Judea, political and religious 
zealotry are mixed together. Though the Master had just begun speaking, he 
had given these trouble makers an opportunity. Being friendly with Romans 
antagonized many for political reasons, but touching the unclean gave them 
a solid religious basis to act out. And many were drinking on that warm 
afternoon, and not in the happy way that my friends and I were.   

These troublemakers began heckling, taking advantage of the crowd’s 
confused mood. They called out insulting questions, but not letting the 
Nazarene answer.  

“They’d really be fortunate if you could heal them!”
“I’d be lucky if your Roman friends passed me some of that wine!”
“The Romans friends would really be merciful to remove their swords 

from our necks!”
“Look you’ve made that little girl and her mother cry!”
The last was called out by a troublemaker sitting near me. Others called 

out worse things.  As I said, many of them were drunk, thinking themselves 
quite clever,  in the proud tradition of hecklers everywhere. 

We were surprised that the Nazarene didn’t respond. He didn’t even 
raise his hands for silence as he had a moment earlier.  Instead, he appeared 
to be amused. And waiting.  He looked expectantly at the crowd. It seemed 
as though he was silently asking us for our aid.

And, since most of us had come to hear the man speak, many people, 
mostly the women, tried shushing the hecklers.  

“Hush! Let the man answer! Let him speak!”
But the troublemakers didn’t listen.
“Hush yourself!” one responded. 
As the hecklers kept it up and the Nazarene stood silent, smiling expec-

tantly,  more of the crowd joined against the troublemakers. We had all 
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some distance for this gathering. We had all come for our own reasons, but 
we all wanted to hear the Nazarene, not these drunks. 

Finally, the big guard Boaz, who had come with Demas, stood up in 
front of the crowd. 

“Silence!” he shouted with authority, lifting a cudgel he carried to make 
his point clear. “We came to hear the man speak!” 

With Boaz as their inspiration, other armed men stood up as well, 
showing their weapons.  As the armed men confronted the troublemakers 
near them, the heckling quickly died. 

The Master smiled and applauded the men.
“Fortunate!”

[8]
 he announced cheerfully. “These peacemakers!” 

He indicated the men standing and applauded them. As he did, we in 
the crowd joined the applause. The men took their seats on the hillside.

“Lucky they are on our side,” a voice called out as the applause died. 
The Nazarene laughed and we did as well. 
“Because they themselves?” he announced grandly. “Sons of divinity!” 
This was high praise indeed. A bit too extravagant, and it was said in a 

way that made us laugh. We applauded again. 
As this applause died, the Master announced, “They shall be called!”
He pointed upward with a twirling finger. 
“This realm of the skies!” we responded. We were coming together 

again. 
The Master looked pleased. As if to celebrate, he then twirled his arm 

over his head.  We reacted instantly to the signal. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!
We laughed and applauded ourselves. And the crowd’s happy mood was 

restored. As we recited them, the words seemed to take on a new mean-
ing. Just by saying them, we expressed our desire for people to change their 
minds or at least, not make trouble. 

[8] Matthew 5:9 “Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the children of God.”

“Those proud drunkards shall be trodden down!” announced a man 
wearing animal skins, standing toward the back of the crowd.  He had a 
club and been one of the peacekeepers, but he hadn’t sat back down. 

At this announcement, the crowd began murmuring. My friends and 
I didn’t know why. We asked a Judean nearby what it meant. He explained 
that it was an old Judean prophecy. 

I found out later than the man was one of the followers of the Naza-
rene’s cousin John. This was obvious to everyone because of his animal 
skins. Demas told me that line about drunkards was one that John used. It 
was used by John to forbid the drinking of wine among his followers. Ezra 
explained further that it was originally from one of the ancient Judean lumi-
naries called Isaiah. It was part of a prophecy about the Judean Messiah, the 
crown of pride being replaced by the crown of glory. That is what the crowd 
was murmuring about.  The man in animal skins was suggesting the this 
prophecy was being fulfilled. 

How would the Nazarene respond?
“Fortunate!”

[9]
 he said. “These ones hounding themselves for the sake 

of virtue.“
Most of the crowd laughed. 
It was clear that the Nazarene was making light of the man’s announce-

ment, but again, I didn’t understand enough about John’s ascetics at the 
time to understand why this comment was so funny. According to Ulla, 
John’s ascetics were already objects of some polite derision among the 
common people because they don’t eat bread, drink wine, or wear woven 
cloth. They were seen somewhat as holy men by those in the city, but the 
common people just saw them as another religious fad. 

“Because theirs is...”
He paused pointing a twirling finger to the sky. 
“This realm of the skies!” the Master announced loudly, for the first 

time joining us in the line. 

[9] Matthew 5:10 Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness’ sake: for theirs is the kingdom of 
heaven.
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The crowd laughed. Most of them understood that the “realm of the 
skies” chant was originally John’s. Most of the people there knew that as 
well, even though I didn’t at the time. 

Then, predictably, the  Teacher twirled his whole arm over his head!
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
We laughed and applauded ourselves.  I notice that even one of the 

troublemaker sitting near me was joining in with the chant. 
At this point, the sermon was barely begun, but a lot had happened. The 

Nazarene had proven to be a surprise to everyone there except those who 
had heard him before. 

My friends and I had come on a whim. We had half expected to be 
bored. We were already congratulating ourselves on our decision to show 
up.  Like everyone else, we felt fortunate to be there. We poured more wine 
to celebrate our good fortune. 

We had no idea what was coming next. And, even if you know what 
words that come next, I think you will be surprised by how the story con-
tinues. 

You will find out in my next letter.
Yours in the Anointed, 
Festus Hippou 
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L e t t e r  I I I :  T h e  L i g h t

From Festus, a witness to Jesus Anointed by the will of the Father.
To the Assemblies, a letter about the salt and the light. 
We have received many responses to those first two letters.  We are 

grateful for your interest and thank you for your encouragement. 
Several of your letters asked my opinion about the Master’s philo-

sophical meaning. I understand that these debates about the meaning of 
the Master’s words are common.  When we witnesses gave our testimony, 
however, we avoided discussions about meaning and philosophy. As much 
as possible, I also hope to avoid these topics.  

I am not a philosopher nor a learned man. My wife and I are both 
common people. I have the education of a Greek, which is to say, I can read 
Greek and Latin and add ledgers. I cannot speak or read Judean, though I 
know many of their words.  My wife can read more Judean than I can, but 
she considers herself completely uneducated.  In matters of philosophy, 
the Judean language, and religious principles, Demas and Ezra were both 
learned men. When it is appropriate, I will pass on any insights they offered 
about Judean beliefs and practices. 

Some of your letters asked what we were thinking after those first few 
minutes of the Sermon. None of us knew what to think. At the time, the 
Nazarene’s ideas were strange and new. Certainly for me, a Greek, and Pisca, 
a child, but also for those like Ezra and Demas with formal knowledge of 
Judean law and history. Everything passed so quickly. So much happened. 
We did not have time to think about these words as people analyze them 
today. 

Many of us were trying to see what was happening.  In these letters, 
I offer the perspective of six witnesses, some of whom had very privilege 
positions in the crowd. However, as individuals, none of us saw everything 
that happened, even in the first few minutes. 

Each of the Master’s lines created surprises. Many of his statements 
generated comments, not only those that were shouted out, but also within 
our various groups. The crowd was reacting in so many different ways to 

what we heard and saw. Some were laughing, but others were grumbling. 
Some were applauding, but others booing.  The impromptu nature of the 
first few minutes kept us guessing. 

A few of your letters expressed surprise that the Master seemed to have 
nothing pre-planned. Demas offered another viewpoint about this. Many 
things were called out from the crowd. Many more than I have recorded 
here. But the Nazarene chose those to which he wanted to respond.  He 
chose which people to address. The Master made those choices based upon 
what he wanted or maybe what he had planned to say.

But, as a crowd, we were feeling and reacting much more than we were 
thinking.  It was an exciting first few minutes. We laughed. We cried. We 
almost had a fight. As a crowd, we were emotionally divided by our many 
differences but brought back together by the chanting. And, throughout it 
all, we were eager to hear more. 

The most common question in your letters was about the meaning of 
the repeated phrase, “realm of the skies.” After an afternoon of hearing the 
Master speak, the idea became much clearer but hard to put into words. My 
hope is that this complete series of letters will communicate most of it.  

We each heard this phrase in our own way. Some knew that both the 
Teacher and his cousin John used the chant. To a few, it meant they were 
touched by the Divine. To others, that meant that they were crazy.   Those 
who were critical of the Nazarene  heard this chant as meaningless, some-
thing to control the masses.  Demas, as a lawyer,  heard it as a commentary 
on the law, a legal argument. Ezra interpreted as part of Judean tradition, 
echoing the story of the creation. As a skeptic, Tamar heard “change your 
minds” as a challenge to the blind acceptance of convention. Ulla just 
laughed at all of these debates. She thought people took words too seri-
ously.  It was the feelings the words created that mattered to her.  This was 
certainly true for Pisca.  As a diseased child, her reaction was entirely emo-
tional. She heard these words only as hope for the future.  

As I was a fan of Greek theater, I heard this chant as a dramatic element. 
It was like the chorus in our Greek plays. The Master made all of us into his 
chorus. Being a part of the chorus changed our role in the event. We weren’t 
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just watching a man talking. We were part of the drama. Our role made it 
easier for us to ask questions.  Everything that the Master said at Seven 
Springs led back to his “realm of the skies” message.  

Over the years, Ezra and Demas collected many stories that the Naza-
rene used to explain what his “realm of the skies” was like. The Master told 
none of those stories that day.  Similarly, later on, the Nazarene referred to 
himself as “the son of the man”, but he hadn’t yet adopted that title this 
early in his career. Demas had an interesting story about how the Nazarene 
came to use that title, but that story doesn’t belong as part of this testimony.  

I will answer more of these types of questions in my next letter. For 
now, let us get back to Seven Springs. 

My first letter ended after the Master had called eight different groups 
of people “fortunate”. 

Several people seemed to get the idea at the same time of asking him if 
their particular group was also fortunate and why.

“Why are fisherman fortunate?” asked a fisherman. There were many 
fishermen there, so this question won some applause.

“I’m ugly and short, am I lucky too?” someone else called out. 
This generated a laugh. 
The Master laughed as well, but he held up his hands to halt this line of 

questioning. He indicated the whole crowd with a sweep of his right arm.  
“Fortunate are you all!”

[1]
 the Nazarene announced happily.  

We applauded. That was what we were really asking to hear. Some of us 
not only applauded but cheered. 

But then someone complained, “Are we lucky when we are called fools 
for coming out here to listen to you?”

Surprisingly, the Nazarene agreed with a big smile and a nod. 
“When they chide you and hound you,” he added, even more cheerfully, 

“and say every worthless thing against you!”
We laughed again, but there was a lot of discussion in the crowd. Again,  

I didn’t understand why so many were murmuring. As I have said, my 
friends and I knew nothing about the Nazarene before that day.  We didn’t 

[1] Matthew 5:11 Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of 
evil against you falsely, for my sake.

know about his critics, so I didn’t understand his comment and the mur-
murs that it caused.  But most of the Judeans there knew that the Distin-
guished in Tiberias were critics of the Nazarene. They had disparaged his 
followers as “gullible fishermen” and worse things. The crowd’s murmurs 
were their discussions about the attacks they had heard. 

“Are they lying to us about you?” Someone asked. 
He laughed.  He shook his head in a big, happy “no.”
The crowd was surprised and expressed their confusion in their ques-

tions. 
“Your critics aren’t lying to us?”
“Being lied to by themselves!” the Master explained. 
We laughed again. 
His response created more questions. 
“But why are they lying to themselves?”
“On account of me,” he admitted as he shrugged. 
We laughed again because of his demeanor. 
“How should we react to these critics?” Someone else asked. 
“Rejoice and celebrate!”

[2]
 the Master suggested, in his cheerful manner. 

He started clapping, encouraging us to join in. We started clapping and 
cheering. His happiness was infectious.

But it was confusing. 
“How can we be fortunate if people criticize us?” someone asked. “
“Because of that payment of yours,” he explained enthusiastically, 

spreading his arms wide, “huge!”
“What kind of payment?”
“In the skies,” he said, pointing up with a twirling finger.
“This realm of the skies!” we finished. 
Then we applauded and cheered our answer. 
There would be many questions later from the crowd about what “pay-

ment in the skies” meant, but the idea fit well with our being told we were 
all fortunate. Our saying together “the realm of the skies” made sense of it 
at the time. 

[2] Matthew 5:12 Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great is your reward in heaven: for so persecuted they 
the prophets which were before you.
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“But why do your critics harass us so much simply for listening to 
you?” another person asked. 

“Because,” the Master answered,  “they probably would have harassed 
the...”

He paused, seemingly inviting us to complete his answer. 
The crowd went silent.  We looked at each other. No one had an answer 

they felt confident in volunteering. 
“Luminaries!” he exclaimed as if it was obvious. 
The crowd laughed. 
“Those just like you!” he finished, indicating us all with a sweep of his 

hand. 
We laughed, and applauded.  It was funny and flattering to be told we 

were like the luminaries. Even we Galilean Greeks knew that the luminaries 
were the most revered men in Judean history. What my friends and I didn’t 
know was that the Nazarene was himself being described as one of these 
enlightened. The crowd found it funny that he was saying that we all were 
luminaries when people were proclaiming that he was the luminary. 

The Nazarene twirled his arm over his head. 
And we all responded happily. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“The realm of the skies!”
“Who carries the salt in these matters?” someone with a Jerusalem 

accent asked.  This is a Judean way of asking whose opinions were the most 
valuable. 

“You yourselves!” the Master answered, addressing all of us in the 
crowd.  “You are the salt of the earth!”

[3]

He tapped a forefinger to his brow to indicate his meaning. It was 
another play on words. Among Judeans, an old “salt” is someone with expe-
rience, having practical wisdom. Being “worth your salt” means not only 
being worth your pay, but having thoughts worth hearing.  It also a referred 

[3] Matthew 5:13 Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt have lost his savour, wherewith shall it be salted? 
it is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be cast out, and to be trodden under foot of men..

to a source of Judean wealth, the Dead Sea, which produces much of the 
Empire’s valuable salt. 

The Judeans applauded the idea. Judeans see themselves as a salty 
people, full of practical wisdom, passed down through their traditions. 

“But your critics can get pretty salty as well,” the man from Jerusalem 
responded. “Many of them are even distinguished.”

The man’s wordplay drew a laugh.  Others groaned nervously at the 
mention of the Distinguished, who were still conspicuous in their absence. 

“Isn’t their distinguished salt more seasoned than ours?” the Jerusalem 
man finished. 

 Some applauded his cleverness.  Others booed his suggestion that the 
Distinguished were wiser than the common people. 

The Nazarene, however, received this suggestion happily. 
“But what if that salt...” the Master responded, smiling broadly and 

pinching his fingers together as if holding a pinch of salt. He licked his 
fingers, and smacked his lips as if trying to taste the salt on them. 

“Might become insipid?” the Master said with disappointment. 
Then he made the face of a simpleton. Another play on the two mean-

ings of the word “insipid”. 
We laughed. Some applauded. 
“In what,” the Master asked, pinching his fingers together again, 

“should it be taken as being seasoned?”
We laughed longer and louder at the play on words. 
“In nothing,” the Master exclaimed happily, as our laughter died,  

throwing his hands up in the air as he answered his own question. 
“But your critics speak with one voice and it is powerful!” someone 

suggested. 
  “Is it powerful?” the Master asked. “Not any longer!”
This statement won enthusiastic applause. Many there didn’t like the 

power that the Distinguished had acquired in Judean society. 
“They are good for nothing!” someone else exclaimed. 
“Except being tossed out,” the Master continued, happily, making a 

tossing-out-the-trash gesture. “To be walked on by the people.”
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He indicate the crowd and  then stomped around happily where he’d 
tossed his imaginary insipid salt. 

We laughed. The more we laughed, the more exaggerated his stomping 
became. This drew more laughter. 

Many of his gestures, such as his “throwing out the trash” motion and 
stomping around, would be used over and over again in the course of the 
afternoon. 

I have noticed that when people simply read the Master’s words, they 
miss the fact that he expressed many of his ideas in physical movement.  
I cannot read or hear his words without imagining him acting them out. 
When I hear the Master’s words from other events, I can often imagine how 
he might have illustrated them through his actions. 

As the laughter died, the Nazarene continued. 
“You yourselves are...”

[4]
 he started, indicating us all. 

He paused again as if searching for a word.  The sun suddenly broke 
through the clouds and he smiled. 

“The light,” he said happily, indicating the sky, “of this civilization.”
We applauded ourselves as we were bathed in sunlight. 
Then the sun went behind a small cloud again. 
“It really doesn’t have the ability...”  he continued confidently, again 

seemingly searching for the right word. 
“A city!” he exclaimed, gesturing to us all. 
We laughed. Our crowd was bigger than some small cities. 
“To be kept secret,” he continued, holding a finger to his lips. “On a 

hill,” he added, indicating our hillside. “Lying down!” He finished, plopping 
down, reclining as we were.  

We laughed again. 
The sun came out again from behind the clouds. The Teacher instantly 

jumped up to take advantage of the light. 

[4] Matthew 5:14 Ye are the light of the world. A city that is set on an hill cannot be hid.

“Nor do they light a lamp...”
[5]

 he started, again indicating the sun, but, 
just as he began, another small cloud covered the sun’s face, so he pretended 
to hold a lamp in his hands. 

“And put it beneath...” he continued confidently, noticing one of the 
Roman group’s bread baskets. “A bushel basket!” he announced trium-
phantly as he pretended to hide his imaginary lamp under it.  

We laughed again. 
He then took his imaginary lamp out and held it up.  
“Instead...upon...” he said, reaching up until he stood on his tip toes. 

Then he held his pose. 
As the Master teetered there, many, especially the children began gig-

gling. 
What was he doing?  we wondered. 
Then the cloud moved on and the sun revealed its bright face. Again we 

were bathed in light.  
“The lamp stand!” he exclaimed proudly, indicating the reappeared sun 

as if he’d hung it in the sky.  Then he continued more casually,  “And it lights 
up everyone in the house!” 

The sun was dazzling after the overcast. He shielded his eyes from the 
glare as he looked at us. 

“In this way, let it shine,” he continued, smiling, indicating the sun then 
us, “that light of yours.”

[6]
  

We applauded. Since we were applauding ourselves, we were very 
enthusiastic.  

“In front of those people,” he continued, indicating the rest of the 
world. “So that they might see...”

“This realm of the skies?” a child called out. 
We laughed and applauded the child’s insight. 
The Master nodded, agreeing with the child. 

[5] Matthew 5:15 Neither do men light a candle, and put it under a bushel, but on a candlestick; and it 
giveth light unto all that are in the house.

[6] Matthew 5:16 Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify your 
Father which is in heaven. 
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“Your beautiful deeds!” the Master added, happily clarifying the con-
cept. “And recognize that Father of yours, the one in the skies!”

He spun his arm happily over his head.  
We responded happily. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“The realm of the skies!”
And then a heavier layer of clouds rolled over the sun. The overcast 

returned. It seemed darker. 
And, just as suddenly, the happy mood of the crowd changed as well.
I will describe why in my next letter. 
Your witness to the Master, 
Festus
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L e t t e r  I V :  T h e 
D i s t i n g u i s h e d

From Festus, a witness to the Anointed teaching by the will of the 
Father,

To the Assemblies of the Way, a letter describing the arrival of the Dis-
tinguished. 

Once more, thank you for your letters of encouragement. Many letters 
have asked why the words that we recite are different than the Master’s say-
ings they’ve heard or read in various copies that are circulating. This comes 
from an historical accident. 

As I said, Tamar was from Tiberias, the capital of the province of 
Galilee. The court of the Tetrarch Antipas is there.  Quintus Figuli was the 
official recorder in that court, responsible for documenting court business. 
Tamar’s father hired Quintus and his assistants to come with them that day 
to record what the Teacher said. Thanks to her father’s foresight, from the 
first time Tamar and her father described the gathering at Seven Springs to 
others, they  had a complete record of the Teacher’s spoken words. This is 
why Tamar, Demas, and Ezra focused their testimony on the sermon, even 
though they all had seen the Nazarene speak at other times. 

Some of your letters have also asked about Tamar. What was she like as 
the founder of our group of witnesses? You expressed surprise at our group 
being started by a woman. 

At the time, Tamar was unmarried and past the age when women are 
considered marriageable. Among the Judeans, however, a father is more 
concerned about the marriage of his sons than about the marriage of his 
daughters. Tamar’s father had no sons. Her mother died when she was born.  
Tamar copied her father in all things. Unlike most women, she was not very 
agreeable.  She also never met a man that measured up to her father.  Before 
Seven Springs, she described herself as sharp-tongued and bitter, a skeptic. 

She was a very public, outgoing person, active in Tiberias society 
despite her status as a spinster. Her father’s wealth gave her this position, 

but wealth doesn’t matter in marrying off a daughter in Galilee. A Judean 
father receives a bride-price for his daughters.  From the perspective of 
the Greeks and Romans, this is completely backward since among us the 
husband receives a dowry from the bride’s father. Since he could not offer a 
dowry, Tamar’s father’s wealth could not attract a husband for his daughter, 

However, Tamar was respected as a patron of the poor. Her father’s 
wealth made this possible. Tiberias’s beggars called her “little mother” for 
her public generosity.  She took a great deal of pride in this.  That role, at 
least the public part of it, ended for reasons we will explain in a future letter. 
Her testifying to the Nazarene took its place.  Her natural aptitude for orga-
nization lead to the expansion of our group. 

However, at the time of the sermon, Tamar knew many of the Distin-
guished in Tiberias and was respected by them for her generosity.  She, like 
many of the local Judeans noticed that there were few, if any, Distinguished 
at Seven Springs when the Master began to speech. Just Demas, who she 
didn’t know. Though he was sitting up front where she was, as a new and 
poorer member of the group, he hadn’t yet acquired their distinctive robes  
with their long tassels. 

The  absence of the Distinguished was surprising to Tamar and the rest 
of the Judeans there. They are usually very visible at the front of the crowd 
in any event that drew a crowd. Like beggars, they tended to appear where 
people gathered. 

Their absence was also, however, relaxing for the Judeans there, includ-
ing Tamar. The Distinguished are the Judean people’s morality police.  They  
have become a powerful part of Judean communities.  Having the Dis-
tinguished around made most people nervous. Though the beginning of 
the sermon had had its tensions, the fact that the Distinguished had been 
absent had given people a certain license to behave in a more relaxed and 
natural way. 

This relaxed mood changed when the Distinguished arrived. These were  
the ones for whom Demas had been saving places. Their boat came in late. 
Apparently, it had run into some difficult weather on the Galilee. 
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Their very visible arrival cast a pall over the good mood that had been 
established over the last few minutes after the trouble makers had been 
quelled. They came as a  group, over a dozen of them, working their way 
through the seated crowd, complaining loudly as they went.  People scur-
ried out of their way. 

The Nazarene seemed happy to see them, waving a welcome as they 
approached. 

This surprised the crowd, most of whom knew that the Distinguished 
were the Nazarene critics. 

For their part, the Distinguished did not seem happy to see the Naza-
rene. As soon as they drew near to the speaking area, one of them,  a 
younger man named Simeon, called out.

“We know about the nonsense you teach!” he shouted angrily. 
“Why do you, uh, scoff at that wisdom of our luminaries?” accused an 

older man next to him. This man was a well-known lawyer from Tiberias. 
His name was Johanon, He was Demas’s master at the time and his pro-
spective father-in-law.  

“Why tear down our customary laws?” complained another of their 
elders who Demas called Baram. 

 The Nazarene was happy to answer this last question.
“Don’t get accustomed to thinking that I have shown up to break up 

those customary laws,”
[1]

 he said, holding up a loaf of bread to symbolize 
the law and breaking off a piece. 

Some of us, chuckled at the contradiction.  He was breaking the bread 
when he said he wasn’t breaking the law.  But the few Judeans who laughed 
did so nervously. 

“Or the luminaries,” he continued, indicating the crowd with a sweep of 
his hand and a theatrical bow. 

There were more chuckles, much of it nervous, at our again being 
referred to as luminaries. 

The Distinguished looked confused at his gesture and our laughter. 
They hadn’t heard him call us luminaries earlier. 

[1] Matthew 5:17 Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but 
to fulfil.

“I really haven’t shown up to break up...” the Master continued, break-
ing up his piece of bread into smaller pieces. “But to fill up!”

He cheerfully popped the pieces of bread in his mouth, smiling as he 
chewed. 

Again the crowd couldn’t help but chuckle at the wordplay contrasting 
“breaking up” with “filling up”. 

As the chuckling died, the Teacher held up the loaf of bread, twirled 
it, and nodded to his students at the side of the speaking area. This was 
another signal, one that only his students recognized. 

They responded with a different chant.
“Not upon bread alone is he going to live,”

[2]
 said one group.

“This man,” responded a second group.
“But upon every saying pouring out through a mouth of God,” both 

groups said together. 
At the time, all I understood in this was that the Nazarene was compar-

ing the bread with the law.  Ezra later explained that this was a quote from 
one of the oldest Judean books of law, from their greatest luminary, Moses. 
Most of the Judeans there understood. 

The Distinguished chased off Demas’s beggars and widows to claim 
their places at the front. They reclined on the hillside with us, seemingly 
there to listen. Much of the crowd seemed to relax as their heads disap-
peared as they took their seats. Still, they complained from their places 
about Teacher’s reply

“Your clowning means nothing to the timeless law!” Baram shouted. 
Then Johanon spoke again, “Why should anyone listen to you?”
The Nazarene seem to take the question seriously.
“Honestly?”

[3]
 he said, putting his hand over his heart and then con-

tinuing with a shrug. “Because I’m telling you.”
The crowd laughed, relaxing a bit. The Nazarene clearly was not intimi-

dated at all by the disapproval of the Distinguished. 

[2] Matthew 4:4 It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of 
the mouth of God.

[3] Matthew 5:18 For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise 
pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.
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“The law will survive your nonsense,” complained Johanon. “It will 
survive as long as the sky and the earth!”

The Nazarene made a quizzical face and answered, “While, possibly, it 
might pass away...” he said, pausing as if thinking. 

“The law?” snapped Simeon, interrupting. “You’re  saying that the Law 
might pass away?”

Interrupting the Teacher was always a mistake, but his pauses often 
invited interruption.  It was a big part of what made listening to him so 
interesting.

In response to this accusation, the Nazarene smiled  broadly, shaking 
his head “no”. 

“This sky,” he said happily. Then, seemingly as an afterthought he 
added enthusiastically, “also this earth!”

His manner won another shy laugh from the crowd.  And as more of us 
laughed, the Distinguished became angrier. 

“We know the law!” Baram bragged to the Nazarene. “We make sure 
our people dot each ‘i’ in obeying the law.”

“An ‘i’?” responded the Teacher.  “One?”
He drew and “i” in the air. 
“Certainly, one dot?” he added, dotting his “i” with a flourish.  “Never is 

it going to pass from the lllaaawww!”
He said the word “law” slowly, counting out its letters on his fingers, 

then shaking his head. 
Laughter moved through the crowd as we caught on. The word “law” 

had no “i” in it .  Even the most nervous among us couldn’t help but laugh.  
Even some of the Distinguished chuckled. 

Then the Nazarene held up his loaf of bread again.  
“Until, possibly, it becomes everything!” he announced as he patted his 

belly happily.  
Again, we chuckled.  The Judeans in the crowd seemed more relaxed 

about having the Distinguished among us because the Teacher seemed 
happy to have them.  It was not as if he hadn’t faced them before. 

Then a mousy little man in back of the crowd called out a question. He 
wore the striped headdress of those from Joppa. 

“Master,” the man from Joppa shouted loudly, “someone told me that 
we can undo our small obligations under the law by giving gifts at the 
temple in Jerusalem. He taught like this to all our people. ”

As a Greek, I had no idea what this issue was about, but the Judeans all 
understood.  The Distinguished were active promoters of giving gifts at the 
temple in Jerusalem.  

The Nazarene acted shocked, as if he was hearing about this for the first 
time. 

“What if, perhaps, really, he might undo one of these orders, these 
here?“ he said with some disdain, holding up the loaf of bread.  “The 
tiniest?”

[4]

He held up his little finger to the crowd to illustrate “the tiniest”. 
Then the he shook his head sadly.
“And he might teach like this to the people?” he continued in disbelief. 
“He did,” the Joppa man affirmed. “What should happen to such a 

person?” 
The Nazarene offered a shrug.
“Tiniest,” he answered, “he is going to be called...”
He turned his hand so his little finger pointed out from the bottom of 

his closed fist.
Everyone laughed, except some of the children. The gesture is a 

common Galilean insult about the size of a person’s manhood. Some in the 
crowd acted as if they were shocked that he would use such a gesture. 

The Master had to wait until the laughter died before finishing.  
“In the realm of the skies!” he said innocently as if we had mistaken his 

meaning. 
We laughed and cheered. The Master was unique. 
Then the Master held up his loaf of bread again. 

[4] Matthew 5:19 Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least commandments, and shall teach men 
so, he shall be called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall 
be called great in the kingdom of heaven.
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“That one, however, possibly who might produce and teach like this?” 
he said happily, referring at once to the law and the bread. “A big one, he is 
going to be called...in the realm of the skies!”

He pointed a twirling index finger to the sky.
“This realm of the skies!” we responded. 
The Distinguished were confused and taken back by our chanting. It 

was new to them.  
But they were also angry. The Nazarene was clearly attacking them and 

their teaching. The crowd knew it. 
“Why are you telling these people to ignore the teachings of our leading 

religious writers, lawyers, and scholars?” Simeon called out, indicating the 
other Distinguished in his group. 

The Nazarene smiled at the question. 
“I’m telling the reason to you all,”[5] he said. “Because unless you indi-

vidually...”
He paused to point out a number of individuals. 
“Are superior to all of you,” he continued, indicating the whole crowd. 

“This virtue surpassing these writers and distinguished? Never ever are you 
getting into the realm of the skies!”

He twirled his arm happily over his head  
“Change your minds! 
“Because it has neared: 
“The realm of the skies!”
He twirled his arm again. 
“Change your minds! 
“Because it has neared: 
“The realm of the skies!”
As you might expect, this direct attack did little to assuage the Distin-

guished.  But to describe what happened next will takes some time, so we 
will save that until my next letter. 

Your friend, 
Festus

[5] Matthew 5:20 For I say unto you, That except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of the 
scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven.
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L e t t e r  V :  T h e  L a w

From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father,
To the Assemblies, 
A letter on the start of the Nazarene’s discussion of the treatment of 

others.  
Thank you for your letters of encouragement and for your questions. 
Some of you have asked what we witnesses thought about different ver-

sions of similar sayings by the Nazarene. 
In our group of witnesses, Ezra and Demas spent many years collecting 

the Nazarene’s sayings. Many of them are similar to what the Master said at 
Seven Springs. But neither Ezra or Demas considered them poor copies. 

They had both seen the Nazarene speak more than once. He said similar 
things in similar ways,  but the context was always unique to his situa-
tion. We can see some of these differences in the quotes themselves.  In 
one version, he might use the sea as part of an analogy. In a similar saying, 
he uses the desert. These differences demonstrate the adaptability that we 
witnessed at Seven Springs. 

Other letters asked to know more about the Master’s relationship with 
the Distinguished. 

Demas told me that the Nazarene had a number of hostile encounters 
with the Distinguished during his teaching career.  In those encounters, 
many of the issues were the same. The Master did not like the role the Dis-
tinguished played in Judean society. He also argued against specific teach-
ings of theirs. For their part, the Distinguished saw the Master as a threat to 
the written law and, less nobly, as a challenge to their power. 

Among our witnesses, the Nazarene’s relationship with the Distin-
guished had the biggest impact on Demas. Demas had worked to become 
Distinguished. He was devoted to the group at the time of Seven Springs. 
His father had made sacrifices so he could be educated by them and become 
one of them. The group is a path by which people from common families 
like Demas’s, moved up in Judean society.

In Judea, the academics, writers, and lawyers of the Distinguished have 
woven themselves into the social fabric. They have positions of power and 
influence. Their power started in the cities where they sit on city councils 
and as judges. But it now reaches into the small fishing villages like Ulla’s 
and herding tribes like Pisca’s. The Distinguished are shown deference 
everywhere in Judea, even by the Roman authorities. 

This is very different from Roman society where the powerful are men 
of deeds rather than words.   In Rome, we Greeks tend to be the academ-
ics, writers, and lawyers.  And we are considered second-class citizens, little 
more than slaves and servants.  The Romans blame the fall of the Grecian 
empire on our valuing men of words above men of action.  They describe 
this as our decline from Alexander the Great, a world conqueror, to Andron-
icus of Rhodes, a rewriter of earlier Greek writers.  

When I expressed this viewpoint to Demas, he defended the position 
of the  Distinguished by pointing out that the Nazarene himself was also 
a man of words not deeds. The Nazarene never raised an army, never had a 
position of power, never undertook a program of public works. He did not 
build a financial empire like Tamar’s father had. Though he was a speaker, 
not a writer, he worked with words as much as the Distinguished did. 

Tamar, however, saw the Nazarene and her father as very similar. They 
were both builders. She explained that her father built mostly with words 
as well by building his relationship with his business contacts around the 
world. He bought and sold cloth, but his real creation was his network built 
on a fabric of trust. The Nazarene also built on the basis of trust. 

Ezra took Tamar’s side in this argument, pointing out that the Naza-
rene built houses before he built his movement. The Master did not simply 
manipulate the words of the law for his own advantage like the Distin-
guished did. In Ezra’s view,  the Master was a creator like the Father . He 
built new perspectives on the basis of the law. These perspectives changed 
people’s actions. This could be clearly seen in the Nazarene’s own actions 
and how he treated those around him. 

In this discussion, Ulla thought that the Master had more of the Roman 
viewpoint as I had expressed it. The Nazarene said that we must look to 
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people’s deeds more than their words.  Ulla thought that any worthless act 
could be justified by selfish man sufficiently clever with words. She looked 
at Demas and Ezra when she said this. Then she complemented me. She 
said that I was the only one in our little group not sufficiently clever with 
words to justify my worthlessness. Pisca laughed. 

Let us get back to our story before I further embarrass myself with my 
reminisces. 

In our story, the Master had just directly attacked the virtue of the Dis-
tinguished as writers. The Distinguished didn’t want to hear this.  They all 
complained, but one was louder than the rest. 

“You attack our virtue, but we hold to the ancient law,” Johanon 
charged angrily.  “How can you put your foolishness against these ancient 
proclamations?”

The Master, as always, took up the challenge happily. In answering, he 
addressed the whole crowd, not just Johanon and the Distinguished. 

“You’ve heard that it was proclaimed by the ancients,”
[1]

 he began, pre-
tending to unroll a scroll.  

Then he assumed the voice of an old man, perhaps mimicking Joha-
non’s own accents,  exaggerating his age and pomposity. 

“You should not kill!” the Master screeched, wagging his finger at the 
crowd. Then he continued less certainly, “Someone who, however, might, 
possibly kill...”

He paused, giving us a chance to laugh at his equivocation. 
We laughed.
He continued in his old man’s voice, building as if to a dramatic revela-

tion, “Is going to be bound...” 
He paused to heighten the drama. 
“By that judgment!” he announced grandly.
We laughed. Some laughed as his manner, but more laughed at the 

weakness of the threat and its vagueness. Not bound to the penalty of 
death, as we expected, but only liable to some vague judgement.   

[1] Matthew 5:21 Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not kill; and whosoever 
shall kill shall be in danger of the judgment:

I knew that their law was very important to the Judean people, but was 
their law really this vague? 

The Nazarene continued in his normal voice as the laughter died. 
“I, myself, however?”

[2]
 he said, touching his chest and emphasizing the 

word “myself” in mock pomposity. 
This was the first time this line was used and it got a little chuckle from 

the crowd.  The same line would be repeated over and over to greater and 
greater laughter throughout the course of the afternoon. 

“I tell you that everyone being irritated by that brother of his,” he con-
tinued lightly, indicating everyone in the crowd with his sweeping right-
hand. 

Then, with a shrug, he indicated himself as well. 
This generated a little laugh. 
“Is going to be bound...” he said casually.
He paused as he had before but now he was smiling.  
“By that judgment!” he finished grandly. 
We all laughed again.
It was the same punishment as for murder, just for getting irritated at 

your brother.  However, it made more sense applying it to a minor fail-
ing. All of our actions are liable to our own judgment and the judgment of 
others. 

“Who, however, might possibly, say...” he continued.
He paused, giving us the chance to laugh at this new equivocation. 
Then he whined like a petulant youth, “You rags!” 
We laughed. 
Among Galileans, the term “rags” refers to anyone  in ragged clothing, 

a beggar, a miser, or simply a slob.  We always thought it was a local insult, 
but we have run into it in other areas of the Empire as well . My own older 
brother called me “rags” for dressing like the Judean locals rather that like a 
proper Greek.

“Is going to be bound by...” he continued before pausing. 

[2] Matthew 5:22 But I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause shall be 
in danger of the judgment: and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council: but 
whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire.
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Several in the crowd shouted out, “That judgment!”
We laughed at their guess.
The Master laughed as well, but shook his head “no”. 
He announce grandly, “The town council!”   
We laughed again. It was a better joke because it made perfect sense. To 

Judean town councils with their Distinguished, all common folk are “rags” 
and beneath their consideration. 

But the Master wasn’t finished. 
“Someone who,  however,  might possibly say,” he began. Then he 

changed his tone to that of an arrogant academic,  “You moron!”
This kept us laughing.  The Distinguished call everyone who lacks their 

learning, “morons”. 
“Is going to be bound...” he continued. 
He paused again but no one offered a guess. We no longer expected 

“that decision,” but what would he say?
“Into that Gehenna,” he announced grandly, adding threateningly, “of 

the fire!”
The Master dramatically made his throwing out the trash gesture. He 

then dusted off his hands, made a face, and held his nose. 
Again, everyone laughed. 
To understand our laughter, you need to know about “the Gehenna.” 

It is the name of a valley outside the walls of Jerusalem where people burn 
trash. Everyone in Judea and Galilee knows the place stinks, which is why 
the Master held his nose.  

Then the Nazarene spread his arms, opening himself to more ques-
tions. 

This next question was from the mousy, little man with the striped 
Joppa headdress who had asked a similar question earlier.  

“Can offering gifts at the temple make up for my offenses against a 
brother?” the Joppa man asked.

Again, the Distinguished  teach that offering gifts at the temple cleans 
up many different types of mistakes. 

The Master chuckled and gestured for the man to join him. 

“When, in fact, you might present that gift of yours on that altar, do you 
make amends for yourself?”

[3]
 the Master said, repeating the man’s question 

for those who couldn’t hear it.  
Then the Master pretended to hold something, the gift we guessed, out 

in front of him in a stately, stiff-legged walk. His path took him to where 
the Joppa man made his way out of the crowd. 

“You might be reminded,” the Master explained to his questioner 
personally. Then he clapped his forehead as if remembering something.  He 
continued in a horrified voice, “That this brother of yours has something 
against you!”  

His exaggeration made us laugh. The man from Joppa laughed as well. 
“Drop it off there, that gift of yours,”

[4]
 the Master continued, pretend-

ing to put his gift down on the ground, “in front of the altar. And take off!”
The Nazarene ran in a small circle around the Joppa man and surprised 

him by embracing him from behind.
Everyone laughed louder. 
“First, have your mind change by  that brother of yours,” the Master 

explained, his arm around the man’s shoulder. “And then, showing up, offer 
that gift!”

The Master pretended to pick up his gift, resumed his stiff-legged walk,  
and presented his gift at the altar. 

We laughed and applauded as the Nazarene again embraced the man, 
sending him back into the crowd. 

Amid the applause another man shouted out a complaint.
“But my brother is taking me to court!” he cried. The man wore the blue 

headdress of the Judean cloth dyeing guild in Capernaum.  
Again, the Master summoned his questioner to him, addressing him as 

he made his way through the crowd. 
“Be friendly—” the Nazarene began. 

[5]

[3] Matthew 5:23 Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath 
ought against thee; 

[4] Matthew 5:24 Leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy brother, and 
then come and offer thy gift. 

Matthew 5:25 Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art in the way with him; lest at any time the 
adversary deliver thee to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to the officer, and thou be cast into prison.
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The Capernaum man interrupted him. 
“With the judge?” he asked. 
The Nazarene laughed with the rest of us, but shook his head “no.”
“With that complainant of yours!”  corrected the Master cheerfully. 
The man made a sour face. 
“What do I use to win him over?” the man asked. 
“Speed?” the Master offered.
We laughed again.
“But he wants his way all the time and I want my way some of the 

time,” the man  complained. “How long can we remain friends?”
The Master put his arm around the man as he responded warmly.   
“Until that time you are together with him in that way,” he explained to 

the man, indicating an unseen path before them.
His questioner considered the Teacher’s suggestion for a moment. 
“A path to the times I want?” the Capernaum man asked. 
“Don’t want” the Master corrected.
“What times don’t I want?” the man asked. 
 “When,” the Master expanded, “he turns you over, that complainant, to 

that judge.” The Master tugged himself by the collar of his tunic across the 
speaking area. 

“And the judge to the officer,” he continued, again pulling himself by the 
collar back the other way. 

“And,” he continued, tugging himself by the collar one more time. “Into 
a cell, you are going to get tossed.” 

The Master made his throwing out the trash motion, but this time it 
ended with him throwing himself forward toward the crowd. 

And, of course, we laughed and applauded.  
The Capernaum questioner laughed and applauded as well. 
Then the Master gripped imaginary bars and stared out at us. He turned 

to the man who asked the question.  
“Honestly, I’m telling you,”

[6]
 he said, putting his hand over his heart. 

“Never are you getting out of there, until possibly, you have turned over...”
[6] Matthew 5:26 Verily I say unto thee, Thou shalt by no means come out thence, till thou hast paid the 

uttermost farthing.

The Teacher searched his clothing for something and, finding it, held up 
a penny.

“That last penny!” he announced. 
He kissed his penny good-bye and tossed it toward the man from 

Capernaum, who caught it. 
We laughed and applauded as the Master gave the man a hug and sent 

him back into the crowd. 
The Teacher enjoyed interacting with people one-on-one. As they came 

to him, he was so happy to see them. He looked them in the eye and smiled. 
The Master could bring people out of the crowd and get them to play along 
with him because he relaxed them and made them confident.  

Pisca, who got as close to him as any witness, describes it as feeling 
special by being near him. She said that she didn’t worry about the crowd, 
even when they were hostile to her and her family. Instead, she focused on 
the Master and what he was saying.  He was so happy to meet her and so 
sympathetic about her problems that he became the center of her world.     

In every case, the Master wasn’t the least bit intimidating, even when he 
was suggesting that people were wrong. This is why we all were  so willing 
to call out questions, even after he started bringing his questioners up to act 
out his little scenes with him. 

This is where your humble witness, Festus, comes into this story. And I 
admit, I made a proper ass of myself at the time. 

Of course, my excuse was that I had been drinking with my friends. 
Having had more than was wise, we were full of the courage and cleverness 
that wine gives all young men. 

After his comment about “your last penny,” one of my friends, named 
Janus, called out drunkenly, “My last penny went to wine!”

He held up one of our depleted wineskins. 
We laughed. The crowd laughed as well, encouraging us. 
Another friend, Alexander, tried to top him. 
“My last penny went to my wife!” he cried making a sad face and tracing 

a tear down his cheek. 
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That won more laughter. I noticed that a lot of the women there  
applauded. 

Then I also felt the need to demonstrate my own wit.
“My last penny went to a woman,” I started cheerfully, saying the last 

word suggestively and outlining a shapely figure in the air. Then I continued 
leeringly, “Who was someone else’s wife!”

My line got a laugh, which was what I wanted, but it also won a lot of 
hostile hisses and boos  that I didn’t expect. 

And, as if to dramatized the tension, another dark cloud passed over the 
sun. As I looked toward him to see how he reacted to my joke, the Master 
seemed sterner and less light-hearted in the gloom. 

The description of what happened next will have to wait until my next 
letter. 

Your witness, 
Festus
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L e t t e r  V I :  T h e  T r u s t

From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father ,
To the Assemblies, 
A letter on the Master’s teachings on trust,  marriage, and oaths. 
Thank you for your letters and questions. 
Again, I received questions in your letters about the Distinguished. 

After dominated the discussion since their entry,  why had they quieted 
down? Were they listening politely?

This is not a question that was asked after people heard all of our 
testimony. Part of that impression is from my inability to give a complete 
picture of everything that was happening. The challenges from the Distin-
guished did not stop. They kept asking questions and offering insults but 
the Nazarene chose to recognize others in the crowd. What had changed 
was the crowd. At first, they showed deference to the Distinguished, but 
after the Nazarene criticized them, the crowd chose to ignore them. 

At that point, the Distinguished had less influence. Demas said that 
it was to save themselves from embarrassment. They were being ignored. 
They didn’t want to draw attention to that fact. Also, the Nazarene began to 
bring up his questioners beside him in the speaking area. Demas said that 
the Distinguished didn’t want to be singled out that way. They liked to work 
as a group, supporting each other. None of them wanted to be compared 
individually, side-by-side with the Master.  

This letter covers one of my wife’s favorite parts of the testimony. This 
is not only because if covers marriage. During it, not one but three of 
our group of witnesses appear in their own personal encounters with the 
Master.  In my case, I did not cover myself with glory. I am a little embar-
rassed recalling it. This probably adds to my wife’s enjoyment as well.  

The Master heard my joke about infidelity, spending my last cent on 
another man’s wife.  At the time, everyone stop calling out questions them-
selves, curious to see how he would react to my statement.  I don’t think it 
was because I was Greek. The interests was in the topic, infidelity, or, as the 

Judeans describe it, “defiling a woman”.  Almost any Judean would have 
known not to speak as rudely as I had. 

For those of you who are not Judean, you should know that under 
Judean law, sleeping with another man’s wife is as serious as murder.  It 
defiles the woman. 

Demas said that the Distinguished at this point were hoping the Naza-
rene would slip up.  Joking about infidelity is difficult among Judeans. The 
Master had a tendency to make light of everything. Maybe he would make 
the mistake of treating infidelity too lightly as a Greek or Egyptian would. 
There were rumors that, despite his clothing and accent, he was raised out-
side of Judea, in Alexandria. 

But the Distinguished also hoped that he would make a mistake the 
other way, taking what was clearly a joke too seriously and appear prud-
ish. A few Judean religious groups, including Ezra’s, were largely celibate. It 
was also rumored that the Nazarene came from these groups.  The Distin-
guished themselves were often characterized as being prudes, but they were 
family men, not celibates. 

In my defense, I must point out that I was drunk and  young. Though 
I grew up in Galilee,  I am not Judean and did not understand Judean law.  
Judean law isn’t like modern, civilized laws, the decisions of men, enforced 
by the state and its courts. It is a very different creature altogether.

The Judeans see that traditions that they follow as divine, more like 
laws of nature than man-made laws. For them, their law and their traditions 
define a special way of life, a gift of the Divine.  As children, they learn that 
they are separated from the everyday world and ordinary people by their 
traditions. For them, the words “dedicated to God” and “separated” are the 
same.  You cannot insult a Judean by calling him “different”. He is proud of 
the fact and works toward that end.  You insult him by calling him common 
and ordinary.  

The Distinguished, however, take this idea one step further. They teach 
that the traditional norms aren’t enough. They found a long list of obliga-
tions in their written laws, a list so complex that the Judean people needed 
the legal help of the Distinguished to guide them through its labyrinth. 
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This is one of the ways these Distinguished achieved their privileged  posi-
tion in Judean society.  

Judean customs against sleeping with a married woman, however, are 
not a matter of  written law. It is well-established in their traditional social 
norms. Some ideas are simple, like the need for complete trust in marriage.  

Answering my jest, the Nazarene took it the same as he took every 
question or remark, neither too lightly nor too seriously. He ignored me 
personally and addressed the crowd. 

“You have heard that it has been said,”
[1]

 he started, again pretending to 
unroll a scroll again. He pretended to read it in a different voice. It was still 
the voice of an old man’s but one more authoritative and less comical.  

“You don’t want to defile a woman!” he proclaimed sternly. 
Some chuckled, but others, mostly women, shushed them.
 Our own Tamar admits to being among those doing the shushing. 

This surprised her.  The topic of adultery upset her, but among Judeans, 
only married women can commit adultery. As a spinster, the law didn’t 
apply to Tamar. At some level, she was unhappy about that fact.  

“I, myself, however?”
[2]

 the Master continued, slightly pompously, smil-
ing as he touched his chest.

We laughed, recognizing the phrase. 
“I am telling you all, that everyone gazing at...” he continued.
He copied my leering voice and my drawing of a curved figure in the air, 

as he said, “A woman!” 
We laughed. 
“Towards this craving for her?” he continued, pulling open his collar 

and fanning himself. 
We laughed more. It was clear that the Master was neither a prude nor 

an innocent. 
“He has already defiled her,” he continued, more seriously, touching his 

chest, “in that heart of his.”

[1] Matthew 5:27 Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not commit adultery: 
[2] Matthew 5:28 But I say to you, That whoever looks on a woman to lust after her has committed adul-

tery with her already in his heart.

Some young men and boys tittered at this comment, but most of the 
crowd took the Master’s words seriously. 

My friend, Janus, immediately called out, “When it comes to pretty 
women, my right eye has a heart of its own!”

Many in the crowd, mostly the men, laughed. Again, others, mostly the 
women, tried to shush them. 

The Nazarene smiled and chuckled, nodding his head in agreement. 
“If, however, that eye of yours—”

[3]
 the Master responded, speaking 

directly to Janus. 
“The right one!” interrupted Janus, standing up to make himself better 

heard and taking a step toward the speaking area.
Because of his drunken condition, he stumbled. 
The crowd around us laughed. My friend Alexander and I laughed the 

loudest.
“The right one,” repeated the Nazarene and continued, “trips you up!” 
The Master exaggerated the stumble for the part of the crowd that didn’t 

see it. 
The whole crowd laughed. 
“Pluck it out!” suggested the Master in a cheerful  voice . 
He happily pretended to tug his eye out, holding it up, and wagged his 

finger at it accusingly. 
“And toss it away from you!” he added lightheartedly, repeating his 

throwing-out-the-trash gesture.
We laughed. The gesture was funnier every time he used it.  
“Because it helps you,” he continued happily, “when it destroys itself, 

one of those...”
He seemed to search for the right word. Then he held up his fist with its 

little finger extended.  
“Members of yours!” he said brightly. 
The crowd laughed.  Many groaned. We all knew what that gesture 

meant. It was the “tiniest” insult. 

[3] Matthew 5:29 And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee: for it is profitable for 
thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole body should be cast into hell.
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“And you don’t want all that body of yours,” he continued happily, pre-
tending to pick up something heavy, “possibly being tossed...”

He repeated his throwing-out-the-trash gesture but this time stagger-
ing as if bearing the weight of a body. 

We laughed again. The repeated gestures  were a little different each 
time.

“Into Gehenna!” he finished, dusting off his hands and holding his 
nose as before. 

The crowd responded by laughing and applauding. Many may have 
expected the Nazarene to tackle the topic delicately. His response was just 
the opposite. It was pure exaggeration. 

I decided for some reason that it was my turn to make a greater fool of 
myself than I had already.

“My little member isn’t bothered by my right eye,” I called out, “but by 
my right hand here!”

Much to my embarrassment now, I raised my right hand and made a 
pumping motion. 

There was laughter, but mostly I heard moans and boos. 
The Master looked up to the sky, and shook his head. 
Then he smiled at me, looking directly into my eyes. Despite being 

drunk, I could see his eyes so clearly.  His gaze made me feel warm and 
happy. 

“And if,”
[4]

 he responded sounding very patient, holding up his own 
hand, then asking, “that right of yours—”

“My hand!” I interrupted, standing up, holding up my hand, and taking 
a step toward the Master.  As I stood, the blood rushed out of my head. Like 
my friend, I  stumbled. 

The crowd  laughed again. 
“A hand,” observed the Master wryly, “trips you up.” 
Again, he exaggerated my stumble for the crowd. 
The crowd laughed louder. 
“Lop it off!” he suggested jovially, waving his hand. 

[4] Matthew 5:30 And if thy right hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee: for it is profitable for 
thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole body should be cast into hell.

The Master held out his right forearm and pretended to chop it off with 
his left hand. He folded his right arm under and waved his elbow as though 
he had chopped off his forearm.

“And toss it away from you!” he continued happily, again performing 
his tossing-out-the-trash gesture, but this time with one hand.

Amid the laughter, an important idea was being established in our 
minds. The Nazarene’s point in tossing out the trash was letting go of what 
was worthless.  

“Because, it helps you when it destroys itself,” he said,  “one of those...“
He unfolded his right arm and held up his hand, wiggling its fingers.
“Members of yours,” he said with a big smile. 
And again, we laughed louder. 
When the applause died, he continued speaking directly to me in a 

familiar way. 
“And you don’t want all that body of yours,” he continued,  indicating 

my body from head to toe. 
He then reached toward me and pretended to pick up something heavy.
The crowd laughed in anticipation. We thought we knew  what was 

coming. In this case, we were right. 
“Into Gehenna,” he announced, repeated his throwing-out-the-trash 

gesture and again holding his nose. 
Everyone laughed and cheered. 
“You mean I’ll die?” I asked. 
“It might depart, ” the Master answered, again indicating my body from 

head to toe. 
In my mind, I had just been thrown out with the trash, but I was laugh-

ing and applauding with everyone else.  
At this point, Ulla joined the fun.  We didn’t know each other at the 

time, but the fishwife was responding to my comments. I didn’t discover 
it was her until years later when we began testifying together. Each of us 
played ourselves in re-creating this scene. 

“So you are saying,” she said loudly, “that he should divorce his hand?”
Her comment got a good laugh. 
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The Nazarene created an environment where everyone was having a 
good time, laughing and joking. His lightheartedness was infectious. 

Of course, not everyone was relaxed and having a good time. One 
group didn’t like Ulla’s comment at all, the group of Distinguished.

  Johanon, the Distinguished elder, saw this joke as an open attack on 
Judean divorce law. 

“See? Your antics encourage people to mock the law!” he shouted. 
“Moses’s law regarding turning loose a wife is sacred!”

Divorce is very serious among Judeans. 
Realizing this, the crowd quieted, looking to the Master to respond. He 

had been ignoring many of the Distinguished’s questions and comments, 
he chose not to ignore this one. 

“So it has been proclaimed,”
[5]

 he said casually, gesturing toward Joha-
non. 

And then, again, he pretended to unroll a scroll and read it in his old 
man voice, returning to one that was more comical. 

“Whoever possibly might turn away that wife of his,” he announced in 
an officious tone, “let him give her...”

Here, he paused and looked at the audience, raising one eyebrow cyni-
cally. 

We laughed at the look. 
“A I’m-going-to-leave-you notice!” he pretended to read sourly.
Some chuckled, of course, but for most the topic was serious .  
“I myself, however?”

[6]
 he continued, touching his chest, in a way that 

seemed much more serious, more caring than his usual mock pomposity. 
“I am telling you all,” he added with a hint of anger, “that everyone set-

ting loose that wife of his—”
“Even if he catches her cheating?” someone shouted out, interrupting. 
“Except for the reason of cheating,” he clarified. Then he added vehe-

mently,   “He causes her to become defiled.”

[5] Matthew 5:31 It has been said, whoever shall put away his wife, let him give her a writing of divorce:
[6] Matthew 5:32 But I say unto you, That whosoever shall put away his wife, saving for the cause of forni-

cation, causeth her to commit adultery: and whosoever shall marry her that is divorced committeth adultery. 

His serious tone quieted most of the crowd. Many women applauded, 
but most of us were taken back by his intensity.  He clearly did not care for 
Moses’s sacred law concerning divorce. 

This was a very different standard than that of Moses. It equated “loos-
ening” a woman, as they call divorce,  with defiling a woman, which is up 
there with murder.  

“And anyone, when he has sex with she who has set herself loose?” he 
continued sadly, “He defiles himself.”

He said this with a sense of complete authority but warmly. 
When we were giving our testimony before various communities out-

side of Judea, we had many questions about Judean marriage and divorce 
laws. Local practices differ. So let me spend some time here explaining the 
Judean viewpoint in a little more detail for those of you who are not Judean. 

The Nazarene’s standard of equating divorce with murder is less radical 
than it appears. Loosening a woman from marriage is  very uncommon 
among Judeans. Marriages are negotiated between families. As we’ve said, 
the father of the husband pays a bride price. If a Judean son “loosens” his 
wife, the bride price is forfeited, the husband’s family gets that money back. 
This is different than the Greek and Roman system where a divorce requires 
repayment of the dowry, giving the woman’s family or the woman herself 
money to set up a new household.   So, in a sense, the husband’s family is 
rewarded in a divorce and the wife’s family burdened with the woman. 

However, such separations are very rare among Judeans. They are a poor 
people and only the wealthy can afford to divide a family. The interests of 
families on both sides work against divorce. When such separations do 
happen, it is often a tragedy, sometimes leading to death. Since the woman 
doesn’t receive back a dowry, she has no financial resources after divorce. If 
she does not have a family to which she can return to support her, she must 
support herself. This leads to becoming a beggar or a prostitute, which is a 
difficult and short life. Her children, if any, usually stay with her husband.  

At this point, Ulla spoke up again.
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“Divorce is the only vow a man can break simply by paying a lawyer to 
write a note,” she commented bitterly. She had been moved  by the Master’s 
sincerity in speaking against the “freeing” a woman,

The Nazarene smiled, nodding in agreement. 
Her comment further enraged the Distinguished, especially the law-

yers among them.  After all, these lawyers made money writing the divorce 
papers. They were thought to encourage these separations.  Right or wrong, 
divorces are perfectly legal under the law. 

“Without our overseeing the law,” Baram, one of  the other Distin-
guished  lawyers, shouted, “no one would honor any vows, marriage or 
otherwise!” 

He  shouted, not to Ulla, who he probably judged far beneath him, but 
to the Master. 

The Nazarene smiled more broadly, as if the challenge cheered him out 
of his more serious mood. He had a mischievous twinkle in his eye. 

“Again, you have all heard,”
[7]

 he started lightly, “that it is proclaimed by 
the ancients.”

And again, he pretended to unroll a scroll. 
Laughter followed. 
“Do not renege on a promise!” he proclaimed in his most comical old 

man’s voice, then wagging his finger at the audience. “You each are going to 
give back, however, to the Lord...”

He tapped firmly on his right palm with the fingers of his left hand. It 
is the sign for paying money among the Judeans. 

“Those promises of yours!” he finished. 
This drew both laughter and groans from the crowd. Groans because 

it was another familiar line from the Distinguished. The Distinguished 
required “giving back to the Lord”. That is, paying the lawyers and the 
temple priests for the binding of oaths. 

“I myself, however?”
[8]

 he said, returning to a bit of his normal mock 
pomposity.

[7] Matthew 5:33 Again, ye have heard that it hath been said by them of old time, Thou shalt not forswear 
thyself, but shalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths:

[8] Matthew 5:34 But I say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven; for it is God’s throne:

Laughter greeted the repeated phrase. 
“I am telling you all,” he announced more seriously with a sweeping 

gesture. 
“Don’t,” he continued earnestly, holding up his right hand, “make 

promises.”
We were surprised. Some of us laughed because the idea was so absurd 

on the face of it.  Perhaps, it was a play on words, leading to something else.  
Several in the crowd expressed confusion about this idea. Asking what 

he meant. 
“No promises of any kind?”
“Are you joking?”  
“Really?” 
“Really,” the Master repeated, affirming his statement. 
Then the  questions became more specific. 
“You mean not to promise on the Lord, but can’t we promise on the 

sky?” asked one loudly, “Or the earth?”
“Neither on that sky,” the Master said, gesturing toward the clouds, 

“since a judge’s bench is for the Divine.”
And looking up, we could see a cloud that many thought looked like 

the big chair that judges sit in. People pointed up and a murmur passed 
through the crowd. 

“Nor on the mother earth,” continued the Master with confidence, 
gesturing to the ground. 

“Because...” he said, spotting a rock in the speaking area and moving 
over toward it. 

“A footstool!”
[9]

 he proclaimed, lifting one of his feet and resting it on 
the stone. “It is for those feet of His!”

We laughed, but many still had questions, 
“What about vows in Jerusalem? At the temple?” one asked about the 

specific Judean practice of swearing with gold and gifts at the temple.  

[9] Matthew 5:35 Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool: neither by Jerusalem; for it is the city of the great 
King.
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“Nor in Jerusalem,” responded the Master, again shaking his head with 
certainty. “Since a city is,” he continued, striking a kingly pose, “for the 
great, a king!” 

At this point, Ezra called out his question.
“So our promises fall only on our own heads?” he suggested, thinking 

he was just rephrasing the point the Master was making. He was surprised 
to discover that he was wrong. 

The Master  shook his head “no,” and gestured for Ezra to come up to 
him in the speaking area. 

As Ezra made his way through the crowd, the Master pointed at the old 
man’s head. 

“Nor on that head of yours,”
[10]

 he said, speaking to Ezra directly, 
“should you promise.” 

Ezra looked surprised and confused. 
“Seeing that you really don’t have the power to make a single hair.” the 

Master explained with a smile. 
“Light...”  he said, indicating Ezra’s grey hair and then his own dark 

hair. “Or dark!” 
“But how do others know I am sincere?” Ezra asked, thinking about his 

own situation as the leader of a community, “with nothing standing behind 
my word?” 

“You stand behind it yourself however?”
[11]

 asked the Master, looking 
directly into Ezra eyes and touching Ezra’s heart.

“Yes, on my personal honor,” Ezra answered humbly. 
The Nazarene nodded and turned to the rest of us.  
“Those explanations of all of yours?”

 
he said, indicating us all. 

“Yes!” he announced happily, smiling, gesturing with a thumbs up. 
Then he frowned and turned his thumb down, adding vehemently, 

“No!”
It was so exaggerated that we laughed.  

[10] Matthew 5:36 Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, because thou canst not make one hair white or 
black.

[11] Matthew 5:37 But let your communication be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than these 
cometh of evil.

“Don’t we, however, sometimes want something more?” Ezra sug-
gested, 

 “Something, however,” the Master asked, “more than these?” 
He made the thumbs us and thumbs down gesture. 
“Out of our desire for certainty,” explained Ezra nodding.  
“Out of that worthlessness!“ the Master scoffed happily.  
“Are you saying that certainty doesn’t exist?” asked Ezra.
“It exists,” said the Master cheerfully.  He twirled his finger to the sky.
“This realm of the skies!” we responded. 
Ezra laughed and the two of them embraced. 
The crowd applauded, both Ezra for his good question, voicing what 

many were thinking, and for the Master who answered his questions so 
easily. 

My testimony about what happened next at Seven Springs continues in 
the next letter, but before I close I would like to say a few words about the 
emotional impact this letter’s events had upon the lives of the witnesses in 
our Group. 

The discussion about destroying marriage had a big effect on Pisca, 
even though she wasn’t personally part of it. She was old enough to under-
stand what it meant when a woman was “loosened” by her husband, but 
she had never thought about it. She had never known it happening to 
anyone she knew. 

This discussion made her think about her own life.  After her clan had 
exiled them for their disease, her father had found an isolated herders hut 
for them to live in. At first, he himself brought them food and visited with 
them from a distance. But over time, her father had stopped coming, send-
ing servants and others. These comments made her wonder, had her own 
mother been turned loose, despite carrying his child? 

She found this thought frightening.  
She was elated that the Master it made it clear that ending a marriage 

was wrong.  Such was her childish trust in the Nazarene that his declaring 
it wrong made it impossible.  If the Master said it was wrong to divorce, her 
father and mother would stay together no matter what. 
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Ezra had a very different issue. The Nazarene’s words about vows woke 
him up. When he was  young, he had made a vow. He had kept that vow 
ever since. The Nazarene made it clear that taking such vows was a mistake. 
Ezra agreed in his heart. It was a mistake  for an old man to live to satisfy 
the outdated desires of a foolish young man. He had seen his vow as a debt, 
almost a curse, but the Nazarene’s words broke that curse.  

Ulla too had realized that she had been changed by listening to the 
Teacher. She had suddenly found herself laughing again. She and her hus-
band had laughed and joked a lot when he was alive, but, since his death, it 
seemed like there was no joy in the world. She had grown more introverted 
and humorless. Listening to the Master made her laugh again. While listen-
ing, she found herself making comments, joking with her family. Then she 
was making jokes for the crowd! 

It was like discovering there was life after death. 
As for me, my transformation was more shallow. I had discovered that I 

loved the attention of the crowd. I admired  the way that the Nazarene had 
acted out his answer to me. It made me want to emulate him, be like him, 
and get the attention of crowds. This change was at first a curse, leading me 
to my years as an actor. Then by the grace of the Father, it became a blessing 
because it enabled me to offer a powerful testimony about the Anointed. 

Your witness to the truth of what I saw and heard, 
Festus 
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L e t t e r  V I I :  T h e  W o r t h l e s s

From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father,
To the Assemblies, 
A letter on the Master’s view of how we should treat each other. 
Many of you have written asking for more information about the con-

flict between the Master and the Distinguished regarding marriage, divorce, 
and vows. We witnesses, except for Demas, saw these conflicts as about 
both power and money.  The authority of the Distinguished came from their 
claims of moral superiority, but their money came from marriage, divorce, 
the sealing of vows and similar work. Though they all were not lawyers, they 
all advised and wrote about Judean law.

The Distinguished of every type—scholar, writer, and lawyer—use their 
legal knowledge to position themselves as go-betweens in social interac-
tions. As go-betweens, they have influence, but they also earn compensa-
tion.   As trainers of the next generation, the Distinguished teach that their 
expertise is essential to the maintenance of the law. 

This is a key  difference between Judean and Roman societies. The 
Romans conduct most of their business without the interference of any 
class of experts. If any  go-betweens are needed, they are respected friends 
or relatives, not the intellectual class. Priests can play only a ceremonial role. 
Intellectuals in general are more often relegated to the role of educators of 
the children, but they are viewed as idlers and trouble makers more than as 
valuable members of society. 

So did the Nazarene take Judean law more lightly or more seriously 
than the Distinguished? Perhaps both. He expanded the law, but he took 
the criticism of his views by the Distinguished very lightly. At Seven 
Springs, he often implied that their beliefs came out of self interest. 

To the Distinguished, all of this was deadly serious. It challenged their 
position in Judean society, but more importantly, it challenged their source 
of income.   As trust in the Nazarene has grown among Judeans, the power 
of the Distinguished has waned. Even now, in less than a generation, the 
influence of the Distinguished is but a shadow of what it was.  The Naza-

rene’s story and his sayings are well known among Judeans.  The role that 
the Distinguished played in his execution has seriously undermined their 
social position. 

After the Nazarene spoke against divorce and vows, the hostility of the 
Distinguished increased dramatically. 

“If people don’t vow to God,” called out the distinguished lawyer 
Baram, “they will break their word. Then, they will take revenge on one 
another!”

The Nazarene smiled broadly at the question, as he often did. 
He pretended again to unroll a scroll.  
“You have heard that it was proclaimed,” he announced in his old man’s 

voice.  
We laughed. 
“An eye,”

[1]
  he said, pretending to pluck out his eye again, “in return for 

an eye...”
We laughed as he closed one eye, pretending to hold out his plucked 

eye in his hand. 
“It is more complicated than that!”Baram shouted.
His comment was booed by a few in the crowd. 
“Also,” the Nazarene continued, adding to answer Baram’s complaint, 

half-laughing in his old man’s voice, “a tooth in return for a tooth.” 
He acted out a painful struggle to pull out one of his teeth.  
We laughed.
“You are oversimplifying the law!” Baram shouted. 
Many booed his interruptions.
In response, the Nazarene looked at us and visibly sighed. 
We laughed.  
The Master held both his hands in front of him, one with the imaginary 

plucked eye in it, the other with the pulled tooth. 
“I myself, however?”

[2]
 he said again in that mock pompous way, this 

time lisping “myself” as though he was missing a tooth. 
[1] Matthew 5:38 Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth:
[2] Matthew 5:39 But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right 

cheek, turn to him the other also.
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We laughed. 
“I am telling you all, you don’t want to compare...” he started, balancing 

his two hands against each other, “the worthless!” 
The Master pretended to toss out both the eye and tooth with his 

throwing-out-the-trash gesture. 
The crowd laughed at the familiar gesture, and it judgment on the Dis-

tinguished’s viewpoint. 
“Oversimplification!” accused Baram again. 
His interruption was instantly met with widespread booing.
Baram tried to continue, but his fellow Distinguished silenced him as 

he was met with more complaints from the crowd. They understood, as he 
did not, that he was not winning this debate. 

With the Distinguished quieted for the moment, the Master opened 
himself to more questions.

“Someone else?” he asked the crowd. 
We called out many questions 
“What do I do if someone punches me right in the jaw?” a balding 

young man with a thin beard asked reasonably. 
“Someone punches in that right jaw of yours?” repeated the Master.  
“Turn back to him,” he continued in a threatening manner, lifting his 

fist. 
Then, he changed his tone completely to a cheery one, saying, “Also the 

other?” 
The Master opened his fist and pointed a finger at his offered his left 

jaw.
We laughed, but many moaned. They didn’t like this answer. 
“We can’t give into bullies!” one cried. 
But the Master was having fun, and his mood was contagious. 
A skinny middle-aged man with a pot-belly took off his tunic and 

twirled his tunic over his head to get attention as he called out his question.
“I will lose my shirt if I give in to someone suing me in court,” the man 

complained.
The man got some applause and laughter because of  his looks. 

The Nazarene gestured for the man to come to him. 
We applauded the pot-bellied man as he worked his way through the 

crowd.  I was surprised that he seemed entirely sober. 
“And for the one wanting to sue you?”

[3]
 the  Master asked him as he 

approached. 
“He wants what he doesn’t deserve,” responded the pot-bellied  man.
“And to take that shirt of yours?” the Master asked laughing and tug-

ging on the shirt in the man’s hand.   
The pot-bellied man tugged back on his shirt. This created a friendly 

tug of war between the two.   They pulled the shirt back and forth between 
them, smiling and laughing.  

“Let go of it?” suggested the Master. 
When the pot-bellied  man shook his head “no,” and pulled harder, the 

Master took his own advice and let go. The man fell back, laughing. 
We laughed and applauded. 
The Master helped him up, then took off his cloak and held it out to the 

man. 
“And the cloak?” he offered. 
The pot-bellied man laughed and waved off the offer. They gave each 

other a hug. The man began putting on his shirt as be worked his way back 
through the crowd. 

We cheered and applauded the man and the Nazarene. 
As we applauded, a street urchin called out.
“So do I just let go, not fight for myself,” the dirty-faced boy asked, 

“even if someone forces me to bear burdens for him?”
To explain the boy’s question, in Judea and many other places we trav-

eled, the powerful use their guards to force bystanders to carry their bur-
dens. The powerful might travel without their own porters, but they seldom 
travel without their guards. 

The Nazarene signalled for this dirty-faced boy to join him.
“I am poor, and see the value in getting along with others,” the urchin 

explained as he made his way through the crowd.
[3] Matthew 5:40 And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy cloke 

also.
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“And whoever might press you into service,”
[4]

 the Master added, taking 
the boy’s hand welcoming him. 

The boy looked disappointed. 
“Even if he wants me to go a mile?” the boy asked, 
“A mile?” asked the Master, holding up a finger. “One?”
The boy nodded.  
 “Go with him!” the Master prompted cheerfully. 
“A whole mile?” the boy said, registering more frustration at this advice.  
The Master looked sympathetic, smiled, and added, holding up two 

fingers, “For two!”
We joined the boy in laughing at this advice. 
“But they won’t pay me a penny!” the boy complained, holding out his 

hand as if he were begging, “They just ask and expect me to do it!”
“To the one asking from you,”

[5]
  the Master responded jovially, “give!” 

He held up some copper coins for us to see. 
The urchin held out his hands as though begging. 
The Master dropped the coins into the boy’s hands. 
“Lucky, this beggar! “ commented the urchin. 
We laughed, and the Master laughed. We all applauded the boy’s quick-

ness. The urchin held up the coppers. 
“Thank you, master,” the boy continued, “Now, someone will want to 

borrow from me!” 
The Master laughed and dropped some more pennies in the urchin’s 

hand.  
“Also, for the one wanting to borrow from you,” he explained. 
“Give this to him?” the boy asked. 
“You might not want to turn away,” suggested the Nazarene cheerfully. 
“If you mean I should keep my eyes on them, you’re right!” the boy 

agreed. 
We laughed again at his world-wise perspective.

[4] Matthew 5:41 And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain.
[5] Matthew 5:42 Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn not thou 

away.

The boy turned to the crowd to explain, “I try to keep my money a 
secret, even from myself. Don’t want my left hand to know what it is doing, 
this right hand of mine!”

The dirty-faced boy, held up his now empty hands, having hidden the 
money somewhere in his clothing.

We applauded and laughed. 
“We may hate to give,” the boy observed, giving the Master a parting 

hug, “but no one hates the giver.” 
The Master laughed and agreed, sending the boy back into the crowd. 
And we all applauded him as he left. 
The boy was a philosopher. 
“This mad man would have us give to those who hate us!” Simeon, the 

Distinguished, proclaimed to the crowd. 
The Master continued laughing, smiled broadly, and nodded in agree-

ment.  
“You have heard that it was proclaimed,”

[6]
 he started again, as light-

heartedly as ever.
We laughed in recognition. 
He pretended to unroll another scroll. 
“You should care for those close to you,” he  said in his old man’s voice, 

“and you should hate those hated of yours!” 
We laughed harder. 
“I myself, however?”

[7]
 the Master said in his familiar mock humble 

way. 
He  moved towards Pisca and her family, sitting apart from the crowd. 

He again helped them to their feet. 
Again, a murmured moved through the crowd, being reminded of the 

unclean pregnant woman and her unclean children. 
“I am telling you all,” the Master announced to the crowd, “embrace 

those hated of yours.”

[6] Matthew 5:43 Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate thine 
enemy.

[7] Matthew 5:44 But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that 
hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you;
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The Nazarene embraced Pisca, her pregnant mother, and brother. It was 
both a brave and foolish thing to do, to embrace the diseased. The crowd, 
however, reacted differently than before. Few reacted with any horror. Sev-
eral applauded his action. 

Pisca remembers it as the greatest thing that ever happened to her. After 
over a year of being shunned by everyone, she said it was like coming alive 
again. 

But as great as the moment was Pisca and most of us, it was a shock for 
the Distinguished. They were the ones who reacted with horror. They hadn’t 
noticed Pisca and her mother before. They had arrived after the Nazarene 
had declared them to be among the lucky.   Seeing their very visible skin 
sores, the Distinguished couldn’t contain themselves. 

“They are unclean!” shouted several of the Distinguished. 
“You are openly breaking our laws!” Baram shouted, accusing the Naza-

rene and the family
The Nazarene hugged the woman and her children more closely. 
“And pray for those hounding you,” he said to them loudly enough for 

us all to hear.  
“Why?” asked Pisca’s mother, sadly. 
“In order that you might become children,”

[8]
 the Master explained hap-

pily, “of that Father of yours, that one in the skies.
His hand pointed upward with a twirling finger. 
“This realm of the skies!” we responded. 
We did it raggedly. It seemed like a long time since we had said the line.  

We laughed at ourselves. 
And then, the sun came out from behind the clouds again. 
“Because, that sun of His?” the Master said, indicating the sun. “It rises 

on worthless ones.” 
He indicated himself, Pisca, and her family.
 “And the valuable,” he added, indicating the Distinguished. 
Many in the crowd complained about  this comparison.  

[8] Matthew 5:45 That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to 
rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust.

Then came a strange moment. The sun was shining, but a sprinkle of 
rain began to fall.  It only lasted a moment, but the Master recognized an 
opportunity. 

“And not only does He shower rain on the law-abiding,” he continued, 
again indicating the Distinguished, “but also law-breakers.”

He indicated himself and Pisca’s family again. 
We applauded. Even a Greek understood the idea that one could break 

one type of law in service of a higher law. 
The Distinguished shouted their complaints, but the Master ignored 

them. Instead, he heard another question. 
“You have declared the unclean fortunate,” someone asked. “But how 

are we fortunate to care about those who hate us?”
“Because, when you care for those caring for you...”

[9]
 responded the 

Master. 
He took his arms from Pisca and her mother and wrapped them around 

himself. He hugged himself with his eyes closed, moving his arms up and 
down his body.

We laughed.  
“What compensation do you get?” he continued, taking his arms from 

around himself, and holding them out empty. “Nothing, really. Even the  
tax collectors act the same way!” 

He gestured toward the back of the crowd. 
We laughed. The tax collectors were outcasts themselves. They sat in 

the back of the crowd with the whores and other social pariahs.  
“Also, if you all hug,” the Master continued, indicating Pisca and her 

family who were embracing each other, “those relatives of yours alone, what 
out of the ordinary are you doing?”

[10]

He paused for a moment, letting us think about the question.
“Nothing, really!” he insisted, answering it for himself. “Even those 

other ethnic groups are the same!”

[9] Matthew 5:46 For if ye love them which love you, what reward have ye? do not even the publicans the 
same?

[10] Matthew 5:47 And if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more than others? do not even the 
publicans so?
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He smiled as he gestured toward the group of Romans up front, the 
ones with the bread and wine. They laughed and embraced each other for 
the crowd’s benefit. 

We all laughed. 
Then one of the Romans called out.
“What would we become if we cared about all these other worthless 

types?” he asked, gesturing jovially toward the rest of the crowd. 
The crowd booed and laughed at this insult. It was clearly meant in jest, 

but the Master took it seriously. 
“You all will be, in fact,”

[11]
 the Master announced dramatically with a 

smile, “yourselves!”
We laughed again, except the Distinguished, of course. But this conver-

sation had left their control. 
“But what in the world would that possibly be like?” the Roman asked 

quizzically. 
We chuckled at his tone. 
“Perfect!” the Nazarene explained, saluting the man. “Like that Father 

of yours, the sky one.”
He pointed his twirling finger to the sky. 
“This realm of the skies!” we responded. 
We applauded ourselves for saying it in unison. 
“What is the Divine like?” someone asked.
“Perfect!” the Master repeated laughing. 
“Does he really exist?” someone else asked. 
 “He exists!” the Master said firmly. 
And we will end this letter there. 
Your witness, 
Festus

[11] Matthew 5:48 Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.
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L e t t e r  V I I I :  T h e  P r a y e r

From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father,
To the Assemblies,  
A letter on the Master’s discussion of public displays of virtue. 
For those of you who are not Judean, understanding the Judean attitude 

toward actors is important for understanding this letter.  
Acting in the Greek style is seen as a form of lying among the Judeans. 

Of course, actors are held in disrepute by many cultures, including among 
the Greeks. Like most vagabonds, they cannot be trusted with other people’s 
property for even a moment. They are more dangerous than many regular 
travelers because they are attractive and polished liars. They have few values 
other than their self-regard. Having been an actor for several years, I admit 
that this view is largely accurate. 

However, I am Greek and I see drama differently than the Judeans. I 
don’t see acting and drama as inherently evil.  People can learn deep truths 
from drama even though the play itself is a fiction and most actors corrupt  
people. 

The Judeans, on the other hand, see drama as being as corrupt as the 
actors in them. They judge most plays as glorifying violence, immorality, 
and behavior that is self-destructive and destructive to society.  After years 
of living with Judeans, I can see their point even though I do not agree with 
it. 

When we witnesses re-created the events at Seven Springs, the Judeans 
of our group did not see themselves as acting despite playing different parts. 
They saw themselves as telling a story. Storytelling is an honored Judean 
tradition. Like all cultures, Judeans use storytelling  for passing down their 
history.

The Nazarene was the best storyteller anyone has ever seen, but we 
never for a moment saw him as false, like an actor. Among the Judeans, every 
tribe and village has storytellers. But next to the Master? They were nothing. 
It is like comparing a lamp to the sun. The Master entertained like a lot of 
storytellers, doing his different voices and acting out his words, but he was 

always being himself, open, hiding nothing, answering the questions put to 
him in the most interesting ways.  The Master was never false. He was not 
playing a part. He was being himself.

For our five Judean witnesses, seeing the Nazarene was like seeing a 
luminary from out of history. Even Tamar, who was skeptical about her 
people’s traditions, was impressed by his style and demeanor.  The man’s 
personality was so appealing. His manner so confident. As a Greek, it was 
easy for me to imagine him raising armies and leading a conquest.  

With that picture, we return to our story.  
Despite the interruptions of the Distinguished, the mood remained 

happy.  The Master had his opponents well in hand, but they had become an 
important element in the drama. 

Especially after the sunshine and rain, people were full of questions. 
The Nazarene’s idea of perfecting ourselves triggered the next question. 

This question came from a woman Tamar knew from Tiberias. Her 
name was Abbiah. She was also from a wealth merchant family.  Like Tamar, 
Abbiah was known to give publicly to the poor. 

“Are we fortunate because  the Divine compensates us for our virtue?” 
Abbiah asked sincerely. 

The Master nodded, agreeing, but he added a warning for us all. 
“Take care, however, of that virtue of yours—”

[1]
 he said, addressing the 

crowd. 
“But everyone can see my virtue,” Abbiah said proudly, interrupting. 

“Everyone sees that I give to those beggars.”
“You don’t want to perform,” the Master continued, taking a dramatic 

pose, “in front of those people.” 
He said “those people” with a dramatic sweep of his hand and a hint of 

upper class disdain.  
We laughed.
“But, I for one, want people to see me,” Abbiah protested, even though 

he hadn’t addressed her personally. 

[1] Matthew 6:1 Take heed that ye do not your alms before men, to be seen of them: otherwise ye have no 
reward of your Father which is in heaven.
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“Towards this showing yourself off to them?” he asked her directly, 
spreading his arms and displaying himself to the crowd.  

We laughed.
“Maybe not like that,” the woman admitted, “but we all want others to 

admire us for our public virtue!” 
“If so,” the Master answered her, “you really don’t want compensation!” 
He pointed a twirling finger skyward. 
“This realm of the skies!” we chanted. 
We laughed and applauded our contribution. 
“We won’t get compensation from the Divine?” the woman asked, sur-

prised. “Why not?”
“You all are not keeping close to that Father of yours, the one in the 

skies,” he explained, once more addressing us all. 
“I can’t speak for everyone else, but I really do want to be fortunate and 

get compensated,” Abbiah insisted. 
Some chuckled at her response, but many in the crowd echoed her sen-

timents. They wanted to be compensated as well.  
“Whenever you truly perform a kindness,”

[2]
 the Master speaking sin-

cerely to her directly, “you don’t want to blow a trumpet in front of you.”
He pretended to blow a trumpet, verbally imitating the trumpet call that 

proceeds a proclamation.  
We laughed. 
“Like...” he paused, again taking a pose, and then dramatically 

announcingin a theatrical voice, “those actors!”
The crowd laughed. It was a cutting comparison. 
“They perform,” he said, smiling despite the words dripping with dis-

dain, “in the meeting places and in the crowded streets, so that they might 
be recognized by the people.”

He paused, acting as if he was accepting applause from the crowd,  
spreading his arms, taking bows right and left.

 The crowd responded by applauding him. 

[2] Matthew 6:2 Therefore when thou doest thine alms, do not sound a trumpet before thee, as the hypo-
crites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that they may have glory of men. Verily I say unto you, They have 
their reward.

Recognizing the applause, he added flourishes to his bows. 
“Honestly, I’m telling you all,” he announced, putting his hand to his 

heart. “They are getting that compensation of theirs!”
He again began bowing as if he was accepting applause. 
And again we played along applauding and cheering.
He acted as if he was embarrassed, holding his hands up in a “no, stop” 

signal, while, in the next moment, encouraging the applause with little 
waves of his hands asking for more. 

We laughed and applauded louder. 
At this point, Abbiah approached the Master through the crowd. Her 

attitude seemed different as she drew close to him. 
“What if I am not doing it for attention?” she asked humbly, just loud 

enough to be heard. “How do I give charity without others seeing it?” 
The Nazarene smiled and welcomed her up to the speaking area with 

him. 
“Despite your performing a kindness?”

[3]
 he responding, smiling as he 

took her hand and stared into her eyes. 
She looked down in embarrassment. 
“Don’t let it know,” he said, affecting the accent of the street urchin, 

“that left of yours.” 
He held up her left hand.
“What it is doing,” he continued, indicating her right hand, “that right 

hand.” 
Laughing, she put her right hand behind her back. 
He chuckled and the rest of us laughed with him.
“So that it might be yours, that kindness,”

[4]
 he continued warmly and 

more quietly, indicating Abbiah’s heart, “in the hidden.”
The crowd grew more quiet, responding to his softer voice. 
“And that Father of yours,” he continued sincerely, looking into the 

woman’s eyes as she looked up at him again, “the one seeing into the 
hidden? He is going to give back to you!”

[3] Matthew 6:3 But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth:
[4] Matthew 6:4 That thine alms may be in secret: and thy Father which seeth in secret himself shall 

reward thee openly. 
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He again indicated the woman’s heart. 
This answer deeply affected our Tamar. She too was well-known for 

giving to charity in Tiberias.  Tamar felt humbled by the Nazarene’s answer. 
She realized that she hadn’t been giving for the benefit of the beggars but to 
satisfy her own ego.  She felt both frustrated and humbled by the Master’s 
words. 

Apparently, others felt frustrated, but not all were humbled. 
One of them asked the next question. 
“So we hide our charity?” someone asked cynically. “When else do we 

hide our virtue?”  
“Also,” the Master said casually with a smile, “when you pray for 

yourselves.”
[5]

Oh, what an uproar that caused! 
Public prayer is popular in Galilee and Judea like nowhere else. Very 

popular. It is one of the few public demonstrations that the Romans allow. 
This isn’t just public celebrations, like the religious festivals that all nations 
have, with their parades, dancing, food, and wine. Everyone, even we Greeks, 
understood that the Nazarene wasn’t referring to the public festivals or sac-
rifice at the temple.  Judean individual and groups pray in public to be seen 
by their fellow citizens.  

Many in the crowd loudly protested this idea. Others thought they mis-
understood. Calling for an end to public prayer was unthinkable. 

The Distinguished saw another opportunity in the crowd’s reaction. 
They immediately stood and encouraged the crowd’s protests. 

“This fool wants to take away your right to public prayer?” shouted 
Simeon above the others. “Will you stand for this?”

Many in the crowd agreed with him. 
“Public prayer is our right! Public prayer is our right!” shouted the Dis-

tinguished attempting to start a chant of protest. 
But the Teacher just waited patiently. He seemed pleased about the 

outburst.  He didn’t seem at all worried by the complaints.  Instead, he let 

[5] Matthew 6:5 And when thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the hypocrites are: for they love to pray stand-
ing in the synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may be seen of men. Verily I say unto you, They 
have their reward.

the hubbub go on. People called out questions, but the Master just held 
his hand to his ear and shrugged as though he couldn’t hear over the chant.  
People in the crowd began calling for quiet. The Nazarene seemed con-
tented to wait for us to restore order ourselves. 

As the chant, noise, and protests began to fade, he finally twirled his 
arm over his head.

The crowd responded eagerly. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
It occurred to many of us that he could have silenced the crowd at any 

time simply by spinning his hand to call up a counter chant. 
We laughed at the realization. 
At our laughter, he twirled his arm overhead again. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
Having changed the crowd’s mood, the Master continued. 
“You are not going to want to be like those actors!” he suggested with a 

smile. 
He then took a dramatic pose expressing horror. 
This drew a laugh. 
“Because they love,” he declared, drawing out the words, and hugging 

himself again, “in those meetings and on those street corners, standing to 
pray for themselves.”

He began bowing over and over, more and more deeply, until we began 
to laugh. 

“In order that they might be stars,” he explained, waving his out-
stretched hands over his head, “to these people!” 

The crowd laughed again. He was winning the protesters over. 
“Honestly, I’m telling you,” the Master continued confidently, putting 

his hand to his heart.
This familiar routine drew the expected laugh. 
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“They are getting paid in full that compensation of theirs,” he 
announced happily. 

He again began bowing as if he was accepting applause. 
And again we played along applauding.
Again, he acted as if he was embarrassed at our applause, holding his 

hands up in a “no, stop” signal, while, in the next moment, encouraging the 
applause with little waves of his hands. 

Though some had been angry about not praying in public, the Nazarene 
had won the majority of the crowd over. The chant was part of it, but simply 
repeating these little sayings was powerful.  They became funnier with each 
repetition.  It is hard to argue against laughter. 

Tamar, Ezra, and Ulla agreed that the crowd hadn’t cared that strongly 
about public prayer despite their initial outcry. The suggestion was just so 
surprising, given the place of public prayer in Judean society. It made Judean 
society visibly distinct, but most people didn’t pray publicly themselves. A 
vocal minority did. A minority led by the Distinguished.  Most could readily 
accept the Nazarene’s point about it being simply showing off.

However, many still had questions.  
“Some of my family are Distinguished and we gather to pray in public,” 

observed a tall merchant with a sad face.   “It helps ease my heart.” 
“You yourself, however, when you pray by yourself?”

[6]
 the Master asked, 

sympathetically speaking to him personally. 
“By myself?” the tall man responded sounding surprised. “I never really 

prayed alone. We pray over meals and as a family. How do I pray alone?”
The Master invited the tall merchant, who was sitting near, to stand 

with him. 
“Go into that inner sanctum of yours...” the Master instructed.  
“My treasury you mean?” the merchant asked. 
We laughed. Most of us don’t have treasuries but we all have our private 

spaces. 

[6] Matthew 6:6 But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy door, pray 
to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward thee openly.

The Master nodded and opened an imaginary door and led the man 
through it. He put his hand on the tall man’s head to duck it under the 
imaginary door frame.

We laughed again. 
“And shutting that door of yours,” the Master continued, pretending to 

close the door behind them. “Pray to that Father of yours.”
The Nazarene demonstrated by closing his eyes, looking upward, and 

turning his palms to the sky. 
“The one in the sky?” the tall merchant asked, sounding confused. “You 

can’t see the sky in a windowless treasury. 
“The One in the hidden,” the Master clarified, indicating the man’s 

heart.
“Talk in my heart?” the merchant asked, suddenly sounding emotional. 

“Can he see the loss that I’ve hidden in my heart?”
The Master nodded.  
The man was growing more emotional. We could only guess what his 

secret pain might be. 
“And that Father of yours, the one seeing inside the hidden?” the Master 

assured him confidently, touching the man’s heart. “He is going to give back 
to you.”

At the Master’s assurance, a wave of emotion seemed to sweep over 
the tall merchant. He dropped to his knees, crying, and kissed the Mas-
ter’s hand. The Master quickly stopped him and helped him to his feet and 
embraced him. The Master whispered something in the man’s ear. 

They both laughed, and the Master chased the tall man back into the 
crowd.  Though he was now smiling, some could see the tears on the man’s 
cheeks. 

This moved the crowd as well. Many applauded.  Among the general 
laughter with a few sympathetic tears, the objections to not praying public 
seemed forgotten. 

Except by the Distinguished. They complained loudly, reminding the 
crowd that praying publicly was their right! In protest, some of the Distin-
guished started praying to the Divine. Demas told us that some of the them 
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expected a sign from the Divine that their prayer was being heard. A bolt of 
lightning hitting the Nazarene would have been welcomed. 

And their prayers were answered, but not how they expected. 
Another group stood up to pray very loudly together. In the Judean lan-

guage, these people are called the Samarites. The term means “the Watch-
ers” in Judean. The Watchers are  half-breed Judeans, considered heretics. 
They usually don’t speak publicly among Judeans much less pray. They were 
sitting among the outcasts, in the back of the crowd. 

Hearing the Watchers pray was shocking to the Judeans. 
They chanted together, bowing together stiffly twice at each line. 
“Eloowwem of Abraahm, we bow to You.
“Eloowwem of Yesaaq, we bow to You.
“Eloowwem of Yaaqob, we bow to You.
“Eloowwem of Yusef, we bow to You.
“Eloowwem of Mooshe, we bow to You.”
Even to me as a Greek, it sounded like a parody of Judean public 

prayers. The Judeans were shocked.  The Distinguish silenced. The crowd 
grumbled. The enmity between Judeans and Watchers was long and deep. 
If Watchers acted that way, it must be wrong. And here they were, publicly 
praying. 

 The Teacher indicated the Watchers as they continued repeating their 
prayer. 

“Praying for yourselves, however?”
[7]

 he announce. “I don’t want to re-
re-repeat like those other ethnic groups.”

To me, his comment was simply funny, but it affected the Judeans more 
deeply.  The Watcher’s  public prayers ware shallow, redundant, and undeni-
ably like their own. 

The Samarites continued praying stubbornly. 
“Because they think that in that long-windedness of theirs,” the Master 

said loudly over the continued chant, “they are going to be listened to.”
We laughed. 

[7] Matthew 6:7 But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think that they shall 
be heard for their much speaking.

At that point, the Watcher’s chant seemed like it was just going on and 
on. 

“You don’t want, really, to become like them, do you?”
[8]

 the Nazarene 
asked the crowd. 

The crowd responded by yelling “no,” “never” and other denials.  
Amid the storm of negativity, the Watchers finally ended their prayer 

and sat.  
“Doesn’t public prayer serve the purpose of telling the Divine our 

needs,” asked one man. 
The Master shook his head, “no”. 
“Because He has seen,” the Master explained to us all, “the Divine, that 

Father of yours what needs you all have before anyone else.”
He then pointed a twirling finger to the sky. 
We responded. 
“This realm of the skies!”
We laughed and applauded. The chant always brought us together.
Then a cranky-sounding woman called out, “Why should the Divine 

care about my needs?” 
“Yours?” the Master responded, assuming the posture of Judean prayer, 

spreading his arms with both palms up.  “Ask Him for yourself!”
“What do we ask him?” she asked sincerely. “How?”
The Master just loved that question. We could see his excitement. It was 

as though he had been waiting for it. 
“In this way, then, do you pray for yourselves,”

[9]
 he announced happily, 

addressing the whole crowd. “You yourselves!”
Then he sat down among his students to the side of the speaking area 

where he was hidden.  With the speaking area empty, the crowd grew quiet. 
“Father of ours,” the Master said quietly. 
“Father of ours,” his followers repeated, 
The crowd grew quieter. 

[8] Matthew 6:8 Be not ye therefore like unto them: for your Father knoweth what things ye have need of, 
before ye ask him.

[9] Matthew 6:9 After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy 
name.
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“The one in the skies,” the Master said. 
“The one in the skies, ” his followers echoed and a few of us joined in.  
“Let it be sanctified,” the Master said, pausing. 
His followers again repeated the line. More of us joining in, but we 

didn’t know what it was we were asking to be sanctified. 
“This name of Yours,” the Master explained. 
More of the crowd followed raggedly. 
“Let it show up,” the Master led. 
Most of the crowd joined in now wondering what was arriving. 
“This reign of Yours!” the Master announced more loudly. 
We followed more loudly, showing our support for the reign of the 

Divine. 
“Let it come to be,”

[10]
 the Master said, quieter again. 

We followed, more quietly as well, again wondering what was coming. 
“This desire of Yours!” the Master announced. 
“This desire of Yours!” we exclaimed. 
“As in sky also on earth!” the Master shouted. 
The crowd repeated the line so loudly that it seemed to echo through 

the hills. 
“This bread of ours,”

[11]
 the Master said more quietly. 

We followed, speaking more softly.  Many of us thinking about the con-
nection between the loaf of bread and the law. 

“The existing upon!” the Master announced.
“The existing upon?” The crowd asked, wondering what he meant. The 

concept was unknown to us.  It seemed to connect both bread and the law. 
“Give to us today!” the Master demanded. 
We followed, supporting this demand. 
“Also, let go for us those debts of ours,”

[12]
 he continued more plain-

tively. 
We followed, trying to duplicate his pleading tone. 

[10] Matthew 6:10 Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
[11] Matthew 6:11 Give us this day our daily bread.
[12] Matthew 6:12 And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.

“Just as also we ourselves let go of those debtors of ours!” the Master 
announced loudly. 

We repeated the line, but with much less certainty.  Forgive our debts? 
Some of us chuckled at the crowd’s reticence.  

“Also, no, You might not want to bring us into a trial,”
[13]

 the Master 
suggested hopefully. 

We repeated the line sincerely, but many of us again chuckled at the way 
that we were suggesting it the Divine. 

“Instead, draw us toward Yourself,” said the Master tenderly. 
We followed, again echoing his sincerity. 
At this point, I felt a chill go down my spine. Our other witnesses 

reported something similar. 
“Away from the worthless!” he finished loudly with a slightly humorous 

tone. 
We  repeated the line, agreeing enthusiastically.
We didn’t realize that he had finished until we had sat quietly for a 

moment. The sun was shining. None of our witnesses noticed when it had 
come out again. We were thinking about the meaning of the prayer.  

Then someone called out, “That was a public prayer!  Were we just 
showing off? ” 

We all laughed.  The Nazarene stood up, showing himself, laughing. He 
applauded the man and all of us. 

We all laughed and applauded as well, both his prayer, him, and our-
selves. 

We will discuss the questions raised by the prayer in the next letter. 
Your witness, 
Festus

[13] Matthew 6:13 And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil: For thine is the kingdom, and 
the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.
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From Festus, a witness to the Sermon on the Mount.
To the Assemblies, 
A letter about the Anointed’s discussion of atonement and wealth. 
Thank you again for your letters. I apologize for the long delay in get-

ting this letter out to you all. We are having health problems in our family. 
Please pray for us. 

By this point at Seven Springs, we all knew we were witnessing some-
thing special. The crowd was quiet after the Teacher’s prayer. As with much 
of what the Teacher did and said that day, his prayer impressed us all differ-
ently. 

As a Greek, my view of prayer was very different from those of the 
mostly Judean audience. I was raised with the view that the gods were better 
left to their own purposes. We perform certain rites at certain times of year 
or certain points of our lives, but our focus is more upon avoiding the bad 
will of the gods than soliciting their favor. Many of us are more likely to pray 
to the small, household gods, who are more our size than our major deities. 
Our prayers are rituals not a conversation. 

My wife’s experience as a Judean was very different. She was taught 
to pray by her mother and by her father at family meals. The prayers she 
learned asked the Divine for protection and strength, personal attributes. 
She asked for help for herself and others not for material things. However, 
her family’s prayers are not necessarily typical. 

There are many Judeans who do not only pray for wealth, but also judge 
their Deity’s favor by how much wealth they accumulate in life. The idea 
of “fortunate” captures this: prosperous by luck because of the will of the 
Divine. 

Reactions to the Master’s prayer are different today. His prayer has been 
discussed in detail over the years. We witnesses have discussed it amongst 
ourselves many times. We were often asked about our reactions by the 
assemblies we visited. 

Ulla found it funny how the Teacher equated bread with the law as 
what we exist upon. She liked to point out that bread is alive before it is 
baked. Leaven gives the bread life. That life grows as the bread rises. And, 
like bread, life grows hard and stale. She was feeling hard and stale herself 
before Seven Springs. Ulla this to the law. The Nazarene was saying that 
Judean traditions grow stale if not refreshed each day. 

As a child at the time, Pisca found herself wondering about the sky 
Father not wanting to lead people into trials. Her family’s lives were con-
sumed by the trials of their disease. She wondered how their disease was 
necessary for the Father’s will. Was their role in the days activities an expla-
nation? 

Tamar reaction was influenced by her father, who plays a large role in 
this letter. Her father was the only one she trusted, so she liked the way the 
Teacher addressed the Divine as a father rather than the traditional “master.” 
Her father also hated debt. He told her many times that more slaves were 
made by debt than the Roman conquest. Most slaves in Judea are bond 
slaves, serving to pay off past debts. Though Tamar was very cynical about 
the Judean view of the Divine, this view of the Divine as a debt-hating 
Father appealed to her. 

Ezra also focused on the message about debt, but in a broader sense. In 
the Galilean way of speaking, most debts aren’t about money. They come 
from the mistakes people make. Just offending some people puts you in 
their debt. The Judeans can be a proud people, sensitive to slights. Living 
among them has made other ethnic groups such as mine, more careful 
about what we say and do. Inviting someone to dinner can put them in your 
debt, but not inviting someone else can be seen as a slight, also creating 
another type of debt. As the leader of his community, Ezra was tired of deal-
ing with all these social obligations. Ezra applauded the idea of letting go 
of debts and debtors. It was tying his community into knots of increasingly 
complex social obligations. 

Demas explained that, for the Distinguished, forgiving debts is a sensi-
tive topic. The first Judean lawgiver, Moses, said that debts must be forgiven 
every seven years. Yet, the Distinguished chose to ignore that law despite 
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their self-appointed role as the overseers of the written law. They said that 
debt forgiveness is impractical in our modern era. 

A large number of the people at Seven Springs were bond slaves because 
of their debts or the debts of their parents. Those like Tamar’s father saw the 
increasing numbers in financial bondage as a sign of the decline of Judea. 
However, a slave for a noble house could be far wealthier and more powerful 
than a free person living solely by their own means. 

It wasn’t surprising that the first question after the prayer was about 
debts. 

“Why should we let go those who owe us?” someone asked. “Don’t 
people need to be held accountable?”

This question could have been about social or financial debts. It could 
have been asked by a bond slave or a free man. 

“Why shouldn’t people like those stumbling drunks be held account-
able?” someone else added. 

I heard this as a reference to myself and my friends. It was embarrass-
ing. 

The Nazarene responded happily to these questions in a very general 
way. 

“Because, when you all let go,”
[1]

 he began, indicating the whole crowd 
with a right-hand sweep, “to these people...”

He didn’t gesture toward me and my friends, but to the whole crowd. 
But as he did, he took a step backwards and stumbled over a rock. 

The crowd laughed. The stumble was clearly intentional. I felt that it 
was a referenced to me and my friend’s earlier stumbles. Some of the other 
witnesses in our group said they saw it that way was well. 

“Those missteps of theirs,” the Master continued, recovering from his 
stumble. “He is going to let you go as well, your Father, the sky one.”

He spun his arm over his head. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”

[1] Matthew 6:14 For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you:

As was usual by now, we laughed and applauded ourselves. 
“When, however, you all don’t want to let go of these people,”

[2]
 he con-

tinued, again gesturing to include the whole crowd.
He took another step backwards and stumbled over the same rock. 
We laughed again. 
“Those missteps of theirs,” he said, looking down at the rock in disdain. 
He picked up the hand-sized rock that he had stumbled over. He 

showed it to us and tossed it over his shoulder. 
He then picked up a much larger rock with both hands. 
 “Neither is that Father of yours going to let go,” he said, swinging the 

large rock back and forth, “of those missteps of yours.”
He tossed the big rock with his throwing-out-the-trash motion. It 

sailed off to the side of the speaking area. 
We laughed and applauded. 
A young man called out, “Does fasting atone for our missteps?”
The youth who asked the question looked frightful. When fasting, 

Judeans make a public show of it. They mess up their hair. They cover their 
faces with ashes. They wear torn or dishevelled clothes. 

Among the Judean people fasting is a form of atonement. It began with 
one day a year, their Day of Atonement, but, fasting grew more popular over 
time . More and more fasting days became part of their annual religious 
cycle. Then it became a form of personal public display. Judeans now fast 
any time they feel the need, but often that need is the need for attention. 
A drunk who embarrasses himself in public might go on a fast to display 
his new found virtue. Young people were especially inclined to fast so they 
could go around looking dirty and messy to get attention. 

When the Master saw the young man who was fasting, he broke out 
into a broad smile. He then happily nodded his head, agreeing that fasting 
does atone for mistakes, but that wasn’t where the Teacher left the matter. 

“When, however, you all fast?”
[3]

 he started, speaking not to the young 
man, but to us in the crowd, “you don’t want to become like the actors!”

[2] Matthew 6:15 But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses.
[3] Matthew 6:16 Moreover when ye fast, be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for they disfigure 

their faces, that they may appear unto men to fast. Verily I say unto you, They have their reward. 
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He indicated the young questioner and took another dramatic pose, a 
droopy one. 

“Gloomy!” he said sorrowfully, drawing out the word. 
He made sad eyes to the crowd, and tragically laid his forearm across his 

forehead, tilting his had back. 
We laughed.
“Since they mask those faces of theirs,” he continued.
He passed his hand over his gloomy visage and changed his expression 

to an exaggerated smile.
“In order that they might be stars to these people!,” he explained, 

waving his outstretched hands over his head.
We laughed at the familiar line. 
He then passed his hand over his face again, resuming his gloomy look, 

and announced, “Fasting!” 
“Honestly, I’m telling you,” he repeated, his hand to his heart, “they are 

getting paid in full that compensation of theirs.”
He again began bowing as if he was accepting applause. 
We began applauding.
Once more, he acted as if he was embarrassed, signalling “no, stop” and 

then smiling and encouraging the applause. 
When the laughter died, the Master addressed the disheveled young 

man who had asked the question. 
“You, however,”

[4]
 he said, gesturing for the young man to leave his 

group of friends and join him. 
“Fasting?” he asked as if he didn’t know.
We laughed because the answer was obvious.
“Since sun down last night,” the youth answered as he walked through 

the crowd towards the speaker. 
The Master smiled warmly and took the fasting youth’s hand as they 

met. The Master turned him around to face the crowd, displaying him for 
us. The Teacher then produced a small vial of oil from somewhere in his 
clothing and handed it to the young man. 

[4] Matthew 6:17 But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thine head, and wash thy face;

“Oil your head!” the Master commanded him. 
Many in the crowd applauded. 
“Yes, Teacher,” the youth responded, taking the oil. He unstopped the 

vial, poured a little oil in his hand and smoothed his hair. 
The Master appraised his hair, nodded, and smiled approvingly. Then he 

produced a small rag and handed it to the young man. 
“And that face of yours?” the Master continued. “Wash!”
Again we laughed and applauded. 
“Yes, Teacher,” the young man responded humbly, seemingly embar-

rassed by the attention as he wiped the ash from his face. 
“This is not the way that you want to be a star to these people,”

[5]
 the 

Master told him, gesturing towards the crowd. 
“But you made me a star, calling me beside you!” the youth pointed out 

cheerfully. 
The Master laughed. 
“Fasting!” the Master said, clarifying his statement.
He again assumed his gloomy face and his droopy pose. 
The young man laughed. 
“I was showing off,” the young man admitted. “But that is the tradition, 

isn’t it. How can I atone without displaying myself to everyone?” 
“Instead, to that Father of yours,” the Master answered, smiling warmly, 

putting his arm on the youth’s shoulder, and pointing toward the young 
man’s heart. “The One in the hidden.”

The youth touched his heart in response. 
“And that Father of yours, the one seeing into the hidden?” the Master 

continued, again pointing to the young man’s heart. “He is going to give 
back to you.”

We applauded as the Master hugged the man and sent him back to his 
friends in the crowd.

But many, like Tamar and her wealthy father, whose name was Enoch, 
were skeptical about the Nazarene and his talk of hidden rewards. Tamar’s 
father called out the next question in his big, confident voice. 

[5] Matthew 6:18 That thou appear not unto men to fast, but unto thy Father which is in secret: and thy 
Father, which seeth in secret, shall reward thee openly.
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“Doesn’t the Divine reward us, those who are truly fortunate, for all our 
virtues, private and public?” asked Enoch. “Isn’t our stock piling of wealth 
on earth a sign of Divine favor?”

The Master again addressed his answer to us all. 
“You don’t want to pile up for yourselves,”

[6]
 the Master said with dis-

dain, “stockpiles on the earth.” 
He accentuated “the earth” by dusting off his hands to make it clear that 

he was referring to “the earth” as dirt.
“Because my inventory of cloth would get dirty there? Or do you mean 

don’t stockpile them anywhere?” asked Enoch from his place near the 
speaking area. 

“Anywhere,” the Master answered sternly. 
“Can you give me a little reason why not?” the older man asked sensibly, 

holding his fingers an inch apart. 
“A moth,” the Master suggested, holding his fingers apart and then flut-

tering his hand like a moth.
We laughed. A moth was one little reason not to put cloth on the 

ground.
“Okay, you’re right, we don’t want to stockpile cloth on the ground 

because of moths, the damp, and a hundred other reasons” Enoch 
responded. “But what about storing other things, say, olives? What on earth 
destroys jars of olives?” 

“Just eating,” the Master observed cheerfully. 
We laughed. 
“So if we store anything?” Enoch prompted. 
“It takes flight!” replied the Master smiling, fluttering his hand again 

like a moth taking off. 
 We laughed. Enoch laughed as well. 
“Stockpiling anything consumable doesn’t work at anytime, ...” Enoch 

started.
“And anywhere,” the Master added, interrupting him. 

[6] Matthew 6:19 Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and 
where thieves break through and steal:

“But gold doesn’t get eaten by moths or people,” Enoch said with cer-
tainty. “What’s wrong with stockpiling gold?

“Robbers,” the Master pointed out sensibly. 
“What if we have strong walls, good locks, and guards?” Enoch asked.
“They tunnel in,” the Master observed. 
“Or pick the locks, or bribe the guards,,” Enoch added thoughtfully. 

“Anywhere on earth, the wrong people find out where our valuables are.”
“And they rob,” the Master finished for him. 
We laughed. The Master and Tamar’s father were thinking alike. 
“So, if the Divine grants us fortune, where do we stockpile our valu-

ables?” asked the rich merchant. 
“Pile up, instead, for yourselves, stockpiles,”

[7]
 the Master responded, 

“in a sky!”
He twirled his finger over his head. 
“This realm of the skies!” we responded loudly. 
“Where in the sky?” Enoch asked. 
“Anywhere,” the Master answered as before. 
“So in the sky, there are no threats?” he asked, curious about the nature 

of this sky realm. 
“Neither a moth nor eating,” the Master clarified. 
“But our compensation in the sky is, as you say, hidden?” Enoch asked, 

touching his heart as the Master had touched the hearts of those others to 
whom he had promised hidden rewards. 

“It takes flight!” agreed the Master smiling, gesturing from his heart to 
the sky with a flutter of his hands .

We laughed. He had changed the meaning of “takes flight” from disap-
pearing to being lifted up. 

“But our fortunes still exist?” Enoch asked smiling.
“And where robbers do not tunnel in nor rob!” the Master assured him. 
We laughed, and some applauded. The sky sounded like a safer place. 
But Enoch was reasonable and persistent, and he knew his own heart.

[7] Matthew 6:20 But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, 
and where thieves do not break through nor steal:
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“But why can’t my heart take flight to the sky,” Enoch asked thought-
fully, “even as I stockpile my fortune on this earth?” 

Many of us in the audience applauded this question. It was exactly what 
we were thinking. 

The Master offered Enoch his hand to help him stand beside him. 
Enoch dusted off his clothes as he stood. For the first time, most of us saw 
his beautiful white clothing, trimmed in gold. 

“Because wherever it is, that stockpile of yours?”
[8]

 the Master said 
addressing him personally, touching his breast. “There it is going to be 
also.”

“Where what is going to be?” Enoch asked.
“This heart of yours!” exclaimed the Master as if it was obvious. 
“So it is anchored,” Enoch observed, chuckling. “But i’m not very bright. 

This old eye of mine can only see physical things, not hidden sky things.”
“The lamp of the physical being is the eye,”

[9]
 the Master agreed, empha-

sizing the word “lamp”.
“So it can light up what is hidden?” Enoch suggested. 
“If it really is open, that eye of yours.” the Master agreed.
“How can I know?” asked the older man, sounding a little unsure of 

himself for the first time. 
“That whole physical being of yours...” began the Master, gesturing to 

the man’s body from head to toe . 
“Not into the Gehenna, I hope,” the cloth merchant commented, copy-

ing the Master’s throwing out the trash motion. 
We laughed as the Master smiled and shook his head “no”. 
Suddenly, the sun broke through the clouds. The sunlight struck 

Enoch’s bright white tunic and robe. It was made from the finest, shiniest 
linen. The cloth dazzled in the light. 

“Bright!” observed the Master, shading his eyes looking at him.
Enoch laughed, admiring himself in the sunlight.

[8] For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also. 
[9] Matthew 6:22 The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be 

full of light.

“Yes, I am bright right now, , and everything is clear!” the older man 
admitted, “But, I am not always this bright, nor my eye this clear.”

“It is going to be!” said the Master with certainty. 
He twirled his arm over his head. 
We responded. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!” 
We applauded and laughed. 
Enoch laughed as well. 
“But what about if my eye doesn’t open to this realm of yours?” he 

asked.
“When, instead, that eye of yours is worthless?”

[10]
 the Master 

responded rephrasing the question. 
As if on cue, clouds rolled over the sun again. These clouds, however, 

were dark and ominous. 
The crowd grew quieter. Many pointed to the darkening sky. 
“That whole physical being of yours?” continued the Master, again indi-

cating Enoch’s body from head to foot. “It is going to be blind!”
Some in the crowd laughed, but the comment and the darkening sky 

made many nervous. 
The Master’s words sounded like a threat. Some people, like Pisca, 

expected Enoch to be struck blind. 
But Tamar’s father laughed deep and long. 
“The realm the skies is the light inside of me, isn’t it?” he asked. “And 

my blindness, my skepticism?”
The Master smiled and nodded.
“If, really, that light, the one in you, is a blindness?” the Nazarene said 

seriously. “That blindness? So deep!”
The two men hugged. Tamar’s father returned to the crowd and sat 

down next to his daughter.

[10] Matthew 6:23 But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness. If therefore the light 
that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness!
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Tamar could see her father was deeply affected by the encounter. He 
touched his chest where the Master had touched him. He turned to her and 
said happily, “It is light! Filled with light!” 

From then on, Enoch answered each “realm of the skies” chant with his 
own, “It is light!” 

Tamar told us that her father was a changed man until the day he died. 
He used joined with several others who used their wealth to support the 
Nazarene and his followers as they travelled throughout Gallilee and Judea. 
Enoch also financed the formation of the first assemblies in Tiberias. It was 
his generosity that made our traveling as witnesses possible. 

As always, your witness to the truth, 
Festus
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From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father. 
To the assemblies, 
A letter on the Master’s discussion on not worrying. 
Again, thank you for your letters and thank you for your prayers. 
In your letters, the questions were mostly about the Master and his con-

trol of the weather. This is fitting because at this point many of us at Seven 
Springs had noticed how the cloud seemed to respond to the Nazarene as 
well. 

And as with so many things, we six witnesses had different feelings 
about this topic. 

To the child Pisca, it seemed obvious that the Master controlled the 
clouds. For her, it was like seeing the works of the Divine from her people’s 
traditional stories. Nor was it only children who felt that way. Ulla also saw 
the Divine in these events. She had seen many things in her lifetime. She 
had seen seemingly impossible things happen and had an open mind about 
what was possible. 

But there were many like Demas and the Distinguished who did not see 
the sun’s coming and going as wonderful at all. The day was cloudy. The sun 
came out and went behind the clouds many times as the Nazarene spoke. 
A few times, he was able to work the sun’s appearance into his remarks.  
Demas was willing to give the Nazarene credit, but not for controlling 
the clouds. Demas’s view was that the Teacher had a command, but not a 
command of the sky. It was a command of the situation. The Master paid 
attention to what was happening. He responded to the moment, choosing 
which questions to answer and what events to recognize. It seemed magical 
because he was able to direct our attention where he wanted it. 

My original view was closer to Demas’s, but for a simple reason. These 
events look miraculous to me at the time, but I had had too much wine, and 
I knew it. When we are drunk, we know that we are not the best judges of 
what is happening. Did it all seem magical? Yes. Did I trust my own eyes? 
No. 

Tamar’s view was very pragmatic. She used her common sense stub-
bornly. She was what the Judean people describe as a hard-headed woman. 
This is a complement among them, meaning she wasn’t swayed by what she 
or others wanted to believe.  Regarding the Master’s control of the weather, 
her view was a different form of pragmatism. She felt in her gut the world 
worked differently around the Master. The realm of the sky was nearer. The 
sky could touch us, and some of us could also touch the sky. It changed 
events and people. Her father described himself as “touched by the light.” 
She witnessed his transformation and couldn’t doubt it. Changing her 
father seemed a much bigger miracle to her than moving the clouds. 

Ezra had a different perspective as well. For him, it was an old question 
in Judean philosophy. How could the Israelites fleeing Egypt under Moses 
still doubt after seeing so many miraculous events? How could Moses him-
self doubt so that he was not allowed into the promised land? Why does the 
Divine always leave room for doubt? Why doesn’t he force us to believe in 
him and abide by his will? Ezra thought he knew the simple answer to these 
difficult questions.

The Divine’s will is for us to make our own choices. He desires above all 
our freedom to choose. We always have a choice about what to believe and 
what to do. 

Ezra’s answer goes back to the oldest Judean story. The first man and 
first woman were given the first choice. They chose poorly. We, their off-
spring, live with the consequences of their poor decision. More importantly, 
we must also live with the consequences of our own bad choices. In Ezra’s 
view, recognizing the Divine is always a matter of choice. 

Nothing that happened with the Nazarene forced us to believe in his 
special power. Everything that happened could have been coincidence or, as 
Demas saw it, quick thinking. This was true at the time and it is still true 
after years of our examining everything that happened that day. 

Everyone in the crowd had noticed that something had happened in the 
sky. Not only did we murmur about it among ourselves, but people called 
out questions to the Nazarene about whether or not he could control the 
clouds. 
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The only one who didn’t pay any attention to it was the Nazarene him-
self. He just laughed and shrugged at these questions as if he didn’t under-
stand them.  Instead, he chose to take the question of a household slave. 

“That rich man,” the slave called out, referring to Enoch, Tamar’s father, 
“might claim to see the light, but I am a bond slave to a wealthy man.” 

Several in the crowd assumed the slave was just going to complain 
about his master and tried to shout him down. No one wants to hear a 
bondsman complain in public. 

The Master signalled to us that the man was to be heard.
“In my experience,” the slave continued angrily, “rich men claim to serve 

the Divine when they are really serving Mr. Moneybags.”
This last phrase drew a little laugh. 
Mr. Moneybags is a lesser god of wealth and property among the non-

Judean people of the region.  
“No one,”

[1]
 the Master agreed, “has the power to render service to two 

masters.” 
He paused. Many responded to this vague answer by asking for more 

information.
We witnesses realized that this was a repeated pattern in the Master’s 

teaching. One person asked a question, and the Master would answer it. 
His answer, however, was usually vague enough to raise more questions. 
He would then pause, waiting for us to ask for an explanation. We would 
call out related questions. His answers then would get more specific, but he 
wouldn’t just be answering one person’s concerns. He would be addressing 
the questions of many. Like the chant, this method made us all part of the 
event. 

As we asked for more explanation about the problems in serving two 
masters, the Nazarene pulled out a small money pouch to illustrate his 
ideas. 

“Because either he is going to hate the one!” the Master said with exag-
gerated anger, shaking a fist to the sky. 

[1] Matthew 6:24 No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or else 
he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon. 

“And care for the other,” he purred, rubbing his little money bag to his 
cheek in a loving way. 

“Or,” he continued, smiling, “he is going to stick by one...” 
He pointed a twirling finger upwards.
 “This realm of the skies,” we responded. 
“And he is going to look down on the other,” he said, sneering down at 

the money bag in his hand. 
We laughed in response. 
He then made his sweeping gesture that included us all.
“No! ” he continued.“You all really do not have the ability to serve a 

divinity and Mr. Moneybags.”
He finished holding up his little coin bag. 
Most of us applauded, but this idea was not accepted by everyone. 
“I don’t worship Mr. Moneybags, but money helps address my worries,” 

called out a man dressed in the bright yellow of a horse merchant. “By this, 
are you telling us not to take care of ourselves?”

“By this, I’m telling you, you don’t want to worry,”
[2]

 responded the 
Master, “about that self of yours!”

“If we don’t worry about ourselves, who will?” the horse merchant 
asked.

The Master smiled and pointed to the sky with a twirling finger.
We laughed as we shouted, “This realm of the sky!” 
The horse merchant laughed as well. 
“Our selves might be in the hands of the Divine, ” he responded, “but 

we still have to worry about our food, drink, and the clothes for our bodies.” 
Many in the crowd agreed. 
But the Master shook his head no. 
“Not what you might eat nor drink, nor, for that body of yours, what 

you put on,” said the Master with certainty, addressing us all. 
“A man is what he eats,” someone else in the crowd shouted out.
“Certainly not!” laughed the Master in response, puffing out his chest 

proudly. “This self is more than food.”
[2] Matthew 6:25 Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall 

drink; nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life more than meat, and the body than raiment?
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We laughed at the way he said it. 
“Also this body,” the Master continued.
He posed as if displaying his physique for our admiration. 
We laughed again. There was nothing impressive there. 
“What are our bodies if not the meat?” called another. 
“The covering!” answered the Nazarene. 
This silenced us for a moment as we considered what it might mean. 
“But we must worry about food,” the horse merchant still argued. “The 

Divine doesn’t grow it, farmers do.” 
This sentiment brought a cheer from the many farmers in the crowd. 
“Look deeper!”

[3]
 the Master suggested pointing up to the sky.

We looked up. There was a flock of birds flying below the clouds.  
 “Into the winged ones of the sky!” said the Master, flapping his hands. 
We laughed.
“Because they don’t,” the Master continued, “seeds sow...or work a 

hoe...or cut and stow...into storehouses, 
The rhyme was surprising. Many of us laughed and some applauded. 
“And that Father of yours? That sky one?” The Teacher happily indicated 

the sky with a twirling finger. 
“This realm of the skies,” we responded. 
“He fattens them!” he continued, patting his belly. “Aren’t you your-

selves more important than they?” 
A scattering of voices in the crowd agreed, but he clearly hadn’t con-

vinced most that the need not worry. 
“The Master is right!” shouted an old farmer with a long grey beard. “I 

sow and hoe, but we have nothing to stow unless the Divine sends his rain. 
Like those dumb birds, we only eat because the Divine makes it possible.” 

This won broader applause from the crowd and its many farmers. The 
farmers in Galilee are well known for their worrying about the weather and 
for their insistence on prayer. 

The Master smiled and saluted the man for his support. 

[3] Matthew 6:26 Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; 
yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they?

“People still worry,” argued the horse merchant stubbornly. “A bird’s life 
is so short, they don’t have time to worry.”

Many of us chuckled. 
“Who, however, out of all your worrying,”

[4]
 the Master offered sympa-

thetically, “has the power to add to that lifetime of his?”
This obvious fact won both laughter and support.  We were all begin-

ning to see the Nazarene’s point about the worthlessness of worry. 
 “But isn’t there a big difference between the worries of children and 

ours as adults?” retorted the horse merchant. 
The Master nodded in agreement. Then he held one hand at the height 

of a youth and the other hand at the height of an adult. He compared them. 
“Eighteen inches?” he suggested. ‘
This got a bigger laugh. We were being won over. 
“I grow food as well,” responded a young farmer cynically. “Can I simply 

trust the Divine and not prepare against a possible drought?” 
The Master laughed at the suggestion but instead of answering, he held 

up a closed fist over his head and looked toward his group of students. It 
was another signal.

“Never are you going to test a Master,”
[5]

 responded his students hap-
pily, “that Divine of yours.” 

The Nazarene smiled and nodded and held up his fist again. 
“Never are you going to test a Master, that Divine of yours,” his stu-

dents chanted again. Many Judeans in the crowd joined them. 
The Judeans in the crowd all laughed. 
I didn’t understand at the time why they knew the line and why it was 

funny. Apparently, this is an old saying from the law of Moses. Judeans use 
it to warn their young against making risky choices. The Judeans are taught 
that they are a special people, but they teach their young not to test the 
patience of the Divine or take his protection for granted. 

A well-dressed woman spoke next. 
“If not for me, my children and husband would run around looking like 

a bunch of rags!” she complained. “I have to worry about our reputation!”
[4] Matthew 6:27 Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature?
[5] Matthew 4:7 Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God. 
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“And about clothing?”
[6]

 the Master asked dryly, indicating his own 
plain, worn clothes. 

We laughed. The reputation of the Nazarene hadn’t suffered for his lack 
of fine clothing. 

Many others, however, complained, supporting the woman
“Our officers rank us by our clothes!” called a soldier.
“They won’t hire us if we look like beggars!” shouted a workman. 
“Our families are embarrassed if we don’t spin and sew! cried a woman.
The Master nodded along, seemingly agreeing with everyone.
But then he said to us, “Why do you worry?” 
He emphasized the last word.  
“Look closely at the wildflowers of this field,” he continued, indicating 

the wildflowers growing around us. 
“How do they grow tall?
“They don’t work at all.”
“Nor spin a thread ball!” 
We laughed again at the unexpected rhyme. 
“Reputation is important!” insisted a fisherman. “Are you saying it 

isn’t?” 
The Master shook his head, “no.”
“I’m saying, however, to you all,” he explained,, “that not even Solomon, 

with all that reputation of his, dressed himself as well as one of these.”
[7]

He bent over and picked a handful of wildflowers and held them out for 
the crowd to admire.

“Are you really comparing us to animal fodder from the fields,” the well-
dressed  woman complained, “the fuel for our ovens?” 

Laughing, the Master nodded his head. 
“As surely as, however, this fodder of the field, existing today, and 

tomorrow?”
[8]

 he continued, shrugging, “Into the oven, it’s being tossed!”

[6] Matthew 6:28 And why take ye thought for raiment? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they 
toil not, neither do they spin:

[7] Matthew 6:29 And yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of 
these.

[8] Matthew 6:30 Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which to day is, and to morrow is cast 
into the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, O ye of little faith?

He tossed his little flower bouquet with his exaggerated throwing-out-
the trash motion. 

The gesture won our automatic laugh. 
“The Divine, in this way, clothes!” the Master finished. 
“But the Divine doesn’t clothe us like that!” the well-dressed lady com-

plained, indicating her family. 
The Master answered by gesturing toward the woman and her family’s 

clothing. 
“No? Much better!” he suggested.
We laughed because the woman and her family were particularly well 

dressed. 
Then the Master indicated the entire crowd with one of his sweeping 

gestures.
“For all of you!” he added, 
As we looked around, we saw the many different styles and colors of 

clothing. We laughed and applauded ourselves. 
“You tiny trusters!” he accused us, holding up a little finger.
We laughed at ourselves. 
“You don’t want to worry, saying,”

[9]
 he explained, using a series of dif-

ferent funny voices, “What do we eat? Or what do we drink? Or what do we 
put on ourselves.”

We laughed, 
“Maybe Judeans just like to complain,” suggested a big, black man from 

Egypt, “because your food isn’t tasty, and your drink isn’t strong, and your 
clothes aren’t comfortable.”

Most of the non-Judeans, including all the Greeks around me, laughed. 
The Judeans grumbled, but the Master answered for them. 
“Because all those things?”

[10]
 the Master responded happily, “those 

other ethnic groups seek after!”

[9] Matthew 6:31 Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or, What shall we drink? or, 
Wherewithal shall we be clothed?

[10] Matthew 6:32 (For after all these things do the Gentiles seek:) for your heavenly Father knoweth that 
ye have need of all these things.
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For very different reasons, both the Judeans and non-Judeans applauded 
this answer 

“How can the Divine know everything we need?” an older woman asked 
seriously. 

“Because He has seen, that Father of you all,” the Master answered, 
“sky-like, that you need these things in every area.”

“But how can we satisfy our needs?” another merchant asked. 
“You search, however, first,”

[11]
 he said, “for the realm.”

He twirled his arm over his head. 
The crowd responded. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
We applauded and laughed. 
“And that virtue of His, and these things?” the Master continued, pre-

tending to hold a platter in one hand. “All of them shall be put in front of 
you!” 

He pretended to serve those around him from his platter. 
We laughed and applauded. 
“But don’t we have to worry about tomorrow?” a fisherman asked quite 

reasonably.  
“You all certainly don’t want to worry about that tomorrow,”

[12]
 the 

Master said, “Because that tomorrow? It is going to worry about itself!”
We laughed because it was true. 
“Enough for this day,” the Nazarene moaned, taking the tragic pose he 

had used early, “this suffering of it!”
We laughed at the exaggeration. 
And that is enough for this day. 
As always, your witness to the Anointed, 
Festus 

[11] Matthew 6:33 But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things shall be 
added unto you.

[12] Matthew 6:34 Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought for the 
things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.
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L e t t e r  X I :  T h e  C r a z y

From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father. 
To the assemblies,  a letter on the Master’s lessons on asking rather than 

criticizing. 
One of the letters I received about the sermon asked an interesting 

question. Did any of the people there think that the Master was crazy? 
This is a better question  than many of you might assume. Consider 

what the Nazarene was saying: things that no one had ever said before. Beg-
gars and the diseased are lucky. Getting angry is like murder. Let people slug 
you. Let go of your debtors. Hug those who hate you.  The list goes on and 
on. And the whole time, he was making jokes and exaggerating everything, 
pretending we could pluck out our eyes or cut off our arms.

But very few of those listening, other than the Distinguished, consid-
ered him crazy or “possessed by demons,” as we say in Judea. He not only 
made his ideas sound reasonable and preferable to our normal way of living, 
but he made them entertaining and interesting. The fact that he kept us 
laughing was a big part of this. Demas said that a happy person is more 
open to new ideas. 

And this drove the Distinguished themselves crazy. His ideas were 
very different than what they taught, but our minds were being changed by 
them. Their ideas were more reasonable, but his ideas were more fun. Most 
of us followed the Master’s thinking easily, but the Distinguished couldn’t 
understand it at all. 

Who were the real crazy ones? 
Listening to the Master, many began seeing that certain aspects of their 

lives were crazy. Judeans claim to believe in a Divine that cared for them as 
a special people,  but they spent as much or more of their time worrying 
about worldly things as any other nation did. They were a worried people, 
perhaps because of their history. They worried about their next meal, when 
none of them had known a famine in a generation. They especially worried 
about their social status and wearing the right clothing to fit in. 

Each of the witnesses in our group saw the craziness of their lives dif-
ferently after listening to the Master. The Nazarene confronted us with our 
personal demons: our anger, our fear, our vanity, our greed, who we owed, 
and who owed us.  And he challenged us to toss them out, like the trash. 
And the result was that we all had a great time together that day, despite his 
craziness, our craziness, and all the crazy divisions among us. 

And this question of crazy brings us back to our story. 
An ascetic, a follower of John, the Nazarene’s cousin, wearing animal 

skins, asked the next question.
“We John-followers are called crazy for not eating bread, drinking wine, 

or wearing cloth,” the ascetic called out. “Who is crazier, we ascetics or the 
worriers, who think only eating, drinking, and their appearance matters?” 

“You don’t want to criticize,”
[1]

 the Master said, making the crazy sign, 
twirling a finger around his ear, “when you don’t want to be criticized.”

He paused, giving us time to ask more questions. 
“Why can’t a sane person criticize a crazy one?” someone from the audi-

ence called out, 
Many in the crowd supported this question with their applause. It  was 

popular because most people there considered John’s followers crazy. 
“Because by what criticisms you all criticize,”

[2]
 the Master explained,  

“you all are going to be criticized as well.”
This struck many of us as reasonable, but the ascetic who asked the 

original question wasn’t satisfied. 
“But we ascetics only criticize by a spiritual measure,” the man in 

animal skins explained, “not the material standards of the world. ”
“And by what standard you all measure,” the Master said, cheerfully 

broadening his answer, “it is going to be measured out to you all!”
Then he used his throwing-out-the-trash gesture to indicate how it was 

going to be measured out to us. 
This won a laugh, even from the John-follower. 

1 Matthew 7:1 Judge not, that ye be not judged.
2 Matthew 7:2 For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye mete, it shall 

be measured to you again.
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A man standing next to the ascetic asked the next question. It turned 
out that he was the a John-follower’s brother. 

“Excuse my brother,” the man said. “As an ascetic, his ‘virtue’ blinds 
him to the real world.

The Master smiled and signalled the ascetic’s brother to join him.  
“What, however, do you see?”

[3]
 the Master asked the ascetic’s brother as 

he approached. 
“That my brother has a speck of blindness,” the brother responded 

uncertainly, “toward the practical?”
“A speck in the eye of that brother of yours?” the Master repeated as 

they met in the speaking area. 
The ascetic’s brother nodded in agreement. 
Then the Master looked closely into the man’s eye.  
“That one, however,” said the Master pointing, “in your own eye?”
“My eye?” responded the man, clearly confused. “Something is in my 

eye?”
“A roof beam! “ the Master announced in a worried tone.
We all laughed. He said it seriously, but a roof beam in someone’s eye? It 

was clearly one of his crazy exaggerations.
“A roof-beam in my eye?” the man responded, laughing. “That’s crazy!”
“You don’t see?” the Master asked, feigning confusion. “Really?”

[4]
 

The brother laughed and complained, “I just wanted to help remove my 
brother’s blind spot!”

“How do you say to that brother of yours?” the Master began in a chid-
ing tone. 

The Master covered his own eye with his right arm.  
“Let go!” the Master said in one of his funny voices while reaching out 

with a shaky left hand. “I am going to toss that speck out from that eye of 
yours!”

We laughed. 

3 Matthew 7:3 And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye, but considerest not the beam 
that is in thine own eye?

4 Matthew 7:4 Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye; and, behold, a 
beam is in thine own eye?

“And look!” he continued. “That roof beam in that eye of yours!”
The Master waved the arm covering his eye. 
Then, the ascetic’s brother laughed, catching on. He covered his own eye 

with his armed, copying the Master. He then waved it. 
“Mr. Actor!”

[5]
 the Nazarene said, applauding the man. 

The man took a little bow, still waving the arm covering his eye. 
We laughed. 
“Toss out, first, from that eye of yours,” the Master then continued, 

“that roof beam!”
He removed his arm from his eye, and made his throwing-out-the trash 

gesture, tossing it.
We laughed.
“And then you might see clearly,” continued the Master, looking around 

and blinking, “to toss out that speck from that eye of that brother of yours!”
We laughed. 
The ascetic’s brother copied him, removing his arm from his eye and 

copying the tossing-out-the-trash gesture.
We laughed and applauded. 
Then the two embraced, and the Nazarene sent the man back into the 

crowd. 
Then a woman called out from the back of the crowd. 
“Perhaps we shouldn’t criticize our brothers, but what about our ene-

mies?” she asked. “Some types of men are just total dogs!”
Some laughed. A few applauded.  Some men barked.  
But most of the crowd immediately wondered about the type of men 

she meant. There are as many divisions among Galileans as there are races, 
towns, clans, and families. “Dogs” is a common epithet among Judeans to 
describe any group of rivals. People looked to see what group the woman 
was with so they could know who her “dogs” were. 

“And aren’t some women also sows?” a man responded to the woman. 
We assumed this was from a man in a rival group though none of our 

six witnesses every identified the groups involved. “Sows” is a common 
5 Matthew 7:5 Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to 

cast out the rubbish out of thy brother’s eye.
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epithet for a certain type of woman in Judea as it is many places. It is less 
than polite. 

There was some laughter at the name calling, but more anger. There was 
a conflict between local groups that most people there didn’t understand.  
Some booed.  Other divisions within the crowd, always just below the 
surface, began to appear. The name calling began to spread like a disease as 
various opposing groups began squaring off against each other. 

Inspired by the insults flying about, Demas’s boss, the Distinguished 
Johanon, stood up to blame the Master for the crowd’s divisions. 

“You preach letting go of people’s faults,” Johanon complained to the 
Nazarene. “But people turn into dogs and sows when we do not hold them 
to the law.”  

This attack on the Master aggravated the crowd. 
“The only things sacred to your type is your social position,” someone 

answered.
“Don’t worry about it!” responded the Distinguished Simeon, mocking 

the Nazarene’s earlier lesson.
“Your pearls of wisdom are totally self-serving,” someone else shouted.
“Don’t criticize us,” added the Distinguished Baram, echoing the Naza-

rene’s most recent remarks. 
The Master did not look happy. Earlier in the day, he had let conflicts 

like this play themselves out. But in this situation, he took charge. 
First, he raised his arms, signalling for quiet. We grew quieter, but there 

were still many groups insulting one another. The Distinguished laughed 
and mocked him.  

The Master twirled his arm over his head.  
Some of us responded to the signal along with his students. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
The Master laughed at the weak response.
“We can do better than that,” challenged one of the Master’s students 

loudly, a husky fisherman, who I later learned was called Rocky. 

The Master twirled his arm overhead again, more vigorously.
More of us joined in. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
More of the crowd joined in.  Tension between rival groups began to 

fade.  Most hadn’t come out on a nice day to pick fights.  
The Master twirled his arm again. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
Almost all joined in, laughing and applauding.
The Master smiled broadly.
“You all don’t want to hand the sacred to those dogs,”

[6]
 said the Master 

happily. 
It wasn’t clear which groups he meant. Possibly those who were doing 

the name calling. Possibly, the Distinguished. 
“Nor are you all going to toss those pearls of yours in front of those 

sows.”
He made his throwing out the trash motion.
We laughed automatically in response.
 “Not when they want to trample them with those feet of theirs,” he 

continued, crouching down like an animal and tramping around. 
We laughed louder.
“And, being twisted,” he continued, twisting his face into a goofy snarl, 

“they rip you all apart!” 
He clawed the air with his hands, howling like a wolf. 
His vehemence was so sudden that we laughed in surprise. 
“Bring us together,” someone shouted. 
The crowd applauded. 
The Master twirled his arm over his head.  
“Change your minds!

6 Matthew 7:6 Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they 
trample them under their feet, and turn again and rend you.
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“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
We shouted it together, then laughed and applauded our unity. 
“Instead of criticizing others, what should we do?” a young fisherman 

asked. 
“We worry about old grudges, just like we worry about food and cloth-

ing,” a old woman added.  “How can we we learn a better way of life?” 
“Ask!”

[7]
 the Master answered, indicating the sky. “And it is going to be 

given to you.” 
He twirled a finger up to  the sky. 
“The realm of the skies!” we answered. 
“Is there a path to this realm?” an old soldier asked. “A path that brings 

us together and satisfies our needs?” 
The Master nodded enthusiastically. 
“Search!” he replied, again adding confidently, “And it is going to be 

discovered!”
“But if there was such a path,” one of the outcasts in the back shouted. 

“It would be barred to many of us.”
“Knock!” the Master responded, pretending to  knock on a door and 

then opening it, “And it is going to be opened for you all! 
He twirled a finger to the sky. 
“This realm of the skies!” we answered. 
But the Distinguished Simeon didn’t like these answers.   
“That’s not how the world really works!” Simeon complained. 
But in response, the Master just twirled his arm overhead.  
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
We laughed and applauded ourselves again. 
“How can people be so different in your realm of the skies?” an old 

fisherman asked. 

7 Matthew 7:7 Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:

This was another one of those questions which triggered many sup-
porting “why’s” from the crowd. 

“All because,”
[8]

 the Master explained. “the one asking, gets; and the one 
searching discovers; and to the one knocking? It is going to be opened!”

He twirled a single finger upward.
“This realm of the skies!” we cheered. 
Then one of the prostitutes in the back called out sadly, “Even for those 

like us?”
“Surely!”

[9]
 the Master responded warmly. 

He twirled a single finger upward again.
“The realm of the skies!” we shouted. 
Some of us in the crowd began to feel like we had entered the realm of 

the skies already. It was a different kind of life, where our normal problems 
vanished. We were laughing and applauding. 

“Wait! Wait!” a  rough-looking middle-aged man shouted. 
The Master quieted the crowd. The man stood up.  A child of about 

eight stood by his side. 
“If I were any kind of deity,” the middle-aged man said gruffly. “I 

wouldn’t care about these folk. Why does this Father in the sky of yours care 
about any of us and all our asking and searching and knocking around.”

The Master gestured for the gruff man and his child to come to him.
“What about you? A man?” the Master asked as they approached. 
“Not a deity!” the gruff man said. “Just a fisherman.”
This drew a surprising cheer and laugh from the Nazarene’s students, 

many of whom were fishermen themselves. 
The Nazarene greeted the fisherman and his boy warmly. Then he 

addressed the crowd. 
“From him,” the Master said, putting a hand on the father’s shoulder 

and then a hand on the boy’s shoulder, “might he ask, this child of his, for 
bread?” 

8 Matthew 7:8 For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it 
shall be opened.

9 Matthew 7:9 Or what man is there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will he give him a stone?
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The Master paused, indicating that he wanted an answer from us in the 
crowd. We obliged. 

“Sure he would!”
“Of course!”
“That’s what growing boys do!” 
“You’re not going to want,” the Master said to the fisherman, picking up  

a rock and showing it to him, “a stone to give him?” 
The fisherman and the boy both looked at the stone and laughed.
“Don’t want to offer a stone!” the father responded, “Might offer a fish 

though. I am a fisherman not a baker or a stone mason.”
We all laughed. 
The Master dropped the stone, like a rock. 
We laughed more.  
“Surely!”

[10]
 agreed the Master with one of his big smiles.  “And he 

might ask for a fish?”
“Absolutely!” said the fisherman cheerfully. “We never get tired of fish!”
The boy looked at the crowd sadly and shook his head “no”. 
We laughed and applauded the boy. 
Then something caught the Master’s eye and he darted into the brush 

at the side of the speaking area.  He returned to the fisherman and his son 
with something behind his back. 

“You aren’t going to want,” he said, taking out what was hidden, “a 
snake? To give to him? 

It was a live snake. We were surprised. Snakes were common in the area, 
but they would normally avoid crowds like this. Pisca and Ulla thought that 
the Master had summoned it. Demas saw it as a coincidence. The Master 
could have as easily offered a toad, a lizard, or even a flower if that was all 
that had been handy.

But this snake appeared so suddenly. And it was an animal full of mean-
ing in Judean history. The father was taken back.    

“I don’t want to give him no snake,” the fisherman agreed. 

10 Matthew 7:10 Or if he ask a fish, will he give him a serpent?

The Master playfully offered the snake to the boy, who reached for it. He 
looked to the boy’s father for approval. The father shrugged and laughed.  
This was just a snake, not the one from the ancient gardrn. The Teacher gave 
the boy the snake.

 We laughed and applauded as the boy took his snake and they both 
went back into the crowd. 

Then the Master addressed us all. 
“If, in fact you yourselves,”

[11]
 he said indicating all of us. He looked 

up, seemingly to search for the right word, and then said in a teasing way, 
“Worthless beings!”

We laughed at the insult. 
That was also part of the Nazarene’s magic. He got us to laugh at our-

selves because he laughed just as easily at himself. 
“Have seen gifts, good ones,” he continued happily, “to give those kids 

of yours. How much better that Father of yours, the one in the skies...”
He twirled a finger upward. 
“This realm of the skies!” we responded. 
“Gives good things to those asking Him?” he finished confidently. 
 This statement won applause, cheers and some laughter. 
“What about what we want from others?” one of the Roman women in 

the front called out. “Their caring, thoughts, and attention? Can your Father 
in the skies help us with any of that?”

“All, in fact,”
[12]

 the Master assured her. 
“As much as I need?”the Roman woman said almost shyly. “I need a 

lot!”
She spread her arms wide to show how much. 
“As much as!” the Master assured her, spreading his arms even wider 

than hers. 
Then he turned to the crowd smiling.   

11 Matthew 7:11 If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall 
your Father which is in heaven give good things to them that ask him?

12 Matthew 7:12 Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them: 
for this is the law and the prophets.
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“When you all desire,” he said indicating the entire crowd with a sweep 
of his right arm, “what they might produce for you all? These people?” 

Then he held his hands wide apart again like the lady had.   
“So much as?” Then he indicated the whole crowd again with a right-

hand sweep. “You yourselves must produce for them!” he said. 
One of the Distinguished called out, “Why so much? Why can’t we just 

follow the law and the luminaries?”
“Because so much is,” the Master said, spreading his hands apart again, 

“the law and the luminaries!” 
Most of us applauded.
“How do we recognize the path to the realm of the skies?” asked the old 

soldier who had asked about the path earlier. 
“Go, all of you, ”

[13]
 the Master explained, “in through the tight gate.” 

He brought his wide-spread arms together, putting his hands close.  He 
pretended to try to squeeze through this narrow opening. 

We laughed. 
At our laugh, he stopped and looked at us seriously. Then he spread his 

arms wide again.  
“Seeing that wide and spacious?” he said sourly.“The way, the one lead-

ing into that destruction.”
He performed his throwing out the trash gesture.
We laughed despite his serious expression.  
He looked at us as though he was disappointed in our laughter. 
“And many are those going straight through it,” he said, gesturing 

toward us as if condemning us for laughing.
We  laughed again.  He was serious but he wasn’t serious about being 

serious. 
Then the Master brought his hands together, making a small opening 

between them.  

13 Matthew 7:13 Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to 
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat:

“Seeing that tight the gate!”
[14]

 he explained as he tried to squeeze 
between his hands. His voice went up as he sucked in his stomach and said, 
“And squeezing oneself this way!” 

We laughed. 
When he finished squeezing through his hands, he raised his arms up 

in victory and he announced, “This one leading into that life!”
We applauded. 
The Master applauded with us. 
“And few, are,” he said, indicating us again, “the ones discovering it!”
 We all cheered and applauded ourselves. 
He twirled his arm up to the sky.
We responded happily.
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
We again applauded ourselves. 
Then lightning flashed in the distance. A storm seemed to be approach-

ing from across the lake. The clouds further darkened the sun. 
As before, they seemed to be announcing that there was a battle coming, 

a short but violent one. 
As always, your witness to the words of the Anointed One, 
Festus

14 Matthew 7:14 Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be 
that find it.
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L e t t e r  X I I :  T h e  B a t t l e

From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father.  
To the Assemblies,  a letter on the Master’s final confrontation with the 

Distinguished at Seven Springs.
This battle had been brewing since the Distinguished first arrived.  And 

even before. According to Demas, the Distinguished had hated the Naza-
rene going back to when he had started teaching. They had also fought with 
his cousin John before him.  

The Distinguished had challenged the Nazarene when they first arrived 
and off and on throughout the day, but this was when their opposition 
came to a boil. The person at the center of this conflict was Simeon. 

The group of Distinguished had been quieter since the Nazarene’s 
prayer. Demas said that this was a conscious decision. They had decided to 
try to listen for better opportunities rather than to attack at every pretext. 
This was in self-defence. The Nazarene had a tendency to make them look 
bad when their attacks failed.  They were frustrated because the Nazarene 
always seemed so happy when they challenged him. 

But they were upset the entire time. They were becoming more and 
more angry.  They were always buzzing among themselves, like a swarm of 
angry bees. This Simeon was stirring them up, whispering to them, finding 
fault with everything the Master said.

The lateness of the hour and the changing weather pressed them into 
action.  The sky was getting darker, threatening rain, a heavy rain, that would 
end the gathering. There was thunder and lightning in the distance. 

If the Distinguished wanted to make a stand against the Nazarene, they 
were running out of time. 

The decision was made. Simeon stood  up in front of the Master facing 
the crowd. 

“This fool is speaking nonsense!” he announced. “Just another fake 
luminary! A fake like his cousin, John! Both fake luminaries! Stay away 
from these fake luminaries!”

The other Distinguished joined Simeon in a chant. 

“Stay away from these fake luminaries!”
“Stay away from these fake luminaries!”
The Distinguished tried to coax others to join them, but few did. Just a 

couple among the wealthy who the Distinguished knew individually. 
“Stay away from these fake luminaries!”
The rest of us were interested in seeing the Nazarene’s reaction to this 

organized insult. 
At first, the Master just watched with an amused smile, but then he 

began pumping his fist along with their chant.  Then he joined them. 
“Stay away from these fake luminaries!”

[1]
 he shouted loudly. For some 

reason, his voice dominated all of theirs. 
We were confused and amused! 
Was he agreeing with his accusers? No, he was turning their attack 

around! He was against fakes, but who were the real fakes? 
Some of us began to laugh. And others applauded. 
The Distinguished were confused as well, suddenly halting their chant. 
As that last chant of “fake luminaries” hung in the air,  the Nazarene 

took over and explained.
“All those who show up before you,” he explained smiling happily with 

a nod toward the Distinguished,  “in coverings of sheep.”
He then crouched down and pretended to throw something over his 

back.  Then he started baaing, like a sheep, and pretending to nibble on the 
wildflowers. 

We laughed. It was as silly as anything he’d done so far.  
“Inwardly, however, they are...” he said sadly, touching his chest, stand-

ing up slowly. 
Then he suddenly leaped forward, lunging toward the crowd. 
“Wolves!” he shouted, clawing the air with his hands. “Thieving preda-

tors!”
The people in front jumped back in surprise. Then, after a moment, the 

rest of us laughed and applauded.  His clawing was a repeat of the attack of 
the dogs and sows.  

[1] Matthew 7:15 Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are 
ravening wolves.
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But Simeon didn’t sit down. He was not going quietly this time.  
“If our words claw,” he said loudly accusingly addressing the crowd,  “it 

is because they prick your guilty consciences. Our barbs bear fruit!”
The man was trying to be clever, but he didn’t seem to realize that by 

defending himself, he was confessing that he was one of the wolves. 
We laughed and pointed out the confession among others.  
“From those fruits of theirs?”

[2]
 the Master responded cheerfully, 

addressing Simeon’s play on words. “You are going to find out about them 
for yourselves.”

“And you will find out,” Simeon answered, addressing both the crowd 
and the Nazarene, “that the sharper our barbs, the sweeter their fruit.”

The crowd laughed and applauded. Apparently, we were going to be 
treated to a battle of words between the two men.  

The Master seemed entertained by Simeon’s language as well. 
“By skill,” the Master responded, asking to the crowd, “do they collect 

from thorn bushes, bunches of grapes?”
He pretended to prick himself while trying to pick something. 
 “Or from cacti,” he asked, “figs?” 
He again pretended to prick himself again, calmly sucking his pricked 

finger, giving Simeon the floor.  
We laughed.
“But our barbs,” Simeon responded angrily, “are valuable. They perform 

a valuable service, producing, not figs or grapes, but beautiful people, keep-
ing them from becoming dogs and sows.”

This last line was a miscalculation on his part. It drew barking and 
oinking from the jokers in the crowd. Then a wolf howl. 

We laughed.  
“This is why every valuable tree has beautiful fruit!”

[3] 
 The Master said 

cheerfully,  addressing Simeon directly.  “It performs.” 
 Simeon nodded at the Nazarene’s apparent compliment. 

[2] Matthew 7:16 Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?
[3] Matthew 7:17 Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil 

fruit.

“However, the diseased tree has worthless fruit,”  the Master continued 
with exaggerated sadness. Then he changed to his theatrical voice announc-
ing, “It performs.” 

He to his tragic pose. 
We laughed and applauded.  
He made his bows to the crowd, right and left, inviting more applause. 
We applauded louder.  
Simeon, realizing that he was being accused of being an actor,  

responded angrily.
“I don’t pretend! I act! Don’t you know who I am?” he threatened. “My 

family is powerful!”
“It doesn’t have the power—”

[4]
 the Master started to say.

But Simeon  interrupted him, “How can you say we don’t have power? 
We have money, influence, even armed guards!”

To demonstrate, Simeon summoned the big guard Boaz to his side.
“What power do we lack?” Simeon sneered at the Master. “What can’t 

we do?” 
“To have a valuable tree bear worthless fruits,” the Master suggested 

graciously. “Or to make a rotten tree produce beautiful fruits.”
We laughed. He was right: no one has that power. 
There was more thunder and lightning in the distance.  The sky over-

head grew darker. 
Many of us applauded the Master.  We applauded in the hope that  our 

applause would quiet Simeon.  We wanted to hear more of what the Naza-
rene had to say before we had to leave.  No one wanted to hear more from 
the Distinguished .  

Our applause had the opposite effect. It enraged the Distinguished 
leader, causing him to turn his anger on the crowd.  

“You applaud? Laugh?” he charged. “You are all breaking the law! The 
temple will condemn you all if you follow this madman!”

The Nazarene seemed genuinely concerned about the Distinguished 
leader, reaching towards him as if wanting to embrace him. In response, 

[4] Matthew 7:18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.
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Simeon raised his fist. The guard, Boaz, reached out, grabbing his arm, to 
restrain Simeon from striking the Nazarene. 

“Every tree, not wanting to create beautiful fruit? Chops itself off—”
[5]

 
answered the Master sympathetically, starting to make  a chopping motion.

Simeon interrupted, perhaps misinterpreting the gesture, lunging 
toward the Master, shouting, “I’ll chop you off!”

Boaz held Simeon back, grabbing him around the waist. But, as the 
guard reacted, lightening flashed.  A loud crack of thunder sounded.

Simeon’s arm came loose from Boaz’s restraining hand, seeming to 
strike the Nazarene in the face.  The Master’s head snapped back as light-
ning flashed again.

Or perhaps, the Nazarene evaded the blow, snatching his head away at 
the last second. We witnesses could never agree. 

Both men fell to the ground. The Nazarene fell backwards. Simeon fell 
forwards with Boaz holding him around the waist. Some of the Nazarene’s 
students rushed forward.

For a moment, the crowd was horrified. Some thought that they had 
both been struck by lightning. 

Many gasped and cried out, “No! No!”
But the Nazarene instantly popped to his feet and smiled. He signalled 

his followers back from the speaking area, waving cheerfully to the crowd 
that he was unhurt. Then he helped Simeon to his feet, gesturing for Boaz 
to let him go. 

The Nazarene smiled warmly to Simeon. 
Then he cheerfully offered his other cheek, pointing to it. 
Simeon was still burning mad, looking like he was considering taking 

advantage of the proffered cheek, balling his fist.
We all shouted, “No!”  
At our shout, Simeon looked around as if he was in a daze. It was as if 

he had forgotten that we were there. He looked suddenly deflated.

[5] Matthew 7:19 Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.

The Nazarene reached out to embrace him, but Simeon pulled away. 
Boaz helped the man move back among the other Distinguished. They all 
sat down, pulling the dazed Simeon down with them.  

“And into a fire, he tosses himself,” the Master commented sadly, 
making a half-hearted throwing-out-the-trash gesture. 

Despite the Master’s mood, many of us laughed. His throwing-out-the-
trash gesture automatically won that response. 

Most of us, however, were still agitated. 
Ezra told us  later that the Master’s line about cutting down trees and 

casting them into the fire was originally from John, his cousin. John specifi-
cally used it to referred to the tree of Abraham being replaced. Some of the 
Judeans there may have recognized it. Many of the Distinguished almost 
certainly did. Simeon may have struck out at the Master because he recog-
nized it before it was completed. 

The crowd was still upset, but the Distinguished were even more upset.  
Demas said that some of the younger Distinguished wanted to  capture the 
Nazarene and take him prisoner to Jerusalem for assaulting Simeon. The 
elders knew that the crowd wouldn’t allow it.  Instead, the elders decided 
that they would all walkout of the assembly.

The group of Distinguished rose as one and began to leave. 
At first, many of us didn’t know what was happening. Was the meeting 

over? 
But the Nazarene remain before us, waiting expectantly. 
When some of us questioned him, he just said, “Watch!”

[6]
 

We watched the Distinguished leave. 
Most of the crowd was happy to see them go.
 As they walked out, the Master offered a final observation, repeating his 

earlier statement.  
“From those fruits of theirs?” he said somewhat sadly. “You are going to 

find out about them for yourselves.”
Then, someone started clapping slowly.  Most of us gradually joined the 

slow applause. More and more of us began clapping.

[6] Matthew 7:20 Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.
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Then everyone was applauding. We were applauding the fact that the 
Distinguished were leaving. We were applauding that the Master had risen 
above them. We were applauding his victory, a victory won by offering his 
cheek.

Many in the crowd began bowing toward the Teacher and shouting his 
praises. 

“You are our new master!” 
“Lead us, Master! We trust only you!”
“Master! We will fight for your realm!”
In response, the Nazarene shook his head “no” with a sad smile.  
Then, he smiled more broadly slowly as if a funny thought occurred to 

him. 
“Not every one saying to me,”

[7]
 he began, changing into a squeaky, 

fawning voice,  “‘Master! Master!’”
Many of us laughed. 
“Is going to get himself,” he announced grandly, “into the realm of the 

skies!” 
He spun his arm over his head. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
He twirled his arm overhead again. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
We laughed and applauded. The chant did its work of bringing us 

together and restoring some of our cheerfulness. However, there was still a 
bit of sadness about it. The sky was darkening and we knew the gathering 
would be ending soon. 

“Who is going to get into the realm of the skies?” someone asked. 
“Only the one serving that desire of that Father of mine! The one in the 

skies!” he said cheerfully, twirling a single finger upward. 
[7] Matthew 7:21 Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but 

he that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.

“This realm of the skies!” we responded.
And we laughed and applauded, feeling better. 
The Master looked over to his student and then raised both hands over 

his head and clapped them together. It was new signal. 
“To a Master, that Divine of yours, you are going to bow down and Him 

alone are you going to work for,”
[8]

 his students chanted.  
The Judeans among us recognized these words and applauded them. 

The words were again from their luminary Moses. 
The Nazarene smiled at the applause and raised his hands and again 

clapped them together, repeating the new signal. 
“To a Master, that Divine of yours, you are going to bow down and Him 

alone are you going to work for,” many in the crowd repeated.
The line seemed a commentary on the authority of the Distinguished. 
The Nazarene smile more broadly and clapped once more. 
“To a Master, that Divine of yours, you are going to bow down and Him 

alone are you going to work for,” the crowd said, almost all of us joining in.
With this new chant, our mood had brightened. 
Lightning flashed overhead again. 
“Won’t others, like our Distinguished,” a wizened old man croaked, 

“appoint themselves to enforce this teaching of yours?”
Many in the crowd shouted  “no”, but the Master signalled for them to 

let the old man finish. 
“Claiming to act in your name,” he wheezed, “as the Distinguished say 

they act in the name of Moses?”
Many booed his remark. 
But the Master surprised us by nodding his agreement. 
“Many are going to say to me on that day,”

[9]
 he said, again switching to 

a squeaky, fawning voice, and making a series of groveling bows, “‘Master! 
Master!  Didn’t we, by your name.”

He paused before announcing proudly in his squeaky voice.
“Act as luminaries?”

[8] Matthew 4:10 Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.
[9] Matthew 7:22 Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy name? and in 

thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works?
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The way he did it made us laugh and so did the fact that it referred back 
to his likening us all to the luminaries. 

 “And, by your name,” he continued, hissing the next words menacingly, 
“Personal demons!”

He paused again, but we had no idea where he was going.
“We toss them out!” he said with his throwing-out-the-trash gesture. 
Of course, we had to laugh. 
“And, by your name,” he continued his fawning squeak. “Abilities!”
He paused again, taking a theatrical heroic pose. 
“Many, we performed!” he finished in his theatrical voice, taking a bow. 
We laughed, of course.
And he took his theatrical bows, encouraging our applause.   
But as we applauded, the sky grew even darker. Thunder sounded in the 

distance. 
The Master looked up at the sky and smiled. 
“And, at that time,”

[10]
 he continued lightheartedly looking back at us, “I 

am going to say the same thing to them.”
He paused with the lightning flashing dramatically behind him.
“Since never ever did I recognize you,” he thundered, suddenly very 

stern and serious, “You all move away from me!”
He pushed out his arms forward dramatically.
“You working the lawless!”
Some of us laughed, but it was a nervous laugh. 
With the lighting flashed around him, he was a image of divine justice. 

I felt a shiver down my spine.  If he had held that poise a moment longer, 
children might have started crying. 

Then he dropped the pose, smiled, pretended that he was tossing out 
the trash and dusted off his hands. 

We relaxed and laughed. 
In my next letter, I will describe how the sermon ended. 
Your witness, 
Festus

[10] Matthew 7:23 And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that work 
iniquity.
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From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father. 
To the Assemblies, a letter on the ending of the Master’s sermon at 

Seven Springs.
The Master is famous for the little stories he told to illustrate his ideas, 

especially his idea of the realm of the skies. According to those who saw the 
Nazarene speak several times, like Tamar, Demas, and Ezra, his stories were 
usually acted out. In later events, the Master would narrate the story and 
his students would portray its characters. Seven Springs, however, was early 
in his career. His students participated only by offering a few chants when 
signalled. He told only one story. To the degree that it was acted out, he did 
his own acting. This story was how he ended the gathering. 

We knew that the event was coming to a close. We could see the rain 
coming toward us from over the sea. Lightning was flashing in dark clouds 
approaching us. The crowd was restless because the weather was coming 
our way.

We would soon be leaving. It had been a special day for all of us. None 
of us wanted it to end. The child Pisca was sad. She thought that she and 
her mother would soon be out in the rain. Alone. Still diseased. Still unclean 
and untouchable. 

The Teacher’s final story was triggered by a question from the crowd. 
That question put into words what many of us were thinking. 

“Are your ideas about realm of the skies practical in this life,” a dark-
skinned man called out, “given the nature of our world?”

Several applauded the question. We had all been entertained and often 
amazed by how reasonable the Master could make his viewpoint seem, but 
his ideas were clearly fantastic. 

The Master smiled at the man’s question, appreciating it as he seemed 
to enjoy every interaction with his audience. 

“Everyone, in fact, anyone,”[1] he said confidently, “who listens to my 
ideas: these ones,” 

He spun his arm over his head. 
We responded.
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
“And uses them?” he continued. “He is going to be compared to a prac-

tical person. Who constructed his house on that rock.”
He pointed toward the rocky cliff on our left. There was a flash of light-

ning illuminating it as he did. 
“And, it fell down,”[2] he said nonchalantly, bringing his hand down like 

a house falling. He said it as though it was the end of his story.
Most of us laughed. 
The Master feigned confusion at our laughter. 
Then he gestured, bringing his hand down more slowly, but this time 

wiggling his fingers. 
“The rain!” he explained. 
We laughed louder. He was still playing with us. 
Then he gestured toward the beach below.
“And they showed up,” he said sourly. 
Following his gesture towards the shore, we saw the Distinguished, 

boarding their boat among crashing waves.
The crowd groaned. In our heads, we imagined a group of the Distin-

guished showing up at our houses during a rain storm. The thought made, 
even me, a Greek who had no previous experience with them, shudder. 

Again, the Master appeared surprised by our groan. 
He made the motion of the waves with his hands.
“Those floods!” he clarified, pointing to the stormy waters below.
Again, he won a laugh of surprise and appreciation. We applauded. 

[1] Matthew 7:24 Therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken him unto 
a wise man, which built his house upon a rock:

[2] Matthew 7:25 And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that 
house; and it fell not: for it was founded upon a rock.
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“And they blew,” he said, puffing out his cheeks and blowing. 
He waited for our reaction, but we didn’t know how to react. We 

expected another twist. 
“These winds,” he said, moving his hands in a motion indicating the 

winds around us.
We laughed again. The twist was that it was obvious. 
However, pointing out the wind made us nervous. The winds around us 

seemed to rise as he mentioned them. Demas assured us that this was an 
illusion. The winds had been rising all along. He just called our attention to 
them. 

 Then the wind motions he was making changed. His flowing hands 
pretended to grab something and shake it. 

“And they fell against that house there,” he said, pointing up to the cliff 
with his shaking hands. 

Then he paused again, staring up at the cliff. 
The pause built up our tension. We heard the wind whistling around us.  

We stared up at the cliff with him. 
“And...No!” he shouted. 
The thunder cracked overhead. 
We jumped, looking around, wondering what had happened.
He pointed solemnly up toward the cliff and his imaginary house. 
“It. Does. Not. Fall!” he said solemnly. 
We laughed at the anticlimax. 
He paused for a moment again.  
“Because,” he explained slowly while smiling happily, “it was built. On. 

That. Rock.”
He pointed to the cliff. Then he twirled a single finger upward. 
“This realm of the skies!” we responded. 
We laughed. Then we applauded. The man knew how to tell a story. 
He then looked at us more grimly. 
“And every one listening to my ideas?”[3] he said with exaggerated sad-

ness . “These ones? And not wanting to use them?”
[3] Matthew 7:26 And every one that heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them not, shall be likened 

unto a foolish man, which built his house upon the sand:

He shook his head slowly and took a deep breath. 
“He is going to be compared to a person...” he said, pausing to consider 

the next word. Then he shrugged and added sadly, “A moron.”
He made the foolish face he’d used before.
We laughed. 
“Who constructed his house on that sand,” he continued, pointing 

down toward the sandy beach below. 
We could still see the Distinguished finishing boarding their boat.
We laughed. He wasn’t calling the Distinguished morons, at least not 

directly but we laughed. 
“And, it came down,”[4] he said as he had before. 
We knew what was coming, or thought that we might. And at that 

point, a few drops of rain started to fall. 
“The rain!” he said, holding his hand out to catch a drop. “And they 

showed up,” he continued, again gesturing toward the waters below, “the 
floods!”

We could see the waves crashing as the Distinguished tried to launch 
their boat. 

“And they blew,” he said, again puffing out his cheeks, “the winds.”
He waved his hands emulating the wind, and again the wind around us 

seemed to blow harder. 
“And they fell against that house, ” the Master said as he again pre-

tended to shake something, then pointing down at the beach. “That one 
there!”

We all looked down at the Distinguished, who had finally launched 
their boat. The many fishermen in the crowd mocked their technique.

“And?” the Master asked. 
He left the question in the air.
Then the wind gusted. He began to pretend that he was being blown 

this way and that by the wind. The wind was blowing harder and changing 
direction, but the Master’s struggles were clearly exaggerated. 

We laughed. 
[4] Matthew 7:27 And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon that 

house; and it fell: and great was the fall of it.
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It was raining. Because of the rain, we covered our heads, but the rain 
was warm and soft, not at all unpleasant. Water began to flow in small run-
nels down the hillside. Some of those in the crowd had to move out of the 
watery paths of the little streams. 

Lightning flashed. Thunder rumbled. 
Many, if not most of us, had come to think that the Nazarene was 

controlling the wind and weather. He apparently wanted to end in a flash of 
lighting and a rumble of thunder. 

The Master continued to pretend that he was being blown from one 
foot to the other. He appeared as though he was struggling to keep his feet, 
but the wind wasn’t blowing that hard. 

We laughed in response to his struggles. 
Then the Master began falling backwards, so very slowly, windmilling 

his arms trying to keep his feet. 
We laughed louder. 
Another big flash of lightning. It made us jump again. A clap of thunder 

overhead followed. It made us nervous. 
The Master got a look of panic on his face, as he kept tipping backwards.
Then there was another lightning flash, another crash of thunder! 
The Master opened his eyes wide. 
He shouted, “It. Felllllll!”
He drew out his cry as he tipped backwards. He landed in a puddle 

behind him making a big splash. He had maneuvered himself into just the 
right position in front a newly-formed puddle created by the rain. In his 
splash, we could early imagine a house on the beach falling to the waves.

We laughed and applauded
The rain began to fall steadily in a warm drizzle.
The Nazarene quickly popped up from his fall. He was muddy, but he 

was clearly having fun. He seemed to savor his next words. 
“And, it was, the crash of it?” he asked. 
He paused, stomping around in the puddle, splashing the crowd. 
“Huge!” he exclaimed. 
We all began applauding. 

And the rain started falling harder. The wind rose, moaning through the 
hills. 

The gathering was clearly over.
Then the Nazarene spun his arms to the sky. 
We responded wholeheartedly. 
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
We laughed because with the storm, the skies clearly had come near. 
As we chanted, the Nazarene began to embrace those around him. He 

sought out the girl Pisca and her mother to hug them. The crowd surged 
toward the Master, trying to touch him. But the crowd was too large. Few 
could get close

Then it started to rain harder. 
Most of us headed down the hillside, toward the sheltering groves near 

the shore. And as we departed, in our various groups, in the rain many of us 
continued chanting those word that had taken on a new significance. 

“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
This was how the event ended for most of us.
In my next letter, I will answer any final questions that you send me in 

your letters. 
Your witness, 
Festus
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From Festus, a witness to the Anointed by the will of the Father.  
To the Assemblies,  a letter on the effect of the Sermon on the lives of 

the witnesses in our group.
Thank you for your many questions, I will answer the ones that I can. 
Most of your questions were about how we were changed by seeing the 

Master. The most popular question was about Pisca’s cure. Let me tell our 
story. This tale of Seven Springs is, after all, not my story but the story of all 
the witnesses in our group. Without all of their perspectives, these fourteen 
letters could not have been written.  

We were all changed by our experience seeing the Nazarene, but most of 
us returned to the lives we were living before. 

Tamar gave up her public charity work, but, without a husband and 
children, she missed interacting with other people. Her father  encouraged 
her to tell the story of Seven Springs to her many friends in Tiberias at 
dinner parties. Tamar’s father, Enoch, became an active follower and sup-
porter of the Nazarene. His prize possession was Quintus’s recording of 
the Master’s words, the most complete version of any teaching session that 
we have today. Tamar and her father, Enoch, traveled to listen to the Master 
several more times, but they could not get Quintus Figuli or a recorder of 
his calibre to travel with them. 

Ezra went back to his community of Servers at Mizpa, but he abdicated 
his role as their leader. He also renounced the vows he had taken as a young 
man, among them the vows of chastity and poverty. As the Nazarene taught, 
Ezra wanted to act in accordance with the Divine will freely,  without being 
bound by the chains of a vow. With others in his community, he began col-
lecting the sayings of the Nazarene and copying them. 

Demas went back to being a lawyer among the Distinguished, but he 
found that he had lost interest in the letter of Judean law. He was greatly 
saddened at news of the  Nazarene’s torture and death. Most of the other 
Distinguished celebrated. He couldn’t. Then the word spread that the 
Master had been raised from the dead. At this news, Demas was elated. He 

declined the opportunity to marry his master’s, Johanon’s, daughter. Instead, 
he invented the job of spying for the Distinguished among the Followers. 
Then he met Tamar and joined her and Ezra as witnesses. 

One thing led to another rather quickly between Tamar and Demas. 
They were married soon after he joined the group. The Distinguished let go 
of  Demas as a spy soon after he gave them the news of his marriage. Demas 
began managing the cloth business Tamar had inherited from her father.  

Ulla went back to her fishing village. However, Seven Springs had 
changed her life. She was no longer happy in her isolation as a widow, 
mother, and and grandmother. She discovered a new hunger for a broader 
life. She was tired of cleaning fish. She was also tired of criticizing others, 
which was her expected role as the matriarch of her family. Now, she would 
rather laugh than criticize. However, the younger women in her family 
couldn’t help but take her jokes as criticism since that was what they 
expected.  Only her grandchildren thought she was funny. 

When Tamar, Demas, and Ezra came to her village, Ulla asked to join 
them. After she did, a whole world opened up to her. Despite her age, she 
traveled well. The only thing she missed about her village life were her 
grandchildren.  But she did get back to Galilee regularly over the years,so 
she was still able to see them grow. Ezra and Ulla too were married. Their 
lives together were longer and more exciting than anyone knowing them 
before Seven Springs could have predicted. 

Of course, Pisca and her family were cured, but not immediately. When 
the meeting broke up, they were not left out in the rain. The Master invited 
them to travel with him and his students to the outskirts of Tiberias. Pisca 
saw the city and was mesmerized by it, never having seen a real city before. 
Unfortunately, no one other than the Nazarene was comfortable with the 
diseased family’s presence. Her family was also uncomfortable.  They were 
afraid of spreading their disease. Even most of his Nazarene’s students were 
nervous around them, despite the Master’s assurances. Finally, the Master 
sent them back to their herding clan, accompanied by one of his youngest 
students, Johan.  
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It wasn’t until days after they left Tiberias that their sores began to 
fade.  They wanted to returned to the Master to thank him for their cure, 
but Johan stopped them.  He told them that the Master would only tell 
them that they were cured by their faith in the Father, not him.  Johan, of 
course, became famous himself as one of the Ones Sent.  Pisca and he have 
remained in touch by letter ever since. 

My own story after Seven Springs starts as a sadder tale.  
As my friends and I left the gathering, we met a group of fellow Greeks. 

They were  a travelling troupe of actors. They convinced me that the Master 
was so amazing because he was, in reality, a trained actor as well. Like so 
many groups that we have met over the years, they were eager to claim the 
Nazarene as their own. For a reasonable fee, these particular actors offered 
to train me so that I could be as entertaining as the Master was.  They made 
their story credible by explaining the various theatrical techniques that the 
Master had used.  Like the drunken fool I was, I trust them instead of trust-
ing the Master. I thereby began my career in the traveling theater. 

Hearing that I was traveling with actors, my parents grieved for me as if 
I had died. And they were right to do so. This was the most debauched and 
disgusting period of my life. I don’t want to discuss my time with them in 
any detail, but it left me feeling empty and sick. However, I did manage to 
learn something of drama, stagecraft, and acting. 

I was in poor shape when I met Tamar’s group. I attended a Follower 
assembly to hear their testimony. It brought the whole experience back to 
me.  As an actor myself now, I knew for certain that the Nazarene hadn’t 
been acting as we did. I remember my happiness and joy at seeing him, but 
also my embarrassment. Sadly, I was even more humiliated by my current 
circumstances. 

Afterward, in a dream, I saw how true witnesses might re-create the 
events at Seven Springs for the groups coming to see them. I tried to 
express my vision to them. Tamar, Demas, and Ezra saw me as a fool and 
wanted nothing to do with me. Ulla, however, was my champion. I don’t 
know why my idea appealed to her, but she was able to convince Ezra. I 

began working with the two of them to show Tamar and Demas how it 
could work. 

It worked will enough that Tamar allowed me to  join them.  Much to 
my parent’s joy, I also became an apprentice copyist, copying the sayings of 
the Nazarene that Ezra and Demas were collecting as they traveled. This was 
a real profession.  Ezra was a master at it. He and Demas were sending these 
sayings back to Ezra’s community for copying, but Ezra had always made 
his own copies as well.

My parents sent me money for my copies of the Nazarene’s sayings. 
They distributed them in our Greek community. They became Followers of 
the Nazarene themselves of a sort. Trust in the realm of the skies is quite 
fashionable among their friends in Hippo. My parents are happy that I have 
moved from pursuing pleasure to pursuing responsibility. 

At this point, however, our group was still not complete. 
Pisca had returned to her father and his clan of sheep herders. Her 

father hadn’t divorced her mother. She had a home again. Her mother gave 
birth to another baby brother. He was clean, or, as Pisca describe him, “a 
spotless vision of the divine.”  Because Pisca and her mother had been cured 
by the Master, they became local celebrities. They described the experience 
many times to others before they met Tamar. 

When the news that the Nazarene had died and been raised reached 
their clan, Pisca’s family became Followers. They started a small assembly 
within their community. Pisca saw our group’s performance when we first 
started re-creating the event. Pisca thought it was like seeing the Master 
again. Her praises helped convince Tamar and Demas that my vision was 
working. 

Tamar immediately wanted to join our group, re-living that day at Seven 
Springs over and over again. But her parents refused to let her travel with us. 
It was clearly improper for a girl of marriageable age to travel apart from her 
family. Especially in a group with an unmarried man, that is, me, even with 
Tamar and Ulla chaperoning.  

However, Pisca’s mother, Marrah, confided in Tamar and Ulla that she 
was worried about her daughter’s future. Tamar had developed a terrible 
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crush on the Nazarene. None of the herder boys interested her.  She claimed 
that she was sick of sheep. She had no interest in becoming a herder’s wife, 
tending her own flock, now or in the future. She dreamed of the city. Her 
mother didn’t know what would become of her. Since Pisca was not inter-
ested in any local herder boys, Marrah was more open to letting her travel 
with our group, ideally to meet a potential husband among the Followers .  

Then Ulla had an evil idea. She plotted with Tamar to marry me to Pisca. 
But Pisca and I had loathed each other from first sight. An educated 

Greek and a Judean goat girl? Her people  herded sheep, not goats. I called 
her “goat girl” to antagonize her.  Of course, I barely knew the difference 
between goats and sheep, except for their flavor.  We were like oil and water.  
Pisca described me as the oily oil and herself as the pure, clean water. As 
much as Pisca  liked the rest of our group? That is how much she couldn’t 
stand the pompous, egotistical Greek.  

Ulla saw how strongly we felt about each other. To her strange way of 
thinking, it was a sure sign that we were strongly attracted. For her part, 
Tamar only wanted to get one of the famous “fortunate ones” as one of 
her witnesses. She plotted with Ulla to keep bringing us together. As the 
months passed, our travels seemed to bring us back through shepherding 
country every couple of weeks. Their idea was that, if they kept bringing us 
together, nature would take its course.   

Despite my teasing her, or maybe because of it, Pisca, did think that I 
was funny. I made her laugh. From the Nazarene, I had learned the value 
of laughter. I had focused on learning comedy in my time as an actor. Ever 
since seeing the Master, Pisca had loved to laugh. Everyone who saw the 
Master seemed to have developed the same love of laughter. Something that 
has been sadly overshadowed by his eventual suffering and death. 

Over time, my feelings for Pisca began to change. City girls didn’t 
laughed at my jokes like she did.  Nor did those girls aggravate me like her, 
but they also didn’t challenge me. Greek city girls have to be sophisticated. 
They are so full of themselves, assured of their control over men, that you 
could never relax around them. Pisca was different. She was down to earth 
and easygoing. As different from city girls as a lamb is from a goat. This 

made her interesting. I began to realize that, despite her rugged clothes and 
unrefined ways, she was very beautiful, especially went she laughed. 

As Ulla and Tamar had foreseen, our relationship began to change.  
At first, both Pisca’s parents disliked me because I was Greek, but there 

is something tempting about what is forbidden. This is the lesson of the 
oldest Judean story. We found ourselves spending our time together when-
ever we could. If only to insult one another. My frequent presence irritated 
Pisca’s father, Matteos no end.  Pisca thought that this was funny too. Her 
mother warmed to me because I had been at Seven Springs and was a Fol-
lower, but her father didn’t approve of me at all. I had been an actor. The 
lowest sort of scum. Pisca’s father didn’t find my jokes the least bit funny. 

The more Matteos attacked me, however, the more Pisca found herself 
defending me.  I was a Follower, like Pisca’s parents were. I wasn’t an actor 
anymore, but a storyteller, helping to re-create a great story.  But the more 
Pisca defended me, the more Matteos disapproved of me.  He wouldn’t trust 
a Greek with his beloved daughter.

The more Pisca’s father was against us, the more we found ourselves 
getting together. However, neither of us were thinking about marriage. As 
Pisca and I grew closer, Ulla and Tamar saw their opportunity and spoke to 
Marrah on my behalf.  Of course, we knew nothing about this at the time. 
Marrah said that she liked me well enough, but because I was Greek and not 
Judean, such a marriage was impossible.  

The ultimate barrier to our union was that I wasn’t Judean. This was a 
much bigger problem then Pisca’s father’s opposition.  As I wrote earlier, 
Judean’s see their way of life as God-given and separated from the ways 
of the world. Pisca would never marry a Greek who did not embrace her 
ancient Judean ways.  Neither would either of her parents allow it.  

Tamar and Ulla suggested that I could convert. Apparently, the herders 
knew very little about conversion. However, Demas, as a lawyer, knew all 
about it. The Distinguished actively sought non-Judean converts to Judean 
life.

Many if not most of you today know what Judean conversion requires 
for an adult male.  For those of you who don’t, it is called circumcision. If 
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you don’t know what that entails, ask someone else. I didn’t know about the 
nature of this operation at the time. Demas  and Ezra explained it to me. 

I thought they were joking.
They weren’t. 
Tamar and especially Ulla were clever in changing my thinking. They 

tied conversion to my wanting to be like the Nazarene. The sacrifice 
required courage and nobility. It was real, like the cross, only, apparently, 
more permanent. The idea of being noble appealed to me. I found myself 
wanting to prove myself to Pisca, her parents, the witnesses, and myself. 

Pisca couldn’t believe that I was willing to go through with when I told 
her. She then forbid it. I also told her that I would do it whether she married 
me or not.  She thought that was most romantic thing she’d ever heard.  

But among all civilized people, marriages are arranged between the 
parents not the children. Ezra, as my master, sent letters to my parents 
in Hippo. They were anxious to see me settle down, even if it was with a 
Judean girl. My older brother was still unmarried. They wanted grandchil-
dren. 

In the end, Pisca’s parents couldn’t object. Not if I was willing to 
undergo circumcision.  Ezra and Tamar worked out the marriage contract 
between Pisca’s parents and my own. Demas did the legal work.  My parent’s 
balked at paying the bride price and insisted that I get a dowry. Tamar and 
Demas furnished the money for the bride price and dowry secretly. 

And I did the hard part!
And Pisca and I were married.  
And then the real adventures of our group of witnesses began. We trav-

eled the world. We  met many of the great men of our age.  We encountered 
vicious enemies and fabulous friends.  Pisca and I had children, who trav-
eled with us. Tamar had a child as well. You may have heard about him.  

Many of your letters asked about the eventual fates of the witnesses of 
our group. After these many years, only Pisca and I remain. The stories of 
the passings of Ezra, Demas, Ulla, and Tamar are too rich and complicated, 
more than I can covered here.  

Finally, there is one last question in your letters that I should attempt 
to answer. How similar was Seven Springs to other events where the Master 
taught. This is a difficult question because  neither Pisca nor I actually saw 
any of those other events. However, we know a great deal about them from 
Tamar, Demas, and Ezra who all witnessed several different ones. Over the 
years, we have heard from other witnesses as well.  We also discussed the 
saying the Ezra and Demas collected. 

We heard that the Nazarene said and did similar things many times, but 
he always said and did them a little differently. For example, he apparently 
often started by calling different groups, “Fortunate!”  However, the groups 
he identified as fortunate were different on each occasion. 

At later events, especially those that included his stories, more of what 
occurred was a repeat of earlier events. As the Nazarene’s humor relied on 
repetition, so did his teaching. According to Johan, part of this was so the 
Nazarene could train the Ones Sent.  People asked the Nazarene questions 
at every event, but often they asked the same types of questions. Nazarene 
provided similar answers to those at Seven Springs. Johan even tells a story 
about a rich young man who followed the master around always asking 
him the same questions, hoping for  a different answer.  New stories and 
repeated phrases, such as “the son of the man” were added.  

Of course, the chant was part of all his teaching events.  And I can think 
of no better way of ending this series of letters by repeating it: 

“Change your minds!
“Because it has neared: 
“This realm of the skies!”
Your witness to the realm, 
Festus
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I hope you have had as much fun reading this book as I did writing 
it. Its story is only partly fictional. The part that isn’t fiction is Jesus’s 
words. The story offers a view of Jesus as seen primarily through his 
words. 

This story is only partly fictional because all of Jesus’s words in 
this story are those that we read in the “Sermon on the Mount” from 
Matthew 5:3 to Matthew 7:27.  These words follow the same verse 
order as Matthew, and they are translated much more literally from the 
Greek than the version we see in the Bible. 

Jesus’s words are important, not only to Christianity, but to human 
history. And yet, we are much more likely to hear Paul or the Old Tes-
tament quoted by Christian pastors today than Jesus. The Jesus quotes 
we do hear are the “safe” ones, not the interesting, controversial, and 
truly entertaining ones. However, it was not always this way. 

The original Jesus movement, spreading out from Judea to the 
world, was based on the excitement of Jesus’s words. Before the Gos-
pels or the letter of Paul and the apostles, people circulated the words 
of Jesus.  This work attempts to demonstrate why those words were so 
interesting to those who heard them. 

The Jesus we meet in examining his words was a man of great 
humor. He used wordplay, double meanings, and even rhymes to 
convey his ideas. His language was highly descriptive. His words 
appear to be chosen so that they could be acted out. 

Originally, Jesus’s words from Matthew were the foundation 
upon which I built the dialogue for a play. In the play, the witnesses 
described not only what Jesus said but what other said to him. The 
characters described what he did and what else happened as he was 
speaking. Once that play was finished, its dialogue and stage directions 
became the basis for this story, written by one of them. 

The Spoken Word
Standard biblical translations attempt to render Jesus’s spoken 

words into proper English sentences. But Jesus’s Greek was spoken 
not written. More precisely, it is spoken Koine, the local dialect of 
Greek that included Aramaic words. Like all spoken languages, Jesus’s 

words are full of exclamations, incomplete sentences, and points of 
emphasis. Word order is critical. The speaker leads his listeners along 
word-by-word as they follow his thoughts. 

Much of this is lost  in translating Jesus’s spoken words into 
grammatically correct sentences. Most of the drama and humor of the 
original is lost in English where our written word order is much more 
structured than Greek. Even more is lost as the meaning of words has 
changed over time. 

My goal in telling this story was to capture how Jesus would 
have sounded to the people of his era. This means re-creating a larger 
context for his words. It also required filtering those words through a 
group of listeners that understood them in different ways. This allows 
the story to tell us things about Judean culture that were implicit in the 
words then but which are forgotten today. 

In the Greek, there are many signs that this “sermon” was not a 
monologue at all, but rather a back and forth discussion. For example, 
Jesus sometimes addresses the crowd. Other times, he talks to indi-
viduals. This fact drives most of the interactions in my story. We know 
these shifts happened because in the Greek, his language switches 
from using the plural “you” to the singular “you”. This is lost in Eng-
lish because we use the same word and the same verb forms for both 
the singular and the plural second person pronouns. 

The back and forth nature of this discussion is often disguised by 
translation. There are many verses where the Greek conjunction nor-
mally translated as a “but” is changed into an “and”.  The translators 
could see no opposition or conflict with his previous statement a “but” 
or a “however” would indicate, so they change it to an “and”. My 
assumption is that the “but” was correct. The conflict is not with what 
he said previously, but with something someone else said to him. 

I have imagined the unrecorded part of this conversion using the 
hints provided by clues in the text itself. By going through the Greek 
word-by-word and assuming that everything Jesus said made perfect 
sense in context, a larger discussion emerges.  We can imagine not 
only the types of things that were said but the types of things that 
happened to create the words we have today.  This addition of a larger 
context creates a more natural flow of ideas. 
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Connecting Ideas Together
Even in translation, the Sermon on the Mount doesn’t read like 

a sermon at all. There are too many sudden shifts in topic. This 
starts at the beginning. What connects the eight different types of 
people in the Beatitudes? How does a discussion of salt lead to one 
about light, and one about light lead to another about the law? If 
this was originally a monologue that people could follow, many of 
Jesus’s words connecting these ideas must have been lost. 

A more likely explanation is that the connections were the 
people there, what they said, and who happened while Jesus was 
speaking. Such details of the event are tightly constrained by the 
words themselves. To recreate them, they must flow logically 
from what Jesus has said and what he will say. The gaps must be 
filled logically with what was said and what happened. Actions 
and events should connect what is said at the beginning to what is 
said at the end. Interactions must explain exclamations, incomplete 
sentences, and so on. 

The resulting questions and interactions in the story are fiction, 
but they must be like what happened. What truly happened created 
the words that we have today. Those words could only result from 
a similarly flow of information. 

The Humor of Jesus
Jesus’s words were clearly meant to make people laugh. This 

is something else that we can know for certain from the words 
themselves. Greek sentence structure is more flexible than English, 
but its proper form puts the most important words at the beginning 
of the sentence. However, all humor, in every language, has the 
punchlines at the end of clauses and phrases. This structure is nec-
essary to create surprise and make us laugh. This is true in English, 
Greek, and all other languages. Jesus commonly puts his keywords 
at the end. He continually adjusts his sentence order  depending on 
the surprise he wants at the end. 

Jesus also repeats certain phrases for comic effect. On modern 
television, characters have “catchphrases”. Jesus seems to have 
invented the concept. By repeating a phrase, it becomes more 
meaningful and entertaining over time. The main catchphrase in 

this story is “the realm of the skies.” This is a more literal translation 
of what we usually see in the Bible as “the kingdom of heaven”. 

This catchphrase itself has a larger context from a verse Jesus 
spoke in Matthew 4:17, translated in the KJV as, “Repent: for the 
kingdom of heaven is at hand.” This phrase was originally used by 
John the Baptist and the Bible tells us that both Jesus and his disciples 
used it as a calling card. The translation of this phrase is one of those 
explained in detail in About Greek Translation. 

Once we think of the “realm of the skies” as a catchphrase, we can 
see many of Jesus’s statements connect to it. It unites Jesus’s ideas in 
an meaningful way,  a very entertaining way. 

Jesus uses all the other conventions of humor as well: exaggera-
tion, plays on words, double meanings, and so on. My desire is to 
communicate as much of this humor as possible.  

Jesus is particularly good at wordplay. Many academics claim that 
Jesus taught in Aramaic, not Greek. This means that the Greek source 
of our Gospels is a translation itself. After just a few years of my 
studying on Jesus’s words, this claim no longer seemed even remotely 
believable. While some plays on words can be translated between lan-
guages, a great many cannot. I cannot capture this wordplay directly in 
translation. Instead, I explain it indirectly through the character com-
ments and their reactions. While explaining a joke is not as funny as 
hearing the joke, it is better than nothing. 

Ears to Hear
In this work, I purposefully translate Jesus’s words in unfamiliar 

ways. My goal is to help my readers hear him as his listeners would 
have heard him at the time, without the filter of the following millennia 
of interpretation. However, this is not a “modern” translation. I avoid 
updating Jesus’s words to more modern ideas. In writing the fictional 
part of the narrative, I tried to use only words and phrases that could 
be easily translated from the ancient Greek.

My preference is to use the broadest and most common meaning 
of the Greek words. Jesus, however, also has his own unique way of 
using certain words. After fifteen years of daily study, I cannot say I 
understand his meaning perfectly, but I have gotten closer to a lot of 
it. Jesus even made up his own words. Fortunately, almost all of the 
words that he uses in the Sermon on the Mount are those that he uses 
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frequently. This gives us a better idea of his meaning than words that 
he only uses once.  

We must make many decisions in how to translate a given term. 
While I would prefer to always translate each Greek term in the same 
way, this doesn’t always work. This process is explained in more detail 
in the next section, About Greek Translation. 
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This translation of Jesus’s words from the Greek is different from 
Biblical versions. It is more literal, following the Greek source word 
by word as much as possible. This is important because his words 
were spoken. The word order indicates how his listeners heard his 
ideas unfold. His pauses were between the Greek words, not the words 
we use in English translation. A lot of the suspense he creates and most 
of his humor is lost when we rearrange his words. 

In this section, I explain only three verses. This requires over 
fifteen pages. To explain each of the 109 verses in the book in similar 
detail would take over five hundred pages. 

In this appendix, I will use these few sample verses to illustrate 
some of the main issues involved in translating ancient Greek. I do this 
to reveal why so much of what Jesus said is lost in translation. 

A Continuing Theme
We will start with a verse from before the Sermon on the Mount. 

These words are first said by his students on page 10 and repeated 
many times through the story The King James Version (KJV) shows 
them in Matthew 4:17:  “Repent: for the kingdom of heaven is at 
hand.” My translation is, “Change your minds! Because it has neared:  
the realm of the skies.”  Though not technically part of the Sermon on 
the Mount, we know that Jesus, his apostles, and John the Baptist used 
this same phrase. It has earned its place of honor in this work.  Let us 
examine it. It demonstrates several common problems with translation. 

The original Greek is “Μετανοεῖτε, ἤγγικεν γὰρ ἡ βασιλεία τῶν 
οὐρανῶν.”  Greek is a lot more compact than English. This is espe-
cially true of verbs, but many other words, including nouns, need to be 
expanded as well to convey the same information.  

Translating Greek Verbs
The Greek verb is packed with information. In English, verbs 

get much of their  information from the addition of “helper” verbs. 
We also use pronouns to communicate the sex and number of their 
subjects. All of this information is captured in the Greek verb’s word 
ending. This means that all verbs in Greek turn into a whole series of 
words in English. 

Let’s look at the first word of this first verse. 

The Greek word Μετανοεῖτε is from a base word we render into 
our alphabet as metanoeo. It means “to perceive afterward”, “to 
change one’s mind”, and “to change one’s purpose.” Its root word 
means “perceive with the mind”. There is no similar verb in English. 
The phrase “have second thoughts” captures some of it, but not much. 

The word’s ending tells us that it is a second-person command in 
the plural. In English, we cannot tell the difference between the plural 
and singular second person. In Greek, we can always see the differ-
ence, both in verbs and pronouns. The “your minds” in my translation 
is used to express this plural. 

The next word is another verb, ἤγγικεν. eggizo. It is an example 
of an adverb that is changed into a verb by adding a verb ending.  The 
adverb is ἐγγύς (eggus) that means “nearly”. It refers to coming near in 
both time and space. 

This verb is the third-person, perfect tense, singular, and active.  
The perfect tense means that it describes and action completed in the 
past. This “coming near” is not something that is going to happen, or 
is happening now. It describes and action that has already been com-
pleted, “it has gotten close.” or “it has come near.” 

Here we see the importance of word order. When they hear this 
word, Jesus’s listeners knows something has come near, but what?  
By putting this verb before the subject, Jesus is creating suspense. In 
Greek, either the verbs or subjects can come first in a sentence. Jesus 
used them depending on how he wanted to present his ideas. This is 
especially important in humor, which we will discuss in the next verse. 

Difficulties in Word Order
Sometimes, copying the word order of Greek is difficult. We see 

this with the next word in this verse, γὰρ (gar). This is an adverb that 
indicates that its clause offers a reason or explanation. It works like 
our “for”, “because”, “since,” and “as.” The problem is that this word 
always appears second in the clause. All our English words with this 
meaning introduce the clause as a conjunction. There is no English 
adverb that works like this in the middle of a phrase. 

So, in the end, we must occasionally abandon the original word 
order. Here, we use “because” at the beginning of this phrase. Copying 
the original word order may always be desirable, but it doesn’t always 
work. 
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The Greek Article
Now we have what should be an easy word, “the”, except the 

Greek word is not that easy. The Greek definite article is, in this case, 
ἡ (hē). Its use is similar to our “the” in English but closer in mean-
ing to our demonstrative pronoun, “this”, “that”, “these”, and so on. 
Unlike our “the”, the Greek word has different forms—ὁ (ho), ἡ (hē), 
τό (to), etc. These forms tell us the  case, number, and sex of the word. 
The article usually proceeds a noun, but it can change other words, 
especially adjectives and some verb forms, into nouns. By itself, it can 
act like a third-person pronoun, something we discuss later. 

Since this article prepares the listener for what is coming next 
more than English articles do. This is why it often acts like English 
prepositions. We see some examples of this later in this verse.  

Picking a Meaning
Most words in Greek and English have a range of meanings. The 

next word, βασιλεία (basileia), is a female noun that doesn’t only 
mean a leader’s physical territory. It means his power to reign, his 
kingship, and even his palace. The word is in the female form because 
the male form refers to the authority figure personally. The KJV usu-
ally translates this word as “kingdom”. However, we think of king-
doms as countries. In Greek, this word could mean many other types 
of control not related specifically to a large region. 

I use “realm” to get away from our idea of “kingdom.” The con-
cept is a little broader and less commonly used so it allows us to hear 
this word with fresh ears. 

Adding Prepositions 
To capture the sense of many Greek word forms and preserve the 

word order, we must add prepositions. The next phrase, “of the skies” 
or, in the KJV, “of heaven”, is a good and very common example. 

The “of” comes from the genitive form of the Greek words. We 
add this “of” to capture the idea that the “realm” somehow belongs 
to “the skies”. We might describe the “genitive” as the “possessive” 
because that is how it is most commonly used. 

However, Greek genitives can be used for other things as well 
as the possessive. There are nine or so different such uses. They are 
expressed by using different English prepositions:  “belonging to”, 

“which is”, “than”, “for”, “about”, “during”, and so on. To decide how 
to translate the genitive, we must rely upon the context. 

The Missing Article
In the Greek, an definite article appears before the word translated 

as “heaven” or “skies.”  It lets listeners know the role of the coming 
word like English prepositions do. “Prepare” is the source of the word 
“preposition”. Though there is no “the” appearing before “heaven” in 
the KJV, this missing article is reflected in the “of” before “heaven”.

However, there are many missing articles in most Biblical transla-
tions. Perhaps as many as seventy percent of the Greek articles are 
not translated. There are many reasons why. A few of them are good, 
such as not using an article with a “my”. However, many of these 
exclusions obscure what Jesus is saying. If we want to hear what Jesus 
sounded like to his listeners, it is best to translate as many articles as 
possible.  

Here, the article is left out because the translators were thinking in 
their own terms not those of Jesus’s era. We don’t notice this because 
their viewpoint was very like ours today. In our minds, there is only 
one “heaven”. The article is unnecessary. 

However, this was not the viewpoint of those  listening in Jesus’s 
era. Our concept of “heaven” is nothing like what Jesus’s listeners 
heard. The article used here is plural. This fact alone doesn’t fit with 
our concept of a single “heaven”. 

Original Meaning
The Greek word Jesus used that is translated as “heaven”, didn’t 

have much in common with our idea of “heaven”. The word is 
οὐρανῶν, a form of ouranos.  This  word means “the sky”, “the uni-
verse,” and “the climate.” “The sky” was generally seen as everything 
in the universe not on the earth.  Here it is plural, “the skies”. One 
reason for this is that the Hebrew word for “sky”, shamayim, is always 
plural. This in turn is because the word on which it is based, mayim, 
meaning “waters”, is always plural. However, the Greek translation 
of the Old Testament that Jesus used usually renders this word as the 
singular ouranos. Jesus changed that to plural for a reason. 

Our idea of “heaven”, as a place of the afterlife, didn’t exist in 
Christ’s culture. Judean saw all of creation as separate from the Cre-
ator. Among Greeks, however, the sky was divine. Uranus, our spell-
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ing of ouranos, was the sky father and Gea, the earth mother, who 
gave birth to the Titans. The Titans gave birth to the Greek gods. 
Among Judeans, on the other hand, all of creation is described by the 
earth, where we live, plus the sky, a place accessible only to spirits. 
This idea goes back to Genesis.   

Why does Jesus use “skies” in the plural?  Though the Hebrew 
word is always plural, it is usually translated into the singular in 
Greek. Perhaps he wanted to separate his idea of “the father in the 
skies” from the Greek sky father, Uranus.  He may have also wanted 
to make it clear that his Father was not only the God of our sky but all 
skies.  

Many of our words have evolved in their meaning since the time of 
Christ. “Heaven” isn’t the only one or even the most extreme example. 
The words translated as “hell”, “Satan”, “sin”, “hypocrite”, “Pharisee”, 
and many others all have meanings today that they simply didn’t have 
in Jesus’s time.  A surprising number of these words take their mean-
ing primarily from their use in the Bible. For example, in Jesus’s era, 
the Greek word “hypocrite” meant an “actor.” English Bibles do not 
translated it at all. Instead, they use the Greek word, which has come 
to mean a two-faced person. This is true of many words today. To hear 
Jesus as his listers did, we have to use different words whose meaning 
is closer to what they heard.  

Blessing the Poor
The next verse is Jesus’ first words in the actual sermon. In my 

story, this verse appears on page 12. The KJV translates it in Mat-
thew 5:3 as “Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of 
heaven.” My translation is, “Fortunate! Those beggars! For the breath 
of life. The fact is that theirs is the realm of the skies.” 

This is a fun verse because it demonstrates several things discussed 
earlier: the role of the Greek article, the use of English prepositions to 
capture Greek noun forms, and the range of possible meanings from 
which we can choose. However, it is also a great example of Jesus’s 
use of humor.  

The Greek is Μακάριοι οἱ πτωχοὶ τῷ πνεύματι, ὅτι αὐτῶν ἐστὶν ἡ 
βασιλεία τῶν οὐρανῶν.

When I first translated this verse over fifteen years ago, I was 
surprised by its humor. I was also saddened by how badly its meaning 
was lost in translation. 

Jesus started by saying that the beggars are both “prosperous” and 
“lucky”.  This was obviously meant to surprise Jesus’s listeners. They 
could never have heard it as our version, “blessed are the poor”.  It 
demonstrates the two necessary components of all jokes: the set-up 
and the punchline.  “Fortunate” is the set-up. “Beggars” is the punch-
line. The laugh is created by the surprise connection of the two. 

The first word is Μακάριοι, a form of makarios, an adjective that 
means “prosperous”, “happy”, “fortunate,” and “blissful.” It does 
not mean religiously sanctified, our blessed. “Fortunate” captures the 
meaning better, combining both “lucky” and “prosperous”. This mean-
ing would have been obvious to everyone listening to Jesus. 

The second word, οἱ (oi) is that Greek article again. This is an 
example of where the article turns the following word into a noun. 

The third word, πτωχοὶ (ptôchos), is an adjective that describes 
those who beg for charity. In Jesus’s time, beggars were a special 
class of people. They couldn’t work for a living. They were therefore 
reduced to begging to survive. Beggars were the blind, crippled, and 
so on. Their society was too poor to support true any form of bums 
that simply refused to work. 

These first words of the sermon begin a discussion of financial 
issues: wealth and productivity. They connect those ideas to the “realm 
of the skies”. Without this foundation, Jesus’s later statements about 
rewards seem to come out of nowhere. By missing the key idea of 
“fortune” in “fortunate”, we cannot see the foundation he is laying for 
those later ideas.  

The Dative Complication
The fourth word is an article in the dative form, τῷ (tô). The dative 

is usually used as an indirect object. In English, an indirect object is 
usually indicated by the preposition “to” before the word. In the sen-
tence, “I gave a gift to her,” the “her” is the indirect object. 

As with the genitive, the use of the article with the dative prepares 
the listener for the role of the coming noun. And, like the genitive, the 
Greek dative has at least nine different uses. Those uses required dif-
ferent English prepositions: “to”, “with”, “in”, “as”, “for”, “of”,  “by” 
and so on. Only a few of these possibilities apply here. The KJV’s “in” 
seems to describe a type of poverty but that would normally be the 
genitive not the dative.  Jesus is more likely explaining why beggars 
are fortunate. This dative describes a word as “for” a specific benefit. 
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This brings us to the fifth word, πνεύματι, the dative form of the 
word pneuma. In English, we know this word from “pneumatic”, 
which describes anything relating to air or other gases. The primary 
meaning of the Greek word is “wind” and “breath.” Because our 
breath gives us life, the word also has the sense of “the breath of life”. 

Note how the “wind”, “air”, and “breath” relate to the sky.  We live 
on earth, the sky is the realm of the wind, breath, and the breath of life. 
By extension, this makes it the realm of the spirit.  

Consistent Translation
The next three words in this verse demonstrate the problems in 

translating the same English word with different Greek words and 
different Greek words into the same English word. My translation 
attempts to associate English words with the same Greek words. When 
Jesus uses nouns and verbs from the same root word, I try to find an 
English word where the noun and the verb come from the same root as 
well. 

The next word is another example of why this isn’t always pos-
sible. This word is an example of why different Greek words translated 
into the same English word and why a Greek word translated into dif-
ferent English ones. 

This next word is ὅτι (hoti), which is translated as “for” in this 
verse in the KJV. The earlier “for”, however, in this verse was a differ-
ent Greek word, gar. Unlike gar, however, hoti is even more like the 
English word, “because”,  since this word begins its clause. Though 
I would prefer to translate gar and hoti differently, “because” often 
works best for both. I also frequently translate hoti into “in order that” 
because it also has that meaning. “In order that” works better for some 
clauses. “Because” words better for others, depending on the context.  

Third-Person Pronouns
The next word is a third-person pronoun. It is translated as 

“theirs”.  Unfortunately, ancient Greek doesn’t have a standard third-
person pronoun like we do—“he”, “she”, “they”, etc.  Two differ-
ent words, autos and tis, are described as third-person pronouns, but 
neither works exactly like ours. Both words have other important uses. 
The definite article “the” also works like a third-person pronoun. In 
attempting to use different English words for different Greek words, I 
try to distinguish among all these different Greek words in translation. 

The word used here, αὐτῶν (autos) is the most common. It is an 
adjective that means “the same,” but it is used much more frequently 
as a pronoun. It also means “of one’s own accord”. Our word “auto-
matic” comes from autos. The form is genitive so there are other pos-
sible meanings than possessive, but assuming the possessive keeps it 
simple. For the sake of consistency, I try to translate various forms of 
autos as the English standard third-person pronoun , “he”, “she”,  “it” 
and so on. Here, it becomes “theirs”, the plural, possessive form. 

When used as a pronoun, the less common word, tis, can often be 
translated  into some form of our “some”. “Some” is its primary mean-
ing.  Since our “some” is plural, in the singular tis becomes “some-
thing” or “someone”.  However, tis is also used for many questions 
so it can also become “who”, “which”, or “what” and other question 
words.

The Verb “To Be”.
Next, we have the verb “is”, which you wouldn’t expect to be con-

fused with another word. However, there are two Greek words that are 
translated in the KJV into forms of our verb “to be”.  

Here, the “is” is from the Greek verb ἐστὶν (eimi). Like our verb 
“is”, the verb means “to be”, “to exist”, “to be the case,”  “to be equal 
to”, and “to have a certain characteristic”. However, it also has special 
uses that are different that our uses of “to be”. For example,  it can 
mean “it is possible”. It also plays a much narrower role as a “helper” 
verb than are “is” in English. 

The other Greek word that is also translated as “to be” in the KVJ 
is the verb ginomai. This verb means “to become”, “to come into 
being”, “to be produced” when referring to things, “to take place” 
when referring to events, “to turn into” and so on. In a sense, it means 
the opposite of “to be”.  “To be” means to stay in the same state.  “To 
become” means to change into something new.  

Jesus always uses ginomai to indicate a change. He always uses 
eimi to indicate something staying the same. To confuse them in trans-
lation does major damage to his meaning. Here, Jesus is not saying 
that the realm of the sky will become the realm of the beggars. He is 
saying that it is already theirs. Of course, at this point, his listeners do 
not know that he is talking about the “realm of the skies”. They only 
know that something is already theirs. Again, his word order creates 
suspense. 
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The answer to this suspense is “the realm of the skies”. We have 
already discussed the Greek words in this phrase.  This is its first 
actual use in the sermon. It will prove to be one of its most frequently 
repeated phrases. This idea is very much the connective tissue bringing 
different topics together. This is why it is emphasized in my story. 

The Last Verse of the Lord’s Prayer
To illustrate our final points about Greek translation, we will look 

at one more verse.   This verse demonstrates more issues related to 
translating different Greek words into the same English word. It also 
touches on some common problems with translating Greek conjunc-
tions, the Greek negatives, and Greek verbs.

This verse is also interesting because most of what is in this verse 
in the KJV doesn’t appear in the Greek. This verse appears in Letter 
VIII: The Prayer at the end of the Lord’s Prayer on page 87. It is from 
Matthew 6:13: “And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from 
evil: For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever. 
Amen.”  

The Greek is: καὶ μὴ εἰσενέγκῃς ἡμᾶς εἰς πειρασμόν, ἀλλὰ ῥῦσαι 
ἡμᾶς ἀπὸ τοῦ πονηροῦ. Translating the Greek more literally, we get 
something very different, “Also, You might not want to bring us into 
a trial. Instead, draw us toward Yourself, away from the worthless.” 
Notice that the final, “For thine is the kingdom...” phrase is missing 
entirely from the Greek. 

Conjunctions
This verse has two conjunctions, both are also adverbs. There is 

also a third Greek conjunction/adverb that it is translated as both “but” 
and “and”, but doesn’t appear in this verse. These three words perform 
a wider variety of tasks than the English “and” or “but”. 

The most common conjunction is the “and” in Greek is καὶ  (kai). 
It is similar to our “and”. It connects sentences, clauses, and words, 
but it is also used as an adverb. So it can mean “also”, “even” and 
other positive ideas. This is one of the most common words in the 
sermon, used about sixty-four times. 

The Greek word translated in this verse as “but” or “instead” is 
fairly straightforward as well, but it is much less common. It is ἀλλὰ 
(alla). This is the conjunction/adverb that denotes exception or opposi-
tion. In the KJV, it is usually translated as “but”. However, depending 
on the context, I might translate it as “still”, “instead”, and similar 

ideas because they work better. This word is only used about six times 
in the sermon. 

This brings us to the third and most interesting Greek conjunction. 
This word is δὲ (de). It is used about forty times in the sermon, making 
it many times more common than alla. In the KJV, it is most  com-
monly translated as “but”. However, about fifteen percent of the time, 
the KJV changes this “but” into an “and”. It is changed because the 
translators saw no opposition to Jesus’s previous statement. 

The earliest section of the sermon contains no occurrences of de. 
This Greek word only appears once topics begin to change. I think this 
is because there were questions being asked that Jesus was answering. 
This accounts both for the topic shift and the occurrences of this word.   
I never translated de as “and”.  

However, I usually translate de as “however” instead of “but”. 
This word, like gar, always appears in the second position in a clause. 
Translating it as “however” follows the Greek word order and prevents 
confusion with alla. 

Negatives
This brings us to the second word in this verse, μὴ (me). This is 

translated as “not” in the KJV and “not want” in my version. 
 Greek negatives are all based on two main words: οὐ (ou) and μή 

(me). They are called “particles” because they are not only negative 
adverbs and adjectives, but parts of negative compounds. The Greek 
words for a lot of our negative concepts (“neither”, “noone”, “never”, 
“except”, etc.) are created out of these particles. 

However, these two different particles have very different mean-
ings. These differences are completely lost in translation. Both words 
are always translated as “no” or “not. This misses some valuable infor-
mation about what Jesus is saying. 

The first is ou, the negative for facts. Most English negatives fit 
this definition. The other Greek negative, me, the one that appears in 
this verse, is the negative for expressing desires or thoughts. It is used 
in prohibitions and expressions of doubt. Both words are used about 
the same number of times in the sermon.  

 The problem is with the negative of desire and opinion used in this 
verse. Unless used with a verb or noun that clearly expresses a thought 
or desire, the negative me needs additional words to clarify its mean-
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ing. Translating it simply as “not” usually misses the point Jesus is 
making by using it. 

This verse is a good example. The me is used with the verb trans-
lated as “lead” in the KJV or “bring” in my story. The problem is 
that this verb with this negative doesn’t mean “you are not” leading 
or bringing”. It means “you don’t want” to lead or bring”. To reflect 
the meaning of this negative, I commonly add “want” into the verbal 
phrase. This changes the form of the active verb, but it captures the 
real sense of the negative intent. 

In commands and requests, that is, the imperative form of the verb, 
this negative of desire is always used. The sense is that you don’t want 
something done. The imperative does not assume that this action isn’t 
actually being or going to be done. This is why the same verb form is 
used for both commands and requests. 

We should also mention the difference between double negatives in 
Greek and in English. A Greek double negative is not a positive. It is 
a more extreme form of a negative. However, a Greek single negative 
is often best translated as two English negatives. Let me explain both 
situations. 

A common combination of both particles is ou me used together 
in a sentence.  This is a more extreme form of negative. The sense is 
“never” or “absolutely not”. Another double negative includes a time 
component and means “never ever”. These compound forms are often 
translated into English as a single negative, “not”,. which misses their 
extreme meaning. 

However, some single Greek negatives are better translated as 
two English negatives. Word order is important here. Many of Jesus’s 
statements start with a negative. This initial “no” answers a question 
with a “no” before explaining the answer. This is lost in translation 
because those negatives are buried as a “not” somewhere else in the 
English sentence. This loses the feeling of the strong initial “no”, 
which is even stronger at the Greek sentence. 

In this verse, if we ignore the initial “and”, we see that the negative 
me precedes the verb that means “you might bring”. He isn’t answer-
ing a question here because he is addressing the Father, but he is start-
ing with a negative. This is what his audience hears first.  

However, in English, whenever we begin a sentence with “no”, 
it is treated as an exclamation, separate from the verb. We repeat the 
negative in the sentence to make the action negative.   “No, you should 

bring it” has a different meaning than “No, you should not bring it.”  
In Greek, however, the negative negates the verb, even if it starts the 
sentence. If we want to capture the sense of the initial negative, we 
should use two English negatives, the initial “no” exclamation and the 
“not” with the verb. “No, you should not bring it.”

Tenses, Moods, and Voices
Greek verbs also have more tenses, moods, and voices than Eng-

lish verbs. Our loose translation into English tenses is necessary, but it 
can confuse an important idea in the original.  

Again, we see an example in this verse. The first verb is 
εἰσενέγκῃς, which is a form of eisphero. This verb means “to carry 
in”, “to bring in,” “to contribute”,  and “to bring forward”. It does not 
mean “lead”. Its form is the aorist tense, the subjective mood, and the 
active voice.  

Verb Tenses
The aorist tense doesn’t exist in English. There are a total of seven 

tenses in ancient Greek, but most can be translated into various pres-
ent, past, and future English forms.  Most of these word endings are 
translated by adding various combinations of helper verbs to the basic 
past and present forms of the English verb. For example, “he brings,” 
“he brought”, “he has brought”, and so on. 

The Greek aorist is different. It indicates something that happens 
at a specific point in time. That point in time may be the past, present, 
or future. The KJV usually translates this as the past, but it should be 
translated according to the context. For example, since this form often 
occurs in if/then statements, present or future tenses often work best. 
However, sometimes when the specific point in time element is par-
ticularly important, I might add the phrase, “as some point”, to express 
that idea since it is inherent in the form. 

Here, the present tense works fine. 

Verb Moods
This verse, however, is translated in the KJV into the wrong mood. 
There are three moods in ancient Greek: indicative, imperative, 

and subjective. The indicative is used for statements and questions. 
The imperative is used for commands and requests. The subjunctive is 
used to indicate various attitudes toward actions that are possibilities. 
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The subjective is communicated in English by helper verbs such as 
“may”, “might” or “should” 

The KJV translates this verb as the imperative mood,  as “lead us”,  
that is, a request of the Father. This is the common form for prayer. 
Most verbs in the Lord’s Prayer are imperative.  This verb, however, 
isn’t imperative. It stands out because it isn’t. The fact that it isn’t is a 
surprise, like a little joke. This was clearly intentional and should be 
recognized in translation,. 

The mood of this verb is subjunctive. In translation, I indicate the 
subjunctive mood by using “might” or “should” with the verb, depend-
ing on the attitude that seems to be expressed. The KJV recognizes the 
subjective by sometimes using “might”, but it often translates sub-
junctives by using “shall”. This, of course,  confuses it with the future 
tense, which the KJV also usually translates with “shall”. 

This verb stands out because it isn’t a request. It is more of a hope 
regarding a possibility. Considering the topic, being brought into trials, 
this mood makes it funny.

Religious Interpretation
Our translations of the Bible are religious in nature. At the time, 

however, those listening to Jesus wouldn’t have heard him in the same 
way we hear these words today. Two thousand years of Christianity 
has changed our perceptions completely.  

The Greek word translated as “temptation” here means “a worry,” 
“an experiment”, and “a trial.” The root word is a verb that means 
“make a proof” and “to test a person”. None of these concepts are 
related to the the religious idea of “temptation”. 

Considering that the topic of “trial” is a theme throughout the 
sermon, we should interpret this word by its primary meaning of 
“trial”. Trials in a legal sense are mentioned many times in the sermon.  
Trials were considered a form of testing. 

Greek Verb Voices
The next verb is ῥῦσαι, a form of rhyomai.  This verb is translated 

as “deliver” in the KJV and “draw...toward Yourself” in my version. 
The meaning of the basic verb  is “to draw to oneself”, “to draw out 
of danger”, “to rescue”, and “to save”. It is a request, that is, in the 
imperative mood. 

However, it is in the middle voice. 

In English, we only have two voices. A verb in the active voice 
indicates that the subject acts, “he rescues”.  In the passive voice, the 
subject is acted upon, “he is rescued”. 

In Greek, there is a third voice, the middle, the voice used here.  
In the middle voice, the subject acts on, by, or for itself, “he draws 
toward himself”. 

This middle form is very important in Christ’s words. It is also 
very common. Some verbs, like this one, are almost always in the 
middle voice. They describe actions people only perform in relation-
ship to themselves. These are called deponent verbs. The verb com-
monly translated as “come”, which doesn’t really mean “come”, is a  
common example. 

 The middle voice is used purposefully. Jesus commonly uses other 
Greek verbs that mean “rescue” or “save”, but he only uses this depo-
nent verb here. I usually make this voice clear by adding the reflexive 
pronouns, “myself”, “yourself”, and so on. This is sometimes unneces-
sary because the context makes no other meaning possible. However, 
in most Biblical translation, the middle voice is too often ignored.  
This is particularly unfortunate in this verse. 

The Concept of Evil
Continuing on the topic of religious interpretation, the last word in 

this first sentence is translated as “evil”. The Greek word is πονηροῦ, 
from poneros, an adjective that means “worthless”, “burdened by 
toils”, “second-rate”,  and similar ideas. So, when Jesus says some-
thing is poneros, he is not saying that it is immoral or evil. He is 
saying it is worthless and second-rate. In most situations, the best 
translation is “worthless” though “burdened by toils” works better in 
some contexts. It is converted to a noun by the article τοῦ (tou) in front 
of it.

The Greek Source
This brings us to the last line of the KJV translation, “For thine 

is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.” This 
line doesn’t exist in the Greek sources we use today. It did exist in the 
source that the KJV translators used.  

The Greek source used today is called the morphological Greek 
New Testament (GNT). There are several versions. The one I use is 
found at Tufts University Perseus Digital Library. This version is 
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known as the Alexandria version,  revised by Brooke Foss Westcott 
and Fenton John Anthony Hort.  

The term “morphological” is added to the description of the Greek 
source because all kinds of information has been added to the text that 
didn’t appear in the oldest original manuscripts. These include:

• punctuation, 
• accent marks over vowels, 
• spaces between words, 
• lower case letters
• chapter and verse numbers. 
All of these features are inventions since the days of Christ. The 

original Greek in which the Bible was written was all capital letters, 
with no spaces between words. It wasn’t divided into words or sen-
tences, much less chapters and verses. 

The Greek that created the KJV was from a different source, the 
Textus Receptus. This was the printed version of the Greek Bible 
created by Erasmus in the fifteen century and available in England 
when the KJV was written. The Textus Receptus was also used to 
create Luther’s Bible.  Erasmus wrote it based on a number of Greek 
versions, most dating to about the twelfth century. It was heavily 
influenced by the Latin version of the Bible called the Vulgate.  The 
Vulgate was created from the Greek in the late fourth century. The Vul-
gate was the official version of the Bible in Western Europe between 
the fourth century on. Translation into different local languages were 
not created until Luther wrote his German version.  

The various versions of the morphological GNT that we use today 
are based on our oldest manuscripts of the Greek Bible. All modern 
Biblical translations rely on the morpological GNT, but they are 
heavily influenced by the KJV, since it was the original and accepted 
English translation for hundreds of years. 

Since all translations are imperfect, we can see where changes 
were added at each stage. These changes often sought to explain what 
Jesus meant in more detail than we see in the original Greek, but there 
are also differences in the oldest sources.  

Jesus’s words have gone though three stages of translation: 1) 
between the source Greek and the Vulgate, 2) between the Vulgate and 
the Textus Receptus, and 3) between the Textus Receptus and KJV to 
reach English speakers today. 

The added line in this verse originally appears for the first time in 
the Textus Receptus. It is not in the Vulgate. It apparently came from 
one of the Greek versions Erasmus used to create the Textus Receptus.  

Conclusion
We have only looked at three of the 109 verses in my story. This 

chapter, obviously, could cover a lot of other issues and a lot of other 
differences between my translation and Biblical ones. 

Most of the differences can be traced to my use of broader source 
material. The Greek source I use is linked digitally to four Lexicons:  
Liddell-Scott-Jones Classical Greek Lexicon, Liddell and Scott’s 
Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon (known as the Middle Liddell), 
Lexicon to Pindar by William J. Slater, and A Homeric Dictionary by 
Georg Autenrieth. These sources draw from all of ancient Greek litera-
ture from Homer to the Greek writers of the Christian era. They give 
the broad, historical meaning of the Greek words. 

I intentionally do not rely upon purely Biblical-oriented materials 
such as Strong’s Concordance for translation, though I do use them 
constantly in my research. For my purposes, they have proven to be 
largely tautological. They define the Greek words by how they have 
been interpreted in religious study. They ignore the broader meaning 
of these words. Since these religious interpretations arose after Christ, 
I prefer to start with the more basic, root meanings of the Greek words 
as the existed at the time of Christ.   

If you are interested, the raw research for this work, you can find 
much more online at ChristsWords.com.    



A b o u t  t h e  A u t h o r

I have no previous experience in writing fiction. I also have no aca-
demic credentials in translating ancient Greek. In both areas, I must 
describe myself as an amateur. I do this work for pleasure. 

I am, however, an experienced writer. I have written over forty non-
fiction works. Many of my books have won awards in many different non-
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